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PlasmaPy is an open source community-developed core Python 3.6+ package for plasma physics in the early stages of
development.
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Chapter 1. Getting Started

CHAPTER

2

User Documentation

2.1 Theoretical Analysis
2.1.1 Plasma physics formulas (plasmapy.physics)
plasmapy.physics provides theoretical formulas for calculation of physical quantities helpful for plasma physics.
The layout of the subpackage is still in flux, but for now we have settled on providing a single plasmapy.physics
namespace for some of the most common functions. The actual functions are located in modules, subjectively grouped
by topic, with sub-namespaces for larger sub-packages.
We thus have:
Plasma parameters (plasmapy.physics.parameters)
This module gathers basic and general plasma parameters such as the plasma frequency or Debye length.
Functions

mass_density(density, particle, z_mean)
Alfven_speed(B, density[, ion, z_mean])
ion_sound_speed(T_e, T_i[, gamma_e, . . . ])
thermal_speed(T, particle[, method, mass])
thermal_pressure(T, n)
kappa_thermal_speed(T,
method])

kappa[,

particle,

Utility function to merge two possible inputs for particle
charge.
Return the Alfven speed.
Return the ion sound speed for an electron-ion plasma.
Return the most probable speed for a particle within a
Maxwellian distribution.
Return the thermal pressure for a Maxwellian distribution.
Return the most probable speed for a particle within a
Kappa distribution.
Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page
Hall_parameter(n, T, B, ion_particle[, . . . ])
Calculate the ratio between the particle gyrofrequency
and the particle-ion particle collision rate.
gyrofrequency(B[, particle, signed, Z])
Calculate the particle gyrofrequency in units of radians
per second.
gyroradius(B[, particle, Vperp, T_i])
Return the particle gyroradius.
plasma_frequency(n[, particle, z_mean])
Calculate the particle plasma frequency.
Debye_length(T_e, n_e)
Calculate the characteristic decay length for electric
fields, due to charge screening.
Debye_number(T_e, n_e)
Return the number of electrons within a sphere with a
radius of the Debye length.
inertial_length(n[, particle])
Calculate the particle inertial length.
magnetic_pressure(B)
Calculate the magnetic pressure.
magnetic_energy_density(B)
Calculate the magnetic energy density.
upper_hybrid_frequency(B, n_e)
Return the upper hybrid frequency.
lower_hybrid_frequency(B, n_i[, ion])
Return the lower hybrid frequency.
mass_density
plasmapy.physics.parameters.mass_density(density, particle: str = None, z_mean: float =
None) -> Unit("kg / m3")
Utility function to merge two possible inputs for particle charge.
Parameters
• density (Quantity) – Either a particle density (number of particles per density, in units
of 1/m^3) or a mass density (in units of kg/m^3 or equivalent).
• particle (str, optional) – Representation of the particle species (e.g., 'p' for
protons, 'D+' for deuterium, or 'He-4 +1' for singly ionized helium-4), which defaults
to electrons. If no charge state information is provided, then the particles are assumed to be
singly charged.
• z_mean (float) – An optional float describing the average ionization of a particle species.
Raises ValueError – If the density has units incovertible to either a particle density or a mass
density, or if you pass in a number density without a particle.
Returns The mass density calculated from all the provided sources of information.
Return type Quantity
Alfven_speed
plasmapy.physics.parameters.Alfven_speed(B, density, ion=’p+’, z_mean=None)
Return the Alfven speed.
Parameters
• B (Quantity) – The magnetic field magnitude in units convertible to tesla.
• density (Quantity) – Either the ion number density in units convertible to 1 / m**3,
or the mass density in units convertible to kg / m**3.
• ion (str, optional) – Representation of the ion species (e.g., 'p' for protons, 'D+'
for deuterium, or 'He-4 +1' for singly ionized helium-4), which defaults to protons. If
no charge state information is provided, then the ions are assumed to be singly charged.
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• z_mean (Quantity, optional) – The average ionization (arithmetic mean) for a
plasma where the a macroscopic description is valid. If this quantity is not given then the
atomic charge state (integer) of the ion is used. This is effectively an average Alfven speed
for the plasma where multiple charge states are present.
Returns V_A – The Alfven velocity of the plasma in units of meters per second.
Return type Quantity with units of velocity
Raises
• TypeError – The magnetic field and density arguments are not instances of Quantity
and cannot be converted into those.
• UnitConversionError – If the magnetic field or density is not in appropriate units.
• RelativityError – If the Alfven velocity is greater than or equal to the speed of light
• ValueError – If the density is negative, or the ion mass or charge state cannot be found.
Warns
• ~plasmapy.utils.RelativityWarning – If the Alfven velocity exceeds 5% of the speed of
light
• ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – if units are not provided, SI units are assumed.
Notes
The Alfven velocity 𝑉𝐴 is the typical propagation speed of magnetic disturbances in a plasma, and is given by:
𝐵
𝑉𝐴 = √
𝜇0 𝜌
where the mass density is 𝜌 = 𝑛𝑖 𝑚𝑖 + 𝑛𝑒 𝑚𝑒 .
This expression does not account for relativistic effects, and loses validity when the resulting speed is a significant fraction of the speed of light.
This function switches B and density when B has units of number density or mass density and density has units
of magnetic field strength.
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> from plasmapy.constants import m_p, m_e
>>> B = 0.014*u.T
>>> n = 5e19*u.m**-3
>>> rho = n*(m_p+m_e)
>>> ion = 'p'
>>> Alfven_speed(B, n, ion)
<Quantity 43173.87029559 m / s>
>>> Alfven_speed(B, rho, ion)
<Quantity 43173.87029559 m / s>
>>> Alfven_speed(B, rho, ion).to(u.cm/u.us)
<Quantity 4.31738703 cm / us>

2.1. Theoretical Analysis
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ion_sound_speed
plasmapy.physics.parameters.ion_sound_speed(T_e, T_i, gamma_e=1,
ion=’p+’, z_mean=None)
Return the ion sound speed for an electron-ion plasma.

gamma_i=3,

Parameters
• T_e (Quantity) – Electron temperature in units of temperature or energy per particle. If
this is not given, then the electron temperature is assumed to be zero.
• T_i (Quantity) – Ion temperature in units of temperature or energy per particle. If this
is not given, then the ion temperature is assumed to be zero.
• gamma_e (float or int) – The adiabatic index for electrons, which defaults to 1. This
value assumes that the electrons are able to equalize their temperature rapidly enough that
the electrons are effectively isothermal.
• gamma_i (float or int) – The adiabatic index for ions, which defaults to 3. This
value assumes that ion motion has only one degree of freedom, namely along magnetic field
lines.
• ion (str, optional) – Representation of the ion species (e.g., 'p' for protons, 'D+'
for deuterium, or ‘He-4 +1’ for singly ionized helium-4), which defaults to protons. If no
charge state information is provided, then the ions are assumed to be singly charged.
• z_mean (Quantity, optional) – The average ionization (arithmetic mean) for a
plasma where the a macroscopic description is valid. If this quantity is not given then
the atomic charge state (integer) of the ion is used. This is effectively an average ion sound
speed for the plasma where multiple charge states are present.
Returns V_S – The ion sound speed in units of meters per second.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – If any of the arguments are not entered as keyword arguments or are of an
incorrect type.
• ValueError – If the ion mass, adiabatic index, or temperature are invalid.
• PhysicsError – If an adiabatic index is less than one.
• UnitConversionError – If the temperature is in incorrect units.
Warns
• RelativityWarning – If the ion sound speed exceeds 5% of the speed of light.
• ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed.
Notes
The ion sound speed 𝑉𝑆 is approximately given by
√︂
𝛾𝑒 𝑍𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑒 + 𝛾𝑖 𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑖
𝑉𝑆 =
𝑚𝑖
where 𝛾𝑒 and 𝛾𝑖 are the electron and ion adiabatic indices, 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑇𝑒 and 𝑇𝑖 are the
electron and ion temperatures, 𝑍 is the charge state of the ion, and 𝑚𝑖 is the ion mass.
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This function assumes that the product of the wavenumber and the Debye length is small. In this limit, the ion
sound speed is not dispersive. In other words, it is frequency independent.
When
the electron temperature is much greater than the ion temperature, the ion sound velocity reduces to
√︀
𝛾𝑒 𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑒 /𝑚𝑖 . Ion acoustic waves can therefore occur even when the ion temperature is zero.
Example
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> ion_sound_speed(T_e=5e6*u.K, T_i=0*u.K, ion='p', gamma_e=1, gamma_i=3)
<Quantity 203155.0764042 m / s>
>>> ion_sound_speed(T_e=5e6*u.K, T_i=0*u.K)
<Quantity 203155.0764042 m / s>
>>> ion_sound_speed(T_e=500*u.eV, T_i=200*u.eV, ion='D+')
<Quantity 229586.01860212 m / s>

thermal_speed
plasmapy.physics.parameters.thermal_speed(T, particle: plasmapy.atomic.particle_class.Particle
=
’e-’,
method=’most_probable’,
mass=<Quantity nan kg>)
Return the most probable speed for a particle within a Maxwellian distribution.
Parameters
• T (Quantity) – The particle temperature in either kelvin or energy per particle
• particle (str, optional) – Representation of the particle species (e.g., 'p' for
protons, 'D+' for deuterium, or 'He-4 +1' for singly ionized helium-4), which defaults
to electrons. If no charge state information is provided, then the particles are assumed to be
singly charged.
• method (str, optional) – Method to be used for calculating the thermal speed. Options are 'most_probable' (default), 'rms', and 'mean_magnitude'.
• mass (Quantity) – The particle’s mass override. Defaults to NaN and if so, doesn’t
do anything, but if set, overrides mass acquired from particle. Useful with relative
velocities of particles.
Returns V – particle thermal speed
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – The particle temperature is not a ~astropy.units.Quantity
• UnitConversionError – If the particle temperature is not in units of temperature or
energy per particle
• ValueError – The particle temperature is invalid or particle cannot be used to identify an
isotope or particle
Warns
• RelativityWarning – If the ion sound speed exceeds 5% of the speed of light, or
• ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed.

2.1. Theoretical Analysis
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Notes
The particle thermal speed is given by:
√︂
𝑉𝑡ℎ,𝑖 =

2𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑖
𝑚𝑖

This function yields the most probable speed within a distribution function. However, the definition of thermal
velocity varies by the square root of two depending on whether or not this velocity absorbs that factor in the
expression for a Maxwellian distribution. In particular, the expression given in the NRL Plasma Formulary [1]
is a square root of two smaller than the result from this function.
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> thermal_speed(5*u.eV, 'p')
<Quantity 30949.69018286 m / s>
>>> thermal_speed(1e6*u.K, particle='p')
<Quantity 128486.55193256 m / s>
>>> thermal_speed(5*u.eV)
<Quantity 1326205.12123959 m / s>
>>> thermal_speed(1e6*u.K)
<Quantity 5505693.98842538 m / s>
>>> thermal_speed(1e6*u.K, method="rms")
<Quantity 6743070.47577549 m / s>
>>> thermal_speed(1e6*u.K, method="mean_magnitude")
<Quantity 6212510.3969422 m / s>

thermal_pressure
plasmapy.physics.parameters.thermal_pressure(T, n)
Return the thermal pressure for a Maxwellian distribution.
Parameters
• T (Quantity) – The particle temperature in either kelvin or energy per particle
• n (Quantity) – The particle number density in units convertible to m**-3.
Examples
>>> import astropy.units as u
>>> thermal_pressure(1*u.eV, 1e20/u.m**3)
<Quantity 16.02176621 Pa>
>>> thermal_pressure(10*u.eV, 1e20/u.m**3)
<Quantity 160.21766208 Pa>

Returns p_th – Thermal pressure.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – The temperature or number density is not a Quantity.
10
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• UnitConversionError – If the particle temperature is not in units of temperature or
energy per particle.
Notes
The thermal pressure is given by:
𝑇𝑡ℎ = 𝑛𝑘𝐵 𝑇
kappa_thermal_speed
plasmapy.physics.parameters.kappa_thermal_speed(T,
kappa,
particle=’e-’,
method=’most_probable’)
Return the most probable speed for a particle within a Kappa distribution.
Parameters
• T (Quantity) – The particle temperature in either kelvin or energy per particle
• kappa (float) – The kappa parameter is a dimensionless number which sets the slope
of the energy spectrum of suprathermal particles forming the tail of the Kappa velocity
distribution function. Kappa must be greater than 3/2.
• particle (str, optional) – Representation of the particle species (e.g., ‘p’ for protons, ‘D+’ for deuterium, or ‘He-4 +1’ for singly ionized helium-4), which defaults to electrons. If no charge state information is provided, then the particles are assumed to be singly
charged.
• method (str, optional) – Method to be used for calculating the thermal speed. Options are ‘most_probable’ (default), ‘rms’, and ‘mean_magnitude’.
Returns V – Particle thermal speed
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – The particle temperature is not a ~astropy.units.Quantity.
• astropy.units.UnitConversionError – If the particle temperature is not in units
of temperature or energy per particle.
• ValueError – The particle temperature is invalid or particle cannot be used to identify an
isotope or particle.
Warns
• RelativityWarning – If the particle thermal speed exceeds 5% of the speed of light, or
• ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed.
Notes
The particle thermal speed is given by:
√︂
𝑉𝑡ℎ,𝑖 =

2.1. Theoretical Analysis

(2𝜅 − 3)

2𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑖
𝜅𝑚𝑖
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For more discussion on the mean_magnitude calculation method, see1 .
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> kappa_thermal_speed(5*u.eV, 4, 'p') # defaults to most probable
<Quantity 24467.87846359 m / s>
>>> kappa_thermal_speed(5*u.eV, 4, 'p', 'rms')
<Quantity 37905.47432261 m / s>
>>> kappa_thermal_speed(5*u.eV, 4, 'p', 'mean_magnitude')
<Quantity 34922.9856304 m / s>

References
See also:
plasmapy.physics.kappa_thermal_speed(),
kappa_velocity_1D()

plasmapy.physics.

Hall_parameter
plasmapy.physics.parameters.Hall_parameter(n,
T, B, ion_particle,
particle=’e’,
coulomb_log=None,
V=None,
coulomb_log_method=’classical’)
Calculate the ratio between the particle gyrofrequency and the particle-ion particle collision rate.
All parameters apply to particle.
Parameters
• n (Quantity) – The density of particle s
• T (Quantity) – The temperature of particles
• B (Quantity) – The magnetic field
• ion_particle (str) – String signifying the type of ion.
• particle (str, optional) – String signifying the type of particles. Defaults to electrons.
• coulomb_log (float, optional) – Preset value for the Coulomb logarithm. Used
mostly for testing purposes.
• V (Quantity) – The relative velocity between particle and ion particles.
• coulomb_log_method (str, optional) – Method used for Coulomb logarithm
calculation. Refer to its documentation.
See also:
plasmapy.physics.parameters.gyrofrequency(),
fundamental_electron_collision_freq(),
Coulomb_logarithm()

plasmapy.physics.parameters.
plasmapy.physics.transport.

Returns
1
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Return type astropy.units.quantity.Quantity
gyrofrequency
plasmapy.physics.parameters.gyrofrequency(B, particle=’e-’, signed=False, Z=None)
Calculate the particle gyrofrequency in units of radians per second.
Parameters
• B (Quantity) – The magnetic field magnitude in units convertible to tesla.
• particle (str, optional) – Representation of the particle species (e.g., ‘p’ for protons, ‘D+’ for deuterium, or ‘He-4 +1’ for singly ionized helium-4), which defaults to electrons. If no charge state information is provided, then the particles are assumed to be singly
charged.
• Z (float or Quantity, optional) – The average ionization (arithmetic mean) for
a plasma where the a macroscopic description is valid. If this quantity is not given then the
atomic charge state (integer) of the ion is used. This is effectively an average gyrofrequency
for the plasma where multiple charge states are present, and should not be interpreted as the
gyrofrequency for any single particle. If not provided, it defaults to the integer charge of the
particle.
• signed (bool, optional) – The gyrofrequency can be defined as signed (negative for
electron, positive for ion). Default is False (unsigned, i.e. always positive).
Returns omega_c – The particle gyrofrequency in units of radians per second
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – If the magnetic field is not a Quantity or particle is not of an appropriate
type
• ValueError – If the magnetic field contains invalid values or particle cannot be used to
identify an particle or isotope
Warns ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
Notes
The particle gyrofrequency is the angular frequency of particle gyration around magnetic field lines and is given
by:
𝜔𝑐𝑖 =

𝑍𝑒𝐵
𝑚𝑖

The particle gyrofrequency is also known as the particle cyclotron frequency or the particle Larmor frequency.
The recommended way to convert from angular frequency to frequency is to use an equivalency between cycles
per second and Hertz, as Astropy’s dimensionles_angles equivalency does not account for the factor of
2*pi needed during this conversion. The dimensionless_angles equivalency is appropriate when dividing
a velocity by an angular frequency to get a length scale.

2.1. Theoretical Analysis
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Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> gyrofrequency(0.1*u.T)
<Quantity 1.75882002e+10 rad / s>
>>> gyrofrequency(0.1*u.T, signed=True)
<Quantity -1.75882002e+10 rad / s>
>>> gyrofrequency(0.01*u.T, 'p')
<Quantity 957883.32241481 rad / s>
>>> gyrofrequency(0.01*u.T, 'p', signed=True)
<Quantity 957883.32241481 rad / s>
>>> gyrofrequency(0.01*u.T, particle='T+')
<Quantity 319964.54975911 rad / s>
>>> omega_ce = gyrofrequency(0.1*u.T)
>>> print(omega_ce)
17588200236.02124 rad / s
>>> f_ce = omega_ce.to(u.Hz, equivalencies=[(u.cy/u.s, u.Hz)])
>>> print(f_ce)
2799249007.6528206 Hz

gyroradius
plasmapy.physics.parameters.gyroradius(B, particle=’e-’, *, Vperp=<Quantity nan m / s>,
T_i=<Quantity nan K>)
Return the particle gyroradius.
Parameters
• B (Quantity) – The magnetic field magnitude in units convertible to tesla.
• particle (str, optional) – Representation of the particle species (e.g., 'p' for
protons, 'D+' for deuterium, or 'He-4 +1' for singly ionized helium-4), which defaults
to electrons. If no charge state information is provided, then the particles are assumed to be
singly charged.
• Vperp (Quantity, optional) – The component of particle velocity that is perpendicular to the magnetic field in units convertible to meters per second. Must be input as a
keyword argument.
• T_i (Quantity, optional) – The particle temperature in units convertible to kelvin.
Must be input as a keyword argument.
Returns r_Li – The particle gyroradius in units of meters. This ~astropy.units.Quantity will be
based on either the perpendicular component of particle velocity as inputted, or the most probable speed for an particle within a Maxwellian distribution for the particle temperature.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – The arguments are of an incorrect type
• UnitConversionError – The arguments do not have appropriate units
• ValueError – If any argument contains invalid values
Warns ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
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Notes
One but not both of Vperp and T_i must be inputted.
If any of B, Vperp, or T_i is a number rather than a Quantity, then SI units will be assumed and a warning
will be raised.
The particle gyroradius is also known as the particle Larmor radius and is given by
𝑟𝐿𝑖 =

𝑉⊥
𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑐𝑖

where 𝑉⊥ is the component of particle velocity that is perpendicular to the magnetic field and 𝜔𝑐𝑖 is the particle
gyrofrequency. If a temperature is provided, then 𝑉⊥ will be the most probable thermal velocity of an particle
at that temperature.
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> gyroradius(0.2*u.T,particle='p+',T_i=1e5*u.K)
<Quantity 0.00212087 m>
>>> gyroradius(0.2*u.T,particle='p+',T_i=1e5*u.K)
<Quantity 0.00212087 m>
>>> gyroradius(5*u.uG,particle='alpha',T_i=1*u.eV)
<Quantity 288002.38837768 m>
>>> gyroradius(400*u.G,particle='Fe+++',Vperp=1e7*u.m/u.s)
<Quantity 48.23129811 m>
>>> gyroradius(B=0.01*u.T,T_i=1e6*u.K)
<Quantity 0.00313033 m>
>>> gyroradius(B=0.01*u.T,Vperp=1e6*u.m/u.s)
<Quantity 0.00056856 m>
>>> gyroradius(0.2*u.T,T_i=1e5*u.K)
<Quantity 4.94949252e-05 m>
>>> gyroradius(5*u.uG,T_i=1*u.eV)
<Quantity 6744.2598183 m>
>>> gyroradius(400*u.G,Vperp=1e7*u.m/u.s)
<Quantity 0.00142141 m>

plasma_frequency
plasmapy.physics.parameters.plasma_frequency(n, particle=’e-’, z_mean=None)
Calculate the particle plasma frequency.
Parameters
• n (Quantity) – Particle number density in units convertible to per cubic meter
• particle (str, optional) – Representation of the particle species (e.g., ‘p’ for protons, ‘D+’ for deuterium, or ‘He-4 +1’ for singly ionized helium-4), which defaults to electrons. If no charge state information is provided, then the particles are assumed to be singly
charged.
• z_mean (Quantity, optional) – The average ionization (arithmetic mean) for a
plasma where the a macroscopic description is valid. If this quantity is not given then the
atomic charge state (int) of the ion is used. This is effectively an average plasma frequency
for the plasma where multiple charge states are present.
2.1. Theoretical Analysis
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Returns omega_p – The particle plasma frequency in radians per second.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – If n_i is not a Quantity or particle is not of an appropriate type.
• UnitConversionError – If n_i is not in correct units
• ValueError – If n_i contains invalid values or particle cannot be used to identify an
particle or isotope.
Warns ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
Notes
The particle plasma frequency is
𝜔𝑝𝑖

√︂
𝑛𝑖
= 𝑍𝑒
𝜖0 𝑚𝑖

At present, astropy.units does not allow direct conversions from radians/second for angular frequency to 1/second or Hz for frequency. The dimensionless_angles equivalency allows that conversion, but does not account
for the factor of 2*pi. The alternatives are to convert to cycle/second or to do the conversion manually, as shown
in the examples.
Example
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> plasma_frequency(1e19*u.m**-3, particle='p')
<Quantity 4.16329453e+09 rad / s>
>>> plasma_frequency(1e19*u.m**-3, particle='D+')
<Quantity 2.94462452e+09 rad / s>
>>> plasma_frequency(1e19*u.m**-3)
<Quantity 1.78398636e+11 rad / s>

Debye_length
plasmapy.physics.parameters.Debye_length(T_e, n_e)
Calculate the characteristic decay length for electric fields, due to charge screening.
Parameters
• T_e (Quantity) – Electron temperature
• n_e (Quantity) – Electron number density
Returns lambda_D – The Debye length in meters
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – If either argument is not a Quantity
• UnitConversionError – If either argument is in incorrect units
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• ValueError – If either argument contains invalid values
Warns ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
Notes
The Debye length is the exponential scale length for charge screening and is given by
√︂
𝜖0 𝑘𝑏 𝑇𝑒
𝜆𝐷 =
𝑛𝑒 𝑒2
for an electron plasma with nearly stationary ions.
The electrical potential will drop by a factor of 1/e every Debye length.
Plasmas will generally be quasineutral on length scales significantly larger than the Debye length.
See also:
Debye_number()
Example
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> Debye_length(5e6*u.K, 5e15*u.m**-3)
<Quantity 0.00218226 m>

Debye_number
plasmapy.physics.parameters.Debye_number(T_e, n_e)
Return the number of electrons within a sphere with a radius of the Debye length.
Parameters
• T_e (Quantity) – Electron temperature
• n_e (Quantity) – Electron number density
Raises
• TypeError – If either argument is not a Quantity
• astropy.units.UnitConversionError – If either argument is in incorrect units
• ValueError – If either argument contains invalid values
Warns ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
Returns N_D – Number of electrons within a sphere with a radius of the Debye length
Return type Quantity
Notes
The Debye number is the number of electrons contained within a sphere with a radius of a Debye length and is
given by
𝑁𝐷 =
2.1. Theoretical Analysis

4𝜋
𝑛𝑒 𝜆3𝐷
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The Debye number is also known as the plasma parameter.
Collective behavior requires a Debye number significantly larger than one.
See also:
Debye_length()
Example
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> Debye_number(5e6*u.K, 5e9*u.cm**-3)
<Quantity 2.17658302e+08>

inertial_length
plasmapy.physics.parameters.inertial_length(n, particle=’e-’)
Calculate the particle inertial length. At this length, the Hall effect becomes important.
Parameters
• n (Quantity) – Particle number density in units convertible to m**-3.
• particle (str, optional) – Representation of the particle species (e.g., ‘p’ for protons, ‘D+’ for deuterium, or ‘He-4 +1’ for singly ionized helium-4), which defaults to electrons. If no charge state information is provided, then the particles are assumed to be singly
charged.
Returns d – Particles inertial length in meters.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – If n not a Quantity or particle is not a string.
• UnitConversionError – If n is not in units of a number density.
• ValueError – The particle density does not have an appropriate value.
Warns ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
Notes
The particle inertial length is also known as an particle skin depth and is given by:
𝑑=

𝑐
𝜔𝑝𝑖

Example
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> inertial_length(5*u.m**-3, particle='He+')
<Quantity 2.02985802e+08 m>
>>> inertial_length(5*u.m**-3)
<Quantity 2376534.75601976 m>
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magnetic_pressure
plasmapy.physics.parameters.magnetic_pressure(B)
Calculate the magnetic pressure.
Parameters B (Quantity) – The magnetic field in units convertible to tesla.
Returns p_B – The magnetic pressure in units in pascals (newtons per square meter).
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – If the input is not a Quantity.
• UnitConversionError – If the input is not in units convertible to tesla.
• ValueError – If the magnetic field strength is not a real number between +/- infinity.
Warns ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
Notes
The magnetic pressure is given by:
𝑝𝐵 =

𝐵2
2𝜇0

The motivation behind having two separate functions for magnetic pressure and magnetic energy density is that
it allows greater insight into the physics that are being considered by the user and thus more readable code.
See also:
magnetic_energy_density() returns an equivalent Quantity, except in units of joules per cubic meter.
Example
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> magnetic_pressure(0.1*u.T).to(u.Pa)
<Quantity 3978.8735773 Pa>

magnetic_energy_density
plasmapy.physics.parameters.magnetic_energy_density(B: Unit("T"))
Calculate the magnetic energy density.
Parameters B (Quantity) – The magnetic field in units convertible to tesla.
Returns E_B – The magnetic energy density in units of joules per cubic meter.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – If the input is not a Quantity.
• UnitConversionError – If the input is not in units convertible to tesla.

2.1. Theoretical Analysis
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• ValueError – If the magnetic field strength does not have an appropriate. value.
Warns ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
Notes
The magnetic energy density is given by:
𝐸𝐵 =

𝐵2
2𝜇0

The motivation behind having two separate functions for magnetic pressure and magnetic energy density is that
it allows greater insight into the physics that are being considered by the user and thus more readable code.
See also:
magnetic_pressure() Returns an equivalent Quantity, except in units of pascals.
Example
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> magnetic_energy_density(0.1*u.T)
<Quantity 3978.8735773 J / m3>

upper_hybrid_frequency
plasmapy.physics.parameters.upper_hybrid_frequency(B, n_e)
Return the upper hybrid frequency.
Parameters
• B (Quantity) – The magnetic field magnitude in units convertible to tesla.
• n_e (Quantity) – The electron number density.
Returns omega_uh – The upper hybrid frequency in radians per second.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – If either of B or n_e is not a Quantity.
• UnitConversionError – If either of B or n_e is in incorrect units.
• ValueError – If either of B or n_e contains invalid values or are of incompatible dimensions.
Warns ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
Notes
The upper hybrid frequency is given through the relation
2
2
2
𝜔𝑢ℎ
= 𝜔𝑐𝑒
+ 𝜔𝑝𝑒

where 𝜔𝑐𝑒 is the electron gyrofrequency and 𝜔𝑝𝑒 is the electron plasma frequency.
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Example
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> upper_hybrid_frequency(0.2*u.T, n_e=5e19*u.m**-3)
<Quantity 4.00459419e+11 rad / s>

lower_hybrid_frequency
plasmapy.physics.parameters.lower_hybrid_frequency(B, n_i, ion=’p+’)
Return the lower hybrid frequency.
Parameters
• B (Quantity) – The magnetic field magnitude in units convertible to tesla.
• n_i (Quantity) – Ion number density.
• ion (str, optional) – Representation of the ion species (e.g., ‘p’ for protons, ‘D+’
for deuterium, or ‘He-4 +1’ for singly ionized helium-4), which defaults to protons. If no
charge state information is provided, then the ions are assumed to be singly charged.
Returns omega_lh – The lower hybrid frequency in radians per second.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – If either of B or n_i is not a Quantity, or ion is of an inappropriate type.
• UnitConversionError – If either of B or n_i is in incorrect units.
• ValueError – If either of B or n_i contains invalid values or are of incompatible dimensions, or ion cannot be used to identify an ion or isotope.
Warns ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
Notes
The lower hybrid frequency is given through the relation
1
1
1
2 = 𝜔2 + 𝜔2 + 𝜔 𝜔
𝜔𝑙ℎ
𝑐𝑖
𝑐𝑒
𝑐𝑖
𝑝𝑖
where 𝜔𝑐𝑖 is the ion gyrofrequency, 𝜔𝑐𝑒 is the electron gyrofrequency, and 𝜔𝑝𝑖 is the ion plasma frequency.
Example
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> lower_hybrid_frequency(0.2*u.T, n_i=5e19*u.m**-3, ion='D+')
<Quantity 5.78372733e+08 rad / s>

Examples:
• 1D Maxwellian distribution function

2.1. Theoretical Analysis
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Dimensionless parameters (plasmapy.physics.dimensionless)
Module of dimensionless plasma parameters.
These are especially important for determining what regime a plasma is in. (e.g., turbulent, quantum, collisional, etc.).
For example, plasmas at high (much larger than 1) Reynolds numbers are highly turbulent, while turbulence is negligible at low Reynolds numbers.
Functions

quantum_theta(T, n_e)
beta(T, n, B)

Compares Fermi energy to thermal kinetic energy to
check if quantum effects are important.
The ratio of thermal pressure to magnetic pressure.

quantum_theta
plasmapy.physics.dimensionless.quantum_theta(T: Unit("K"), n_e: Unit("1 / m3"))
Compares Fermi energy to thermal kinetic energy to check if quantum effects are important.
Parameters
• T (Quantity) – The temperature of the plasma.
• n_e (Quantity) – The electron number density of the plasma.
Examples
>>> import astropy.units as u
>>> quantum_theta(1*u.eV, 1e20*u.m**-3)
<Quantity 127290.61956522>
>>> quantum_theta(1*u.eV, 1e16*u.m**-3)
<Quantity 59083071.83975738>
>>> quantum_theta(1*u.eV, 1e26*u.m**-3)
<Quantity 12.72906196>
>>> quantum_theta(1*u.K, 1e26*u.m**-3)
<Quantity 0.00109691>

Returns theta
Return type Quantity
beta
plasmapy.physics.dimensionless.beta(T: Unit("K"), n: Unit("1 / m3"), B: Unit("T"))
The ratio of thermal pressure to magnetic pressure.
Parameters
• T (Quantity) – The temperature of the plasma.
• n (Quantity) – The particle density of the plasma.
• B (Quantity) – The magnetic field in the plasma.
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Examples
>>> import astropy.units as u
>>> beta(1*u.eV, 1e20*u.m**-3, 1*u.T)
<Quantity 4.02670904e-05>
>>> beta(8.8e3*u.eV, 1e20*u.m**-3, 5.3*u.T)
<Quantity 0.01261482>

Returns beta – Dimensionless quantity.
Return type Quantity
Dielectric functions (plasmapy.physics.dielectric)
Functions to calculate plasma dielectric parameters
Functions

cold_plasma_permittivity_SDP(B, species,
n, . . . )
cold_plasma_permittivity_LRP(B, species,
n, . . . )

Magnetized Cold Plasma Dielectric Permittivity Tensor
Elements.
Magnetized Cold Plasma Dielectric Permittivity Tensor
Elements.

cold_plasma_permittivity_SDP
plasmapy.physics.dielectric.cold_plasma_permittivity_SDP(B, species, n, omega)
Magnetized Cold Plasma Dielectric Permittivity Tensor Elements.
Elements (S, D, P) are given in the “Stix” frame, ie. with B // z.
The exp(−𝑖𝜔𝑡) time-harmonic convention is assumed.
Parameters
• B (Quantity) – Magnetic field magnitude in units convertible to tesla.
• species (list of str) – List of the plasma particle species e.g.: [‘e’, ‘D+’] or [‘e’,
‘D+’, ‘He+’].
• n (list of ~astropy.units.Quantity) – list of species density in units convertible to per cubic meter The order of the species densities should follow species.
• omega (Quantity) – Electromagnetic wave frequency in rad/s.
Returns
• S (~astropy.units.Quantity) – S (“Sum”) dielectric tensor element.
• D (~astropy.units.Quantity) – D (“Difference”) dielectric tensor element.
• P (~astropy.units.Quantity) – P (“Plasma”) dielectric tensor element.

2.1. Theoretical Analysis
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Notes
The dielectric permittivity tensor is expressed in the Stix frame with the exp(−𝑖𝜔𝑡) time-harmonic convention
as 𝜀 = 𝜀0 𝐴, with 𝐴 being
⎛
⎞
𝑆
−𝑖𝐷 0
𝑆
0⎠
𝜀 = 𝜀0 ⎝+𝑖𝐷
0
0
𝑃
where:
𝑆 =1−

∑︁
𝑠

𝐷=

𝜔2

2
𝜔𝑝,𝑠
− Ω2𝑐,𝑠

2
𝜔𝑝,𝑠
𝜔 𝜔 2 − Ω2𝑐,𝑠

∑︁ Ω𝑐,𝑠
𝑠

𝑃 =1−

2
∑︁ 𝜔𝑝,𝑠
𝑠

𝜔2

where 𝜔𝑝,𝑠 is the plasma frequency and Ω𝑐,𝑠 is the signed version of the cyclotron frequency for the species 𝑠.
References
• T.H. Stix, Waves in Plasma, 1992.
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> from plasmapy.constants import pi
>>> B = 2*u.T
>>> species = ['e', 'D+']
>>> n = [1e18*u.m**-3, 1e18*u.m**-3]
>>> omega = 3.7e9*(2*pi)*(u.rad/u.s)
>>> S, D, P = cold_plasma_permittivity_SDP(B, species, n, omega)
>>> S
<Quantity 1.02422902>
>>> D
<Quantity 0.39089352>
>>> P
<Quantity -4.8903104>

cold_plasma_permittivity_LRP
plasmapy.physics.dielectric.cold_plasma_permittivity_LRP(B, species, n, omega)
Magnetized Cold Plasma Dielectric Permittivity Tensor Elements.
Elements (L, R, P) are given in the “rotating” basis, ie. in the basis (u+ , u− , u𝑧 ), where the tensor is diagonal
and with B // z.
The exp(−𝑖𝜔𝑡) time-harmonic convention is assumed.
Parameters
• B (Quantity) – Magnetic field magnitude in units convertible to tesla.
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• species (list of str) – The plasma particle species (e.g.: ['e', 'D+'] or
['e', 'D+', 'He+'].
• n (list of ~astropy.units.Quantity) – list of species density in units convertible to per cubic meter. The order of the species densities should follow species.
• omega (Quantity) – Electromagnetic wave frequency in rad/s.
Returns
• L (~astropy.units.Quantity) – L (“Left”) Left-handed circularly polarization tensor element.
• R (~astropy.units.Quantity) – R (“Right”) Right-handed circularly polarization tensor element.
• P (~astropy.units.Quantity) – P (“Plasma”) dielectric tensor element.
Notes
√
In the rotating frame defined by (u+ , u− , u𝑧 ) with u± = (u𝑥 ± u𝑦 )/ 2, the dielectric tensor takes a diagonal
form with elements L, R, P with:
𝐿=1−

∑︁

𝑅=1−

∑︁

𝑠

𝑠

2
𝜔𝑝,𝑠
𝜔 (𝜔 − Ω𝑐,𝑠 )
2
𝜔𝑝,𝑠
𝜔 (𝜔 + Ω𝑐,𝑠 )

𝑃 =1−

2
∑︁ 𝜔𝑝,𝑠
𝑠

𝜔2

where 𝜔𝑝,𝑠 is the plasma frequency and Ω𝑐,𝑠 is the signed version of the cyclotron frequency for the species 𝑠.
References
• T.H. Stix, Waves in Plasma, 1992.
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> from plasmapy.constants import pi
>>> B = 2*u.T
>>> species = ['e', 'D+']
>>> n = [1e18*u.m**-3, 1e18*u.m**-3]
>>> omega = 3.7e9*(2*pi)*(u.rad/u.s)
>>> L, R, P = cold_plasma_permittivity_LRP(B, species, n, omega)
>>> L
<Quantity 0.63333549>
>>> R
<Quantity 1.41512254>
>>> P
<Quantity -4.8903104>

2.1. Theoretical Analysis
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Examples:
• Cold Magnetized Plasma Waves Tensor Elements (S, D, P in Stix’s notation)

Distribution functions (plasmapy.physics.distribution)
Common distribution functions for plasmas, such as the Maxwelian or Kappa distributions. Functionality is intended
to include generation, fitting and calculation.
Functions

Maxwellian_1D(v, T[, particle, v_drift, . . . ])
Maxwellian_velocity_2D(vx, vy, T[, . . . ])
Maxwellian_velocity_3D(vx, vy, vz, T[, . . . ])
Maxwellian_speed_1D(v, T[, particle, . . . ])
Maxwellian_speed_2D(v, T[, particle, . . . ])
Maxwellian_speed_3D(v, T[, particle, . . . ])
kappa_velocity_1D(v, T, kappa[, particle, . . . ])

kappa_velocity_3D(vx, vy, vz, T, kappa[, . . . ])

Probability distribution function of velocity for a
Maxwellian distribution in 1D.
Probability distribution function of velocity for a
Maxwellian distribution in 2D.
Probability distribution function of velocity for a
Maxwellian distribution in 3D.
Probability distribution function of speed for a
Maxwellian distribution in 1D.
Probability distribution function of speed for a
Maxwellian distribution in 2D.
Probability distribution function of speed for a
Maxwellian distribution in 3D.
Return the probability density at the velocity v in m/s to
find a particle particle in a plasma of temperature T
following the Kappa distribution function in 1D.
Return the probability density function for finding
a particle with velocity components v_x, v_y, and
v_z`in m/s in a suprathermal plasma
of temperature `T and parameter ‘kappa’ which
follows the 3D Kappa distribution function.

Maxwellian_1D
plasmapy.physics.distribution.Maxwellian_1D(v, T, particle=’e’, v_drift=0, vTh=nan,
units=’units’)
Probability distribution function of velocity for a Maxwellian distribution in 1D.
Returns the probability density function at the velocity v in m/s to find a particle particle in a plasma of
temperature T following the Maxwellian distribution function.
Parameters
• v (Quantity) – The velocity in units convertible to m/s.
• T (Quantity) – The temperature in Kelvin.
• particle (str, optional) – Representation of the particle species(e.g., 'p' for protons, 'D+' for deuterium, or 'He-4 +1' for 𝐻𝑒+1
4 (singly ionized helium-4)), which
defaults to electrons.
• v_drift (Quantity, optional) – The drift velocity in units convertible to m/s.
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• vTh (Quantity, optional) – Thermal velocity (most probable velocity) in m/s. This
is used for optimization purposes to avoid re-calculating vTh, for example when integrating
over velocity-space.
• units (str, optional) – Selects whether to run function with units and unit checks
(when equal to “units”) or to run as unitless (when equal to “unitless”). The unitless version
is substantially faster for intensive computations.
∫︀ +∞
Returns f – Probability density in units of Velocity^-1, normalized so that −∞ 𝑓 (𝑣)𝑑𝑣 = 1.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – The parameter arguments are not Quantities and cannot be converted into
Quantities.
• UnitConversionError – If the parameters are not in appropriate units.
• ValueError – If the temperature is negative, or the particle mass or charge state cannot
be found.
Notes
In one dimension, the Maxwellian distribution function for a particle of mass m, velocity v, a drift velocity V
and with temperature T is:
√︂
2
2
𝑚
1
− 𝑚 (𝑣−𝑉 )2
𝑒 2𝑘𝐵 𝑇
≡ √︀ 2 𝑒−(𝑣−𝑣𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓 𝑡 ) /𝑣𝑇 ℎ
𝑓=
2𝜋𝑘𝐵 𝑇
𝜋𝑣𝑇 ℎ
√︀
where 𝑣𝑇 ℎ = 2𝑘𝐵 𝑇 /𝑚 is the thermal speed
Examples
>>> from plasmapy.physics import Maxwellian_1D
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> v=1*u.m/u.s
>>> Maxwellian_1D(v=v, T=30000 * u.K, particle='e', v_drift=0 * u.m / u.s)
<Quantity 5.91632969e-07 s / m>

Maxwellian_velocity_2D
plasmapy.physics.distribution.Maxwellian_velocity_2D(vx,
vy,
T, particle=’e’,
vx_drift=0,
vy_drift=0,
vTh=nan, units=’units’)
Probability distribution function of velocity for a Maxwellian distribution in 2D.
Return the probability density function for finding a particle with velocity components vx and vy in m/s in
an equilibrium plasma of temperature T which follows the 2D Maxwellian distribution function. This function
assumes Cartesian coordinates.
Parameters
• vx (Quantity) – The velocity in x-direction units convertible to m/s.
• vy (Quantity) – The velocity in y-direction units convertible to m/s.

2.1. Theoretical Analysis
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• T (Quantity) – The temperature, preferably in Kelvin.
• particle (str, optional) – Representation of the particle species (e.g., 'p' for
protons, 'D+' for deuterium, or 'He-4 +1' for 𝐻𝑒+1
4 (singly ionized helium-4)), which
defaults to electrons.
• vx_drift (Quantity, optional) – The drift velocity in x-direction units convertible to m/s.
• vy_drift (Quantity, optional) – The drift velocity in y-direction units convertible to m/s.
• vTh (Quantity, optional) – Thermal velocity (most probable) in m/s. This is used
for optimization purposes to avoid re-calculating vTh, for example when integrating over
velocity-space.
• units (str, optional) – Selects whether to run function with units and unit checks
(when equal to “units”) or to run as unitless (when equal to “unitless”). The unitless version
is substantially faster for intensive computations.
∫︀∫︀∫︀ ∞
Returns f – Probability density in Velocity^-1, normalized so that
𝑓 (⃗𝑣 )𝑑⃗𝑣 = 1.
0
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – A parameter argument is not a Quantity and cannot be converted into a
Quantity.
• UnitConversionError – If the parameters is not in appropriate units.
• ValueError – If the temperature is negative, or the particle mass or charge state cannot
be found.
Notes
In 2D, the Maxwellian velocity distribution function describing the distribution of particles with speed 𝑣 in a
plasma with temperature 𝑇 is given by:
[︁
]︁
⃗𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓 𝑡 )2 /𝑣𝑇2 ℎ
𝑓 = (𝜋𝑣𝑇2 ℎ )−1 exp −(⃗𝑣 − 𝑉
where 𝑣𝑇 ℎ =

√︀
2𝑘𝐵 𝑇 /𝑚 is the thermal speed.

See also:
Maxwellian_1D()
Example
>>> from plasmapy.physics import Maxwellian_velocity_2D
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> v=1 * u.m / u.s
>>> Maxwellian_velocity_2D(vx=v,
... vy=v,
... T=30000*u.K,
... particle='e',
... vx_drift=0 * u.m / u.s,
... vy_drift=0 * u.m / u.s)
<Quantity 3.5002957e-13 s2 / m2>
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Maxwellian_velocity_3D
plasmapy.physics.distribution.Maxwellian_velocity_3D(vx, vy, vz, T, particle=’e’,
vx_drift=0,
vy_drift=0,
vz_drift=0,
vTh=nan,
units=’units’)
Probability distribution function of velocity for a Maxwellian distribution in 3D.
Return the probability density function for finding a particle with velocity components vx, vy, and vz in m/s in
an equilibrium plasma of temperature T which follows the 3D Maxwellian distribution function. This function
assumes Cartesian coordinates.
Parameters
• vx (Quantity) – The velocity in x-direction units convertible to m/s.
• vy (Quantity) – The velocity in y-direction units convertible to m/s.
• vz (Quantity) – The velocity in z-direction units convertible to m/s.
• T (Quantity) – The temperature, preferably in Kelvin.
• particle (str, optional) – Representation of the particle species (e.g., 'p' for
protons, 'D+' for deuterium, or 'He-4 +1' for 𝐻𝑒+1
4 (singly ionized helium-4)), which
defaults to electrons.
• vx_drift (Quantity, optional) – The drift velocity in x-direction units convertible to m/s.
• vy_drift (Quantity, optional) – The drift velocity in y-direction units convertible to m/s.
• vz_drift (Quantity, optional) – The drift velocity in z-direction units convertible to m/s.
• vTh (Quantity, optional) – Thermal velocity (most probable) in m/s. This is used
for optimization purposes to avoid re-calculating vTh, for example when integrating over
velocity-space.
• units (str, optional) – Selects whether to run function with units and unit checks
(when equal to “units”) or to run as unitless (when equal to “unitless”). The unitless version
is substantially faster for intensive computations.
∫︀∫︀∫︀ ∞
Returns f – Probability density in Velocity^-1, normalized so that
𝑓 (⃗𝑣 )𝑑⃗𝑣 = 1.
0
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – A parameter argument is not a Quantity and cannot be converted into a
Quantity.
• UnitConversionError – If the parameters is not in appropriate units.
• ValueError – If the temperature is negative, or the particle mass or charge state cannot
be found.

2.1. Theoretical Analysis
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Notes
In 3D, the Maxwellian speed distribution function describing the distribution of particles with speed 𝑣 in a
plasma with temperature 𝑇 is given by:
]︁
[︁
⃗𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓 𝑡 )2 /𝑣 2
𝑓 = (𝜋𝑣𝑇2 ℎ )−3/2 exp −(⃗𝑣 − 𝑉
𝑇ℎ
where 𝑣𝑇 ℎ =

√︀
2𝑘𝐵 𝑇 /𝑚 is the thermal speed.

See also:
Maxwellian_1D()
Example
>>> from plasmapy.physics import Maxwellian_velocity_3D
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> v=1 * u.m / u.s
>>> Maxwellian_velocity_3D(vx=v,
... vy=v,
... vz=v,
... T=30000 * u.K,
... particle='e',
... vx_drift=0 * u.m / u.s,
... vy_drift=0 * u.m / u.s,
... vz_drift=0 * u.m / u.s)
<Quantity 2.07089033e-19 s3 / m3>

Maxwellian_speed_1D
plasmapy.physics.distribution.Maxwellian_speed_1D(v, T, particle=’e’, v_drift=0,
vTh=nan, units=’units’)
Probability distribution function of speed for a Maxwellian distribution in 1D.
Return the probability density function for finding a particle with speed v in m/s in an equilibrium plasma of
temperature T which follows the Maxwellian distribution function.
Parameters
• v (Quantity) – The speed in units convertible to m/s.
• T (Quantity) – The temperature, preferably in Kelvin.
• particle (str, optional) – Representation of the particle species(e.g., 'p' for protons, 'D+' for deuterium, or 'He-4 +1' for 𝐻𝑒+1
4 (singly ionized helium-4)), which
defaults to electrons.
• v_drift (Quantity) – The drift speed in units convertible to m/s.
• vTh (Quantity, optional) – Thermal velocity (most probable) in m/s. This is used
for optimization purposes to avoid re-calculating vTh, for example when integrating over
velocity-space.
• units (str, optional) – Selects whether to run function with units and unit checks
(when equal to “units”) or to run as unitless (when equal to “unitless”). The unitless version
is substantially faster for intensive computations.
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Returns f – Probability density in speed^-1, normalized so that

∫︀ ∞
0

𝑓 (𝑣)𝑑𝑣 = 1.

Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – The parameter arguments are not Quantities and cannot be converted into
Quantities.
• UnitConversionError – If the parameters is not in appropriate units.
• ValueError – If the temperature is negative, or the particle mass or charge state cannot
be found.
Notes
In one dimension, the Maxwellian speed distribution function describing the distribution of particles with speed
v in a plasma with temperature T is given by:
𝑓 (𝑣) = 2
where 𝑣𝑇 ℎ =

1
(𝜋𝑣𝑇2 ℎ )1/2

exp(−(𝑣 − 𝑉𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓 𝑡 )2 /𝑣𝑇2 ℎ )

√︀
2𝑘𝐵 𝑇 /𝑚 is the thermal speed.

Example
>>> from plasmapy.physics import Maxwellian_speed_1D
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> v=1 * u.m / u.s
>>> Maxwellian_speed_1D(v=v, T=30000 * u.K, particle='e', v_drift=0 * u.m / u.s)
<Quantity 1.18326594e-06 s / m>

Maxwellian_speed_2D
plasmapy.physics.distribution.Maxwellian_speed_2D(v, T, particle=’e’, v_drift=0,
vTh=nan, units=’units’)
Probability distribution function of speed for a Maxwellian distribution in 2D.
Return the probability density function of finding a particle with speed components vx and vy in m/s in an
equilibrium plasma of temperature T which follows the 2D Maxwellian distribution function. This function
assumes Cartesian coordinates.
Parameters
• v (Quantity) – The speed in units convertible to m/s.
• T (Quantity) – The temperature, preferably in Kelvin.
• particle (str, optional) – Representation of the particle species(e.g., 'p' for protons, 'D+' for deuterium, or 'He-4 +1' for 𝐻𝑒+1
4 (singly ionized helium-4)), which
defaults to electrons.
• v_drift (Quantity) – The drift speed in units convertible to m/s.
• vTh (Quantity, optional) – Thermal velocity (most probable) in m/s. This is used
for optimization purposes to avoid re-calculating vTh, for example when integrating over
velocity-space.

2.1. Theoretical Analysis
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• units (str, optional) – Selects whether to run function with units and unit checks
(when equal to “units”) or to run as unitless (when equal to “unitless”). The unitless version
is substantially faster for intensive computations.
∫︀∫︀∫︀ ∞
Returns f – Probability density in speed^-1, normalized so that:
𝑓 (⃗𝑣 )𝑑⃗𝑣 = 1.
0
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – A parameter argument is not a Quantity and cannot be converted into a
Quantity.
• UnitConversionError – If the parameters is not in appropriate units.
• ValueError – If the temperature is negative, or the particle mass or charge state cannot
be found.
Notes
In 2D, the Maxwellian speed distribution function describing the distribution of particles with speed 𝑣 in a
plasma with temperature 𝑇 is given by:
⃗𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓 𝑡 )2 /𝑣𝑇2 ℎ )
𝑓 = 2𝜋⃗𝑣 (𝜋𝑣𝑇2 ℎ )−1 exp(−(⃗𝑣 − 𝑉
where 𝑣𝑇 ℎ =

√︀
2𝑘𝐵 𝑇 /𝑚 is the thermal speed.

See also:
Maxwellian_speed_1D()
Example
>>> from plasmapy.physics import Maxwellian_speed_2D
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> v=1 * u.m / u.s
>>> Maxwellian_speed_2D(v=v, T=30000 * u.K, particle='e', v_drift=0 * u.m / u.s)
<Quantity 2.19930065e-12 s / m>

Maxwellian_speed_3D
plasmapy.physics.distribution.Maxwellian_speed_3D(v, T, particle=’e’, v_drift=0,
vTh=nan, units=’units’)
Probability distribution function of speed for a Maxwellian distribution in 3D.
Return the probability density function for finding a particle with speed components vx, vy, and vz in m/s in
an equilibrium plasma of temperature T which follows the 3D Maxwellian distribution function. This function
assumes Cartesian coordinates.
Parameters
• v (Quantity) – The speed in units convertible to m/s.
• T (Quantity) – The temperature, preferably in Kelvin.
• particle (str, optional) – Representation of the particle species(e.g., 'p' for protons, 'D+' for deuterium, or 'He-4 +1' for 𝐻𝑒+1
4 (singly ionized helium-4)), which
defaults to electrons.
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• v_drift (Quantity) – The drift speed in units convertible to m/s.
• vTh (Quantity, optional) – Thermal velocity (most probable) in m/s. This is used
for optimization purposes to avoid re-calculating vTh, for example when integrating over
velocity-space.
• units (str, optional) – Selects whether to run function with units and unit checks
(when equal to “units”) or to run as unitless (when equal to “unitless”). The unitless version
is substantially faster for intensive computations.
∫︀∫︀∫︀ ∞
Returns f – Probability density in speed^-1, normalized so that:
𝑓 (⃗𝑣 )𝑑⃗𝑣 = 1.
0
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – A parameter argument is not a Quantity and cannot be converted into a
Quantity.
• UnitConversionError – If the parameters is not in appropriate units.
• ValueError – If the temperature is negative, or the particle mass or charge state cannot
be found.
Notes
In 3D, the Maxwellian speed distribution function describing the distribution of particles with speed 𝑣 in a
plasma with temperature 𝑇 is given by:
⃗𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓 𝑡 )2 /𝑣𝑇2 ℎ )
𝑓 = 4𝜋⃗𝑣 2 (𝜋𝑣𝑇2 ℎ )−3/2 exp(−(⃗𝑣 − 𝑉
where 𝑣𝑇 ℎ =

√︀
2𝑘𝐵 𝑇 /𝑚 is the thermal speed.

See also:
Maxwellian_speed_1D()
Example
>>> from plasmapy.physics import Maxwellian_speed_3D
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> v=1 * u.m / u.s
>>> Maxwellian_speed_3D(v=v, T=30000*u.K, particle='e', v_drift=0 * u.m / u.s)
<Quantity 2.60235754e-18 s / m>

kappa_velocity_1D
plasmapy.physics.distribution.kappa_velocity_1D(v, T, kappa, particle=’e’, v_drift=0,
vTh=nan, units=’units’)
Return the probability density at the velocity v in m/s to find a particle particle in a plasma of temperature
T following the Kappa distribution function in 1D. The slope of the tail of the Kappa distribution function is set
by ‘kappa’, which must be greater than 1/2.
Parameters
• v (Quantity) – The velocity in units convertible to m/s.
• T (Quantity) – The temperature in Kelvin.
2.1. Theoretical Analysis
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• kappa (Quantity) – The kappa parameter is a dimensionless number which sets the
slope of the energy spectrum of suprathermal particles forming the tail of the Kappa velocity
distribution function. Kappa must be greater than 3/2.
• particle (str, optional) – Representation of the particle species(e.g., 'p for protons, 'D+' for deuterium, or 'He-4 +1' for 𝐻𝑒+1
4 (singly ionized helium-4)), which
defaults to electrons.
• v_drift (Quantity, optional) – The drift velocity in units convertible to m/s.
• vTh (Quantity, optional) – Thermal velocity (most probable) in m/s. This is used
for optimization purposes to avoid re-calculating vTh, for example when integrating over
velocity-space.
• units (str, optional) – Selects whether to run function with units and unit checks
(when equal to “units”) or to run as unitless (when equal to “unitless”). The unitless version
is substantially faster for intensive computations.
∫︀ +∞
Returns f – Probability density in Velocity^-1, normalized so that −∞ 𝑓 (𝑣)𝑑𝑣 = 1.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – A parameter argument is not a Quantity and cannot be converted into a
Quantity.
• UnitConversionError – If the parameters is not in appropriate units.
• ValueError – If the temperature is negative, or the particle mass or charge state cannot
be found.
Notes
In one dimension, the Kappa velocity distribution function describing the distribution of particles with speed 𝑣
in a plasma with temperature 𝑇 and suprathermal parameter 𝜅 is given by:
(︃
𝑓 = 𝐴𝜅

⃗ 𝑡 )2
(⃗𝑣 − 𝑉𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓
1+
𝜅𝑣𝑇 ℎ , 𝜅2

where 𝑣𝑇 ℎ , 𝜅 is the kappa thermal speed and 𝐴𝜅 =

√

)︃−𝜅

1
Γ(𝜅+1)
𝜋𝜅3/2 𝑣𝑇 ℎ ,𝜅2 Γ(𝜅−1/2)

is the normalization constant.

As 𝜅 approaches infinity, the kappa distribution function converges to the Maxwellian distribution function.
Examples
>>> from plasmapy.physics import kappa_velocity_1D
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> v=1 * u.m / u.s
>>> kappa_velocity_1D(v=v, T=30000*u.K, kappa=4, particle='e', v_drift=0 * u.m /
˓→u.s)
<Quantity 6.75549854e-07 s / m>

See also:
kappa_velocity_3D(), kappa_thermal_speed()
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kappa_velocity_3D
plasmapy.physics.distribution.kappa_velocity_3D(vx, vy, vz, T, kappa, particle=’e’,
vx_drift=0, vy_drift=0, vz_drift=0,
vTh=nan, units=’units’)
Return the probability density function for finding a particle with velocity components v_x, v_y, and v_z`in
m/s in a suprathermal plasma of temperature `T and parameter ‘kappa’ which follows the
3D Kappa distribution function. This function assumes Cartesian coordinates.
Parameters
• vx (Quantity) – The velocity in x-direction units convertible to m/s.
• vy (Quantity) – The velocity in y-direction units convertible to m/s.
• vz (Quantity) – The velocity in z-direction units convertible to m/s.
• T (Quantity) – The temperature, preferably in Kelvin.
• kappa (Quantity) – The kappa parameter is a dimensionless number which sets the
slope of the energy spectrum of suprathermal particles forming the tail of the Kappa velocity
distribution function. Kappa must be greater than 3/2.
• particle (str, optional) – Representation of the particle species(e.g., ‘p’ for protons, ‘D+’ for deuterium, or ‘He-4 +1’ for 𝐻𝑒+1
4 : singly ionized helium-4)), which defaults
to electrons.
• vx_drift (Quantity, optional) – The drift velocity in x-direction units convertible to m/s.
• vy_drift (Quantity, optional) – The drift velocity in y-direction units convertible to m/s.
• vz_drift (Quantity, optional) – The drift velocity in z-direction units convertible to m/s.
• vTh (Quantity, optional) – Thermal velocity (most probable) in m/s. This is used
for optimization purposes to avoid re-calculating vTh, for example when integrating over
velocity-space.
• units (str, optional) – Selects whether to run function with units and unit checks
(when equal to “units”) or to run as unitless (when equal to “unitless”). The unitless version
is substantially faster for intensive computations.
∫︀∫︀∫︀ ∞
Returns f – Probability density in Velocity^-1, normalized so that:
𝑓 (⃗𝑣 )𝑑⃗𝑣 = 1
0
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – The parameter arguments are not Quantities and cannot be converted into
Quantities.
• UnitConversionError – If the parameters is not in appropriate units.
• ValueError – If the temperature is negative, or the particle mass or charge state cannot
be found.

2.1. Theoretical Analysis
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Notes
In three dimensions, the Kappa velocity distribution function describing the distribution of particles with speed
𝑣 in a plasma with temperature 𝑇 and suprathermal parameter 𝜅 is given by:
(︃
𝑓 = 𝐴𝜅

⃗ 𝑡 )2
(⃗𝑣 − 𝑉𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓
1+
𝜅𝑣𝑇 ℎ , 𝜅2

where 𝑣𝑇 ℎ , 𝜅 is the kappa thermal speed and 𝐴𝜅 =

)︃−(𝜅+1)

Γ(𝜅+1)
1
2𝜋(𝜅𝑣𝑇 ℎ ,𝜅2 )3/2 Γ(𝜅−1/2)Γ(3/2)

is the normalization constant.

As 𝜅 approaches infinity, the kappa distribution function converges to the Maxwellian distribution function.
See also:
kappa_velocity_1D(), kappa_thermal_speed()
Example
>>> from plasmapy.physics import kappa_velocity_3D
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> v=1 * u.m / u.s
>>> kappa_velocity_3D(vx=v,
... vy=v,
... vz=v,
... T=30000 * u.K,
... kappa=4,
... particle='e',
... vx_drift=0 * u.m / u.s,
... vy_drift=0 * u.m / u.s,
... vz_drift=0 * u.m / u.s)
<Quantity 3.7833988e-19 s3 / m3>

Examples:
• 1D Maxwellian distribution function

Quantum physics functions (plasmapy.physics.quantum)
Functions for quantum parameters, including electron degenerate gases and warm dense matter.
Functions

deBroglie_wavelength(V, particle)
thermal_deBroglie_wavelength(T_e)
Fermi_energy(n_e)
Thomas_Fermi_length(n_e)
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Calculates the de Broglie wavelength.
Calculate the thermal deBroglie wavelength for electrons.
Calculate the kinetic energy in a degenerate electron
gas.
Calculate the exponential scale length for charge screening for cold and dense plasmas.
Continued on next page
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Table 5 – continued from previous page
Calculate the Wigner-Seitz radius, which approximates
the inter- particle spacing.
chemical_potential(n_e, T)
Calculate the ideal chemical potential.
Wigner_Seitz_radius(n)

deBroglie_wavelength
plasmapy.physics.quantum.deBroglie_wavelength(V, particle)
Calculates the de Broglie wavelength.
Parameters
• V (Quantity) – Particle velocity in units convertible to meters per second.
• particle (str or Quantity) – Representation of the particle species (e.g., 'e',
'p', 'D+', or 'He-4 1+', or the particle mass in units convertible to kilograms.
Returns lambda_dB – The de Broglie wavelength in units of meters.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – The velocity is not a Quantity and cannot be converted into a ~astropy.units.Quantity.
• UnitConversionError – If the velocity is not in appropriate units.
• RelativityError – If the magnitude of V is faster than the speed of light.
Warns ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
Notes
The de Broglie wavelength is given by
𝜆𝑑𝐵 =

ℎ
ℎ
=
𝑝
𝛾𝑚𝑉

where ℎ is the Planck constant, 𝑝 is the relativistic momentum of the particle, 𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 is the Lorentz factor, 𝑚
is the particle’s mass, and 𝑉 is the particle’s velocity.
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> velocity = 1.4e7 * u.m / u.s
>>> deBroglie_wavelength(velocity, 'e')
<Quantity 5.18997095e-11 m>
>>> deBroglie_wavelength(V = 0 * u.m / u.s, particle = 'D+')
<Quantity inf m>

thermal_deBroglie_wavelength
plasmapy.physics.quantum.thermal_deBroglie_wavelength(T_e)
Calculate the thermal deBroglie wavelength for electrons.

2.1. Theoretical Analysis
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Parameters T_e (Quantity) – Electron temperature.
Returns lambda_dbTh – The thermal deBroglie wavelength for electrons in meters.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – If argument is not a Quantity.
• UnitConversionError – If argument is in incorrect units.
• ValueError – If argument contains invalid values.
Warns ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed.
Notes
The thermal deBroglie wavelength is approximately the average deBroglie wavelength for electrons in an ideal
gas and is given by
𝜆𝑑 𝑏𝑇 ℎ = √

ℎ
2𝜋𝑚𝑒 𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑒

Example
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> thermal_deBroglie_wavelength(1 * u.eV)
<Quantity 6.91936752e-10 m>

Fermi_energy
plasmapy.physics.quantum.Fermi_energy(n_e)
Calculate the kinetic energy in a degenerate electron gas.
Parameters n_e (Quantity) – Electron number density.
Returns energy_F – The Fermi energy in Joules.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – If argument is not a Quantity.
• UnitConversionError – If argument is in incorrect units.
• ValueError – If argument contains invalid values.
Warns ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed.
Notes
The Fermi energy is the kinetic energy in a degenerate electron gas and is given by
𝜋 2 ~2
𝐸𝐹 =
2𝑚𝑒
38
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This quantity is often used in place of thermal energy for analysis of cold, dense plasmas (e.g. warm dense
matter, condensed matter).
See also:
Thomas_Fermi_length()
Example
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> Fermi_energy(1e23 * u.cm**-3)
<Quantity 1.25867611e-18 J>

Thomas_Fermi_length
plasmapy.physics.quantum.Thomas_Fermi_length(n_e)
Calculate the exponential scale length for charge screening for cold and dense plasmas.
Parameters n_e (Quantity) – Electron number density.
Returns lambda_TF – The Thomas-Fermi screening length in meters.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – If argument is not a Quantity.
• UnitConversionError – If argument is in incorrect units.
• ValueError – If argument contains invalid values.
Warns ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed.
Notes
The Thomas-Fermi screening length is the exponential scale length for charge screening and is given by
√︂
2𝜖0 𝐸𝐹
𝜆𝑇 𝐹 =
3𝑛𝑒 𝑒2
for an electron degenerate gas.
This quantity is often used in place of the Debye length for analysis of cold, dense plasmas (e.g. warm dense
matter, condensed matter).
The electrical potential will drop by a factor of 1/e every Thomas-Fermi screening length.
Plasmas will generally be quasineutral on length scales significantly larger than the Thomas-Fermi screening
length.
See also:
Fermi_energy(), plasmapy.physics.Debye_length()

2.1. Theoretical Analysis
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Example
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> Thomas_Fermi_length(1e23 * u.cm**-3)
<Quantity 5.37991409e-11 m>

Wigner_Seitz_radius
plasmapy.physics.quantum.Wigner_Seitz_radius(n: Unit("1 / m3"))
Calculate the Wigner-Seitz radius, which approximates the inter- particle spacing. It is the radius of a sphere
whose volume is equal to the mean volume per atom in a solid. This parameter is often used to calculate the
coupling parameter. When ion density is used, this is the ion sphere radius, i.e., the space occupied by a single
ion with no other ions in that space. Higher density means less space for each ion, so the radius is smaller.
Parameters n (Quantity) – Particle number density.
Returns radius – The Wigner-Seitz radius in meters.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – If argument is not a ~astropy.units.Quantity.
• UnitConversionError – If argument is in incorrect units.
• ValueError – If argument contains invalid values.
Warns ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed.
Notes
The Wigner-Seitz radius approximates the interparticle spacing. It is the radius of a sphere whose volume is
equal to the mean volume per atom in a solid:
(︂
𝑟=

3
4𝜋𝑛

)︂1/3

See also:
Fermi_energy()
Example
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> Wigner_Seitz_radius(1e29 * u.m**-3)
<Quantity 1.33650462e-10 m>

chemical_potential
plasmapy.physics.quantum.chemical_potential(n_e: Unit("1 / m3"), T: Unit("K"))
Calculate the ideal chemical potential.
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Parameters
• n_e (Quantity) – Electron number density.
• T (Quantity) – The temperature.
Returns beta_mu – The dimensionless ideal chemical potential. That is the ratio of the ideal chemical potential to the thermal energy.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – If argument is not a Quantity.
• UnitConversionError – If argument is in incorrect units.
• ValueError – If argument contains invalid values.
Warns ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed.
Notes
The ideal chemical potential is given by1 :
𝜒𝑎 = 𝐼1/2 (𝛽𝜇𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙
)
𝑎
where 𝜒 is the degeneracy parameter, 𝐼1/2 is the Fermi integral with order 1/2, 𝛽 is the inverse thermal energy
is the ideal chemical potential.
𝛽 = 1/(𝑘𝐵 𝑇 ), and 𝜇𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙
𝑎
The definition for the ideal chemical potential is implicit, so it must be obtained numerically by solving for
the Fermi integral for values of chemical potential approaching the degeneracy parameter. Since values returned from the Fermi_integral are complex, a nonlinear Levenberg-Marquardt least squares method is used to
) − 𝜒𝑎
iteratively approach a value of 𝜇 which minimizes 𝐼1/2 (𝛽𝜇𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙
𝑎
This function returns 𝛽𝜇𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 the dimensionless ideal chemical potential.
Warning: at present this function is limited to relatively small arguments due to limitations in the mpmath
package’s implementation of polylog, which PlasmaPy uses in calculating the Fermi integral.
References
Example
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> chemical_potential(n_e=1e21*u.cm**-3,T=11000*u.K)
<Quantity 2.00039985e-12>

Relativistic functions (plasmapy.physics.relativity)
This module currently provides ample room for the Lorentz factor, as it turned out we didn’t really have much else of
the relativistic variety to add just yet! This is expected to change in the future.
1

Bonitz, Michael. Quantum kinetic theory. Stuttgart: Teubner, 1998.
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Functions

Return the Lorentz factor.

Lorentz_factor(V)
Lorentz_factor

plasmapy.physics.relativity.Lorentz_factor(V: Unit("m / s"))
Return the Lorentz factor.
Parameters V (Quantity) – The velocity in units convertible to meters per second.
Returns gamma – The Lorentz factor associated with the inputted velocities.
Return type float or ndarray
Raises
• TypeError – The V is not a Quantity and cannot be converted into a ~astropy.units.Quantity.
• UnitConversionError – If the V is not in appropriate units.
• ValueError – If the magnitude of V is faster than the speed of light.
Warns ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed.
Notes
The Lorentz factor is a dimensionless number given by
1
𝛾 = √︁
1−

𝑉2
𝑐2

The Lorentz factor is approximately one for sub-relativistic velocities, and goes to infinity as the velocity approaches the speed of light.
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> velocity = 1.4e8 * u.m / u.s
>>> Lorentz_factor(velocity)
1.130885603948959
>>> Lorentz_factor(299792458*u.m/u.s)
inf

The subpackage makes heavy use of astropy.units.Quantity for handling conversions between different unit
systems. This is especially important for electron volts, commonly used in plasma physics to denote temperature,
although it is technically a unit of energy.
Most functions expect astropy.units.Quantity as input, however some will use the plasmapy.utils.
check_quantity decorator to automatically cast arguments to Quantities. If that happens, you will be notified via
an astropy.units.UnitsWarning.
For a general overview of how unit-based input works, take a look at the following example:
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Examples:
• Analysing ITER parameters

Notes for developers
Values should be returned as an Astropy Quantity in SI units.
If a quantity has several names, then the function name should be the one that provides the most physical insight into
what the quantity represents. For example, ‘gyrofrequency’ indicates gyration, while Larmor frequency indicates that
this frequency is somehow related to a human (or perhaps a cat?) named Larmor. Similarly, using omega_ce as a
function name for this quantity will make the code less readable to people who are unfamiliar with the notation or use
a different symbol.
The docstrings for plasma parameter methods should describe the physics associated with these quantities in ways that
are understandable to students who are taking their first course in plasma physics while still being useful to experienced
plasma physicists.

2.1.2 Braginskii and collisional transport theory (plasmapy.physics.transport)
The plasmapy.physics.transport subpackage covers the difficult area of transport theory.
Classical transport theory
Functions to calculate classical transport coefficients.
Examples:
• Braginskii coefficients

Introduction
Classical transport theory is derived by using kinetic theory to close the plasma two-fluid (electron and ion fluid)
equations in the collisional limit. The first complete model in this form was done by S. I. Braginskii1 .
This module uses fitting functions from literature (1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 and the next section) to calculate the transport coefficients,
which are the resistivity, thermoelectric conductivity, thermal conductivity, and viscosity.
Keep in mind the following assumptions under which the transport equations are derived:
1. The plasma is fully ionized, only consisting of ions and electrons. Neutral atoms are neglected.
2. Turbulent transport does not dominate
1

Braginskii, S. I. “Transport processes in a plasma.” Reviews of plasma physics 1 (1965): 205. (1965)
Spitzer Jr, Lyman, and Richard Härm. “Transport phenomena in a completely ionized gas.” Physical Review 89.5 (1953): 977. (1953)
3 Physics of Fully Ionized Gases, L. Spitzer (1962)
4 Epperlein, E. M., and M. G. Haines. “Plasma transport coefficients in a magnetic field by direct numerical solution of the Fokker–Planck
equation.” The Physics of fluids 29.4 (1986): 1029-1041.
5 Ji, Jeong-Young, and Eric D. Held. “Closure and transport theory for high-collisionality electron-ion plasmas.” Physics of Plasmas 20.4 (2013):
042114.
2
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3. The velocity distribution is close to Maxwellian. This implies:
(a) Collisional mean free path << gradient scale length along field
(b) Gyroradius << gradient scale length perpendicular to field
4. The plasma is highly collisional: collisional frequency >> gyrofrequency
When classical transport is not valid, e.g. due to the presence of strong gradients or turbulent transport, the transport
is significantly increased by these other effects. Thus classical transport often serves as a lower bound on the losses /
transport encountered in a plasma.
Transport Variables
For documentation on the individual transport variables, please take the following links to documentation of methods
of ClassicalTransport.
• Resistivity
• Thermoelectric conductivity
• Ion thermal conductivity
• Electron thermal conductivity
• Ion viscosity
• Electron viscosity
Using the module
Given that many of the transport variables share a lot of the same computation and many are often needed to be
calculated simultaneously, this module provides a ClassicalTransport class that can be initialized once with
all of the variables necessary for calculation. It then provides all of the functionality as methods (please refer to its
documentation).
If you only wish to calculate a single transport variable (or if just don’t like object oriented interfaces), we have also
provided wrapper functions in the main module namespace that use ClassicalTransport under the hood (see
below, in the Functions section).
Warning: Please note that as PlasmaPy is a very new package, this API should not be considered stable yet.

Classical transport models
In this section, we present a broad overview of classical transport models implemented within this module.
Braginskii1
The original Braginskii treatment as presented in the highly cited review paper from 1965. Coefficients are found from
expansion of the kinetic equation in Laguerre polynomials, truncated at the second term in their series expansion (k
= 2). This theory allows for arbitrary Hall parameter and include results for Z = 1, 2, 3, 4, and infinity (the case of
Lorentz gas completely stripped of electrons, and the stationary ion approximation).
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Spitzer-Harm23
These coefficients were obtained from a numerical solution of the Fokker- Planck equation. They give one of the
earliest and most accurate (in the Fokker-Planck sense) results for electron transport in simple plasma. They principally
apply in the unmagnetized / parallel field case, although for resistivity Spitzer also calculated a famous result for
a strong perpendicular magnetic field. Results are for Z = 1, 2, 4, 16, and infinity (Lorentz gas / stationary ion
approximation).
Epperlein-Haines4
Not yet implemented.
Ji-Held5
This is a modern treatment of the classical transport problem that has been carried out with laudable care. It allows for
arbitrary hall parameter and arbitrary Z for all coefficients. Similar to the Epperlein-Haines model, it corrects some
known inaccuracies in the original Braginskii results, notably the asymptotic behavior of alpha-cross and beta_perp as
Hall -> +infinity. It also studies effects of electron collisions in the ion terms, which all other treatments have not. To
neglect electron-electron collisions, leave mu = 0. To consider them, specify mu and theta.
References
Functions

resistivity(T_e, n_e, T_i, n_i, ion_particle)
thermoelectric_conductivity(T_e, n_e, T_i,
...)
ion_thermal_conductivity(T_e, n_e, T_i, n_i,
...)
electron_thermal_conductivity(T_e, n_e,
T_i, . . . )
ion_viscosity(T_e, n_e, T_i, n_i, ion_particle)
electron_viscosity(T_e, n_e, T_i, n_i, . . . )

Calculate the resistivity.
Calculate the thermoelectric conductivity.
Calculate the thermal conductivity for ions.
Calculate the thermal conductivity for electrons.
Calculate the ion viscosity.
Calculate the electron viscosity.

resistivity
plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii.resistivity(T_e, n_e, T_i, n_i, ion_particle,
m_i=None, Z=None, B=<Quantity
0.
T>, model=’Braginskii’,
field_orientation=’parallel’,
mu=None,
theta=None,
coulomb_log_method=’classical’)
-> Unit("m Ohm")
Calculate the resistivity.
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Notes
The resistivity here is defined similarly to solid conductors, and thus represents the classical plasmas’ property
to resist the flow of electrical current. The result is in units of ohm * m, so if you assume where the current is
flowing in the plasma (length and cross-sectional area), you could calculate a DC resistance of the plasma in
ohms as resistivity * length / cross-sectional area.
Experimentalists with plasma discharges may observe different V = IR Ohm’s law behavior than suggested by
the resistance calculated here, for reasons such as the occurrence of plasma sheath layers at the electrodes or the
plasma not satisfying the classical assumptions.
Returns
Return type astropy.units.quantity.Quantity
thermoelectric_conductivity
plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii.thermoelectric_conductivity(T_e, n_e,
T_i,
n_i,
ion_particle,
m_i=None,
Z=None,
B=<Quantity
0.
T>,
model=’Braginskii’,
field_orientation=’parallel’,
mu=None,
theta=None,
coulomb_log_method=’classical’)
Calculate the thermoelectric conductivity.
ion_thermal_conductivity
plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii.ion_thermal_conductivity(T_e,
n_e,
T_i,
n_i,
ion_particle,
m_i=None,
Z=None,
B=<Quantity
0.
T>,
model=’Braginskii’,
field_orientation=’parallel’,
mu=None,
theta=None,
coulomb_log_method=’classical’)
-> Unit("W / (K
m)")
Calculate the thermal conductivity for ions.
Notes
This is the classical plasma ions’ ability to conduct energy and heat, defined similarly to other materials. The
result is a conductivity in units of W / m / K, so if you assume you know where the heat is flowing (temperature
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gradient, cross-sectional area) you can calculate the energy transport in Watts as conductivity * cross-sectional
area * temperature gradient. In lab plasmas, typically the energy is flowing out of your high-temperature plasma
to something else, like the walls of your device, and you are sad about this.
Returns
Return type astropy.units.quantity.Quantity
See also:
ion_thermal_conductivity()
electron_thermal_conductivity

plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii.electron_thermal_conductivity(T_e, n_e,
T_i, n_i,
ion_particle,
m_i=None,
Z=None,
B=<Quantity
0. T>,
model=’Braginskii’,
field_orientation=’parallel’,
mu=None,
theta=None,
coulomb_log_method=’classical’
->
Unit("W
/
(K
m)")
Calculate the thermal conductivity for electrons.
Notes
This is quite similar to the ion thermal conductivity, except that it’s for the plasma electrons. In a typical
unmagnetized plasma, the electron thermal conductivity is much higher than the ions and will dominate, due to
the electrons’ low mass and fast speeds.
In a strongly magnetized plasma, following the classical transport analysis, you calculate that the perpendicularfield thermal conductivity becomes greatly reduced for the ions and electrons, with the electrons actually being
restrained even more than the ions due to their low mass and small gyroradius. In reality, the electrons and
ions are pulling on each other strongly due to their opposing charges, so you have the situation of ambipolar
diffusion.
This situation has been likened to an energetic little child (the electrons) not wanting to be pulled away from the
playground (the magnetic field) by the parents (the ions).
The ultimate rate must typically be in between the individual rates for electrons and ions, so at least you can get
some bounds from this type of analysis.
Returns
Return type astropy.units.quantity.Quantity
See also:
ion_thermal_conductivity()
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ion_viscosity
plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii.ion_viscosity(T_e,
n_e,
T_i,
n_i,
ion_particle,
m_i=None,
Z=None,
B=<Quantity
0.
T>,
model=’Braginskii’,
field_orientation=’parallel’,
mu=None,
theta=None,
coulomb_log_method=’classical’)
-> Unit("Pa s")
Calculate the ion viscosity.
Notes
This is the dynamic viscosity that you find for ions in the classical plasma, similar to the viscosity of air or water
or honey. The big effect is the T^5/2 dependence, so as classical plasmas get hotter they become dramatically
more viscous. The ion viscosity typically dominates over the electron viscosity.
Returns
Return type astropy.units.quantity.Quantity
See also:
electron_viscosity()
electron_viscosity
plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii.electron_viscosity(T_e, n_e, T_i, n_i,
ion_particle, m_i=None,
Z=None, B=<Quantity 0.
T>, model=’Braginskii’,
field_orientation=’parallel’,
mu=None, theta=None,
coulomb_log_method=’classical’)
-> Unit("Pa s")
Calculate the electron viscosity.
Notes
This is the dynamic viscosity that you find for electrons in the classical plasma, similar to the viscosity of air
or water or honey. The big effect is the T^5/2 dependence, so as classical plasmas get hotter they become
dramatically more viscous. The ion viscosity typically dominates over the electron viscosity.
Returns
Return type astropy.units.quantity.Quantity
See also:
ion_viscosity()
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Classes

ClassicalTransport(T_e, n_e, T_i, n_i, . . . )

Classical transport coefficients (e.g.

ClassicalTransport
class plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii.ClassicalTransport(T_e,
n_e,
T_i,
n_i,
ion_particle,
m_i=None,
Z=None,
B=<Quantity
0.
T>,
model=’Braginskii’,
field_orientation=’parallel’,
coulomb_log_ei=None,
V_ei=None,
coulomb_log_ii=None,
V_ii=None,
hall_e=None,
hall_i=None,
mu=None,
theta=None,
coulomb_log_method=’classical’)
Bases: object
Classical transport coefficients (e.g. Braginskii, 1965).
Notes
Given that many of the transport variables share a lot of the same computation and many are often needed to be
calculated simultaneously, this class can be initialized once with all of the variables necessary for calculation. It
then provides all of the functionality as methods (please refer to their documentation).
Parameters
• T_e (Quantity) – Electron temperature in units of temperature or energy per particle
• n_e (Quantity) – The electron number density in units convertible to per cubic meter.
• T_i (Quantity) – Ion temperature in units of temperature or energy per particle
• n_i (Quantity) – The ion number density in units convertible to per cubic meter.
• ion_particle (string) – Representation of the ion species (e.g., ‘p’ for protons, ‘e’
for electrons, ‘D+’ for deuterium, or ‘He-4 +1’ for singly ionized helium-4). If no charge
state information is provided, then the particles are assumed to be singly charged.
• Z (int or np.inf, optional) – The ion charge state. Overrides particle charge state if
included. Different theories support different values of Z. For the original Braginskii model,
Z can be any of [1, 2, 3, 4, infinity]. The Ji-Held model supports arbitrary Z. Average
ionization states Z_mean can be input using this input and the Ji-Held model, although
doing so may neglect effects caused by multiple ion populations.
• B (Quantity, optional) – The magnetic field strength in units convertible to tesla.
Defaults to zero.
2.1. Theoretical Analysis
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• model (string) – Indication of whose formulation from literature to use. Allowed values
are:
– ’Braginskii’,
– ’Spitzer-Harm’,
– ’Epperlein-Haines’ (not yet implemented),
– ’Ji-Held’.
See refs1 ,2 ,3 ,4 and5 .
• field_orientation (string, defaults to parallel) – Either of ‘parallel’, ‘par’, ‘perpendicular’, ‘perp’, ‘cross’, or ‘all’, indicating the cardinal orientation of the magnetic field
with respect to the transport direction of interest. Note that ‘perp’ refers to transport perpendicular to the field direction (in the direction of the temperature gradient), while ‘cross’
refers to the direction perpendicular to B and the gradient of temperature (𝐵 × ∇(𝑇 )).
The option ‘all’ will return a Numpy array of all three, np.array((par, perp,
cross)). Does not apply to viscosities.
• coulomb_log_ei (float or dimensionless Quantity, optional) – Force a particular
value to be used for the electron-ion Coulomb logarithm (test electrons on field ions). If
None, Coulomb_logarithm will be used. Useful for comparing calculations.
• V_ei (Quantity, optional) – The relative velocity between particles. Supplied to
Coulomb_logarithm function, not otherwise used. If not provided, thermal velocity is
assumed: 𝜇𝑉 2 ∼ 2𝑘𝐵 𝑇 where mu is the reduced mass.
• coulomb_log_ii (float or dimensionless Quantity, optional) – Force a particular
value to be used for the ion-ion Coulomb logarithm (test ions on field ions). If None,
the PlasmaPy function Coulomb_logarithm will be used. Useful for comparing calculations.
• V_ii (Quantity, optional) – The relative velocity between particles. Supplied to
Coulomb_logarithm function, not otherwise used. If not provided, thermal velocity is
assumed: 𝜇𝑉 2 ∼ 2𝑘𝐵 𝑇 where mu is the reduced mass.
• hall_e (float or dimensionless Quantity, optional) – Force a particular value to be used
for the electron Hall parameter. If None, Hall_parameter will be used. Useful for
comparing calculations.
• hall_i (float or dimensionless Quantity, optional) – Force a particular value to be
used for the ion Hall parameter. If None, Hall_parameter will be used. Useful for
comparing calculations.
• mu (optional, float or dimensionless astropy.units.Quantity) – Ji-Held model only,
may be used to include ion-electron effects on the ion transport coefficients. Defaults to zero,
thus disabling these effects.
• theta (optional, float or dimensionless Quantity) – Ji-Held model only, may be used
to include ion-electron effects on the ion transport coefficients. Defaults to T_e / T_i. Only
has effect if mu is non-zero.
Raises
1

Braginskii, S. I. “Transport processes in a plasma.” Reviews of plasma physics 1 (1965): 205. (1965)
Spitzer Jr, Lyman, and Richard Härm. “Transport phenomena in a completely ionized gas.” Physical Review 89.5 (1953): 977. (1953)
3 Physics of Fully Ionized Gases, L. Spitzer (1962)
4 Epperlein, E. M., and M. G. Haines. “Plasma transport coefficients in a magnetic field by direct numerical solution of the Fokker–Planck
equation.” The Physics of fluids 29.4 (1986): 1029-1041.
5 Ji, Jeong-Young, and Eric D. Held. “Closure and transport theory for high-collisionality electron-ion plasmas.” Physics of Plasmas 20.4 (2013):
042114.
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• ValueError – On incorrect or unknown values of arguments.
• plasmapy.utils.PhysicsError – If input or calculated values for Coulomb logarithms are nonphysical.
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> t = ClassicalTransport(1*u.eV, 1e20/u.m**3,
...
1*u.eV, 1e20/u.m**3, 'p')
>>> t.resistivity()
<Quantity 0.00036701 m Ohm>
>>> t.thermoelectric_conductivity()
<Quantity 0.711084>
>>> t.ion_thermal_conductivity()
<Quantity 0.01552066 W / (K m)>
>>> t.electron_thermal_conductivity()
<Quantity 0.38064293 W / (K m)>
>>> t.ion_viscosity()
<Quantity [4.62129725e-07, 4.60724824e-07, 4.60724824e-07, 0.00000000e+00,
0.00000000e+00] Pa s>
>>> t.electron_viscosity()
<Quantity [5.82273805e-09, 5.82082061e-09, 5.82082061e-09, 0.00000000e+00,
0.00000000e+00] Pa s>

References
Methods Summary

all_variables()
electron_thermal_conductivity()
electron_viscosity()
ion_thermal_conductivity()
ion_viscosity()
resistivity()
thermoelectric_conductivity()

Return all transport variables as a dictionary.
Calculate the thermal conductivity for electrons.
Calculate the electron viscosity.
Calculate the thermal conductivity for ions.
Calculate the ion viscosity.
Calculate the resistivity.
Calculate the thermoelectric conductivity.

Methods Documentation
all_variables() → dict
Return all transport variables as a dictionary.
Returns
Return type dict
electron_thermal_conductivity() -> Unit("W / (K m)")
Calculate the thermal conductivity for electrons.
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Notes
This is quite similar to the ion thermal conductivity, except that it’s for the plasma electrons. In a typical
unmagnetized plasma, the electron thermal conductivity is much higher than the ions and will dominate,
due to the electrons’ low mass and fast speeds.
In a strongly magnetized plasma, following the classical transport analysis, you calculate that the
perpendicular-field thermal conductivity becomes greatly reduced for the ions and electrons, with the electrons actually being restrained even more than the ions due to their low mass and small gyroradius. In
reality, the electrons and ions are pulling on each other strongly due to their opposing charges, so you have
the situation of ambipolar diffusion.
This situation has been likened to an energetic little child (the electrons) not wanting to be pulled away
from the playground (the magnetic field) by the parents (the ions).
The ultimate rate must typically be in between the individual rates for electrons and ions, so at least you
can get some bounds from this type of analysis.
Returns
Return type astropy.units.quantity.Quantity
See also:
ion_thermal_conductivity()
electron_viscosity() -> Unit("Pa s")
Calculate the electron viscosity.
Notes
This is the dynamic viscosity that you find for electrons in the classical plasma, similar to the viscosity
of air or water or honey. The big effect is the T^5/2 dependence, so as classical plasmas get hotter they
become dramatically more viscous. The ion viscosity typically dominates over the electron viscosity.
Returns
Return type astropy.units.quantity.Quantity
See also:
ion_viscosity()
ion_thermal_conductivity() -> Unit("W / (K m)")
Calculate the thermal conductivity for ions.
Notes
This is the classical plasma ions’ ability to conduct energy and heat, defined similarly to other materials.
The result is a conductivity in units of W / m / K, so if you assume you know where the heat is flowing
(temperature gradient, cross-sectional area) you can calculate the energy transport in Watts as conductivity
* cross-sectional area * temperature gradient. In lab plasmas, typically the energy is flowing out of your
high-temperature plasma to something else, like the walls of your device, and you are sad about this.
Returns
Return type astropy.units.quantity.Quantity
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See also:
ion_thermal_conductivity()
ion_viscosity() -> Unit("Pa s")
Calculate the ion viscosity.
Notes
This is the dynamic viscosity that you find for ions in the classical plasma, similar to the viscosity of air
or water or honey. The big effect is the T^5/2 dependence, so as classical plasmas get hotter they become
dramatically more viscous. The ion viscosity typically dominates over the electron viscosity.
Returns
Return type astropy.units.quantity.Quantity
See also:
electron_viscosity()
resistivity() -> Unit("m Ohm")
Calculate the resistivity.
Notes
The resistivity here is defined similarly to solid conductors, and thus represents the classical plasmas’
property to resist the flow of electrical current. The result is in units of ohm * m, so if you assume where
the current is flowing in the plasma (length and cross-sectional area), you could calculate a DC resistance
of the plasma in ohms as resistivity * length / cross-sectional area.
Experimentalists with plasma discharges may observe different V = IR Ohm’s law behavior than suggested by the resistance calculated here, for reasons such as the occurrence of plasma sheath layers at the
electrodes or the plasma not satisfying the classical assumptions.
Returns
Return type astropy.units.quantity.Quantity
thermoelectric_conductivity()
Calculate the thermoelectric conductivity.
Notes
To be improved.
Returns
Return type astropy.units.quantity.Quantity
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Class Inheritance Diagram

ClassicalTransport

Collisions
Functions to calculate transport coefficients.
This module includes a number of functions for handling Coulomb collisions spanning weakly coupled (low density)
to strongly coupled (high density) regimes.
Coulomb collisions
Coulomb collisions are collisions where the interaction force is conveyed via the electric field, instead of any kind of
contact force. They usually result in relatively small deflections of particle trajectories. However, given that there are
many charged particles in a plasma, one has to take into account the cumulative effects of many such collisions.
Coulomb logarithms
Please see the documentation for the Coulomb logarithm for a review of the many ways in which one can define and
calculate that quantity.
Collision rates
The module gathers a few functions helpful for calculating collision rates between particles. The most
general of these is collision_frequency, while if you need average values for a Maxwellian distribution, try out collision_rate_electron_ion and collision_rate_ion_ion.
These use
collision_frequency under the hood.
Macroscopic properties
These include: * Spitzer_resistivity * mobility * Knudsen_number * coupling_parameter
Functions

Coulomb_logarithm(T, n_e, particles[, . . . ])
impact_parameter_perp(T, particles[, V])

54
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Table 10 – continued from previous page
impact_parameter(T, n_e, particles[, . . . ])
Impact parameters for classical and quantum Coulomb
collision
collision_frequency(T, n, particles[, . . . ])
Collision frequency of particles in a plasma.
Coulomb_cross_section(impact_param)
Cross section for a large angle Coulomb collision.
fundamental_electron_collision_freq(T_e, Average momentum relaxation rate for a slowly flowing
...)
Maxwellian distribution of electrons.
fundamental_ion_collision_freq(T_i, n_i, Average momentum relaxation rate for a slowly flowing
...)
Maxwellian distribution of ions.
mean_free_path(T, n_e, particles[, z_mean, . . . ])
Collisional mean free path (m)
Spitzer_resistivity(T, n, particles[, . . . ])
Spitzer resistivity of a plasma
mobility(T, n_e, particles[, z_mean, V, method])
Electrical mobility (m^2/(V s))
Knudsen_number(characteristic_length, T, . . . )
Knudsen number (dimless)
coupling_parameter(T, n_e, particles[, . . . ])
Coupling parameter.
Coulomb_logarithm
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions.Coulomb_logarithm(T,
n_e,
particles,
z_mean=<Quantity nan>,
V=<Quantity nan m / s>,
method=’classical’)
Estimates the Coulomb logarithm.
Parameters
• T (Quantity) – Temperature in units of temperature or energy per particle, which is assumed to be equal for both the test particle and the target particle.
• n_e (Quantity) – The electron density in units convertible to per cubic meter.
• particles (tuple) – A tuple containing string representations of the test particle (listed
first) and the target particle (listed second).
• z_mean (Quantity, optional) – The average ionization (arithmetic mean) for a
plasma where the a macroscopic description is valid. This is used to recover the average
ion density (given the average ionization and electron density) for calculating the ion sphere
radius for non-classical impact parameters.
• V (Quantity, optional) – The relative velocity between particles. If not provided,
thermal velocity is assumed: 𝜇𝑉 2 ∼ 2𝑘𝐵 𝑇 where mu is the reduced mass.
• method (str, optional) – Selects which theory to use when calculating the Coulomb
logarithm. Defaults to classical method.
Returns lnLambda – An estimate of the Coulomb logarithm that is accurate to roughly its reciprocal.
Return type float or numpy.ndarray
Raises
• ValueError – If the mass or charge of either particle cannot be found, or any of the inputs
contain incorrect values.
• UnitConversionError – If the units on any of the inputs are incorrect.
If the n_e, T, or V are not Quantities.
• PhysicsError – If the result is smaller than 1.
• RelativityError – If the input velocity is same or greater than the speed of light.
2.1. Theoretical Analysis
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Warns
• ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
• ~plasmapy.utils.RelativityWarning – If the input velocity is greater than 5% of the speed
of light.
Notes
The classical Coulomb logarithm is given by
(︂
ln Λ ≡ ln

𝑏𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑛

)︂

where 𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑏𝑚𝑎𝑥 are the inner and outer impact parameters for Coulomb collisions1 .
The outer impact parameter is given by the Debye length: 𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝜆𝐷 which is a function of electron temperature
and electron density. At distances greater than the Debye length, electric fields from other particles will be
screened out due to electrons rearranging themselves.
The choice of inner impact parameter is either the distance of closest approach for a 90 degree Coulomb collision
or the thermal deBroglie wavelength, whichever is larger. This is because Coulomb-style collisions cannot
occur for impact parameters shorter than the deBroglie wavelength because quantum effects will change the
fundamental nature of the collision2 ,3 .
Errors associated with the classical Coulomb logarithm are of order its inverse. If the Coulomb logarithm is of
order unity, then the assumptions made in the standard analysis of Coulomb collisions are invalid.
For dense plasmas where the classical Coulomb logarithm breaks down there are various extended methods.
These can be found in D.O. Gericke et al’s paper, which has a table summarizing the methods4 . The GMS-1
through GMS-6 methods correspond to the methods found it that table.
It should be noted that GMS-4 thru GMS-6 modify the Coulomb logarithm to the form:
(︂
)︂
𝑏2
ln Λ ≡ 0.5 ln 1 + 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑏2𝑚𝑖𝑛
This means the Coulomb logarithm will not break down for Lambda < 0, which occurs for dense, cold plasmas.
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions.Classical()
classical Landau-Spitzer approach. Fails for large coupling parameter where Lambda can become less
than zero.
GMS-1
1st method listed in Table 1 of reference [3] Landau-Spitzer, but with interpolated bmin instead of bmin selected between deBroglie wavelength and distance of closest approach. Fails for large coupling parameter
where Lambda can become less than zero.
GMS-2
2nd method listed in Table 1 of reference [3] Another Landau-Spitzer like approach, but now bmax is also
being interpolated. The interpolation is between the Debye length and the ion sphere radius, allowing for
descriptions of dilute plasmas. Fails for large coupling parameter where Lambda can become less than
1

Physics of Fully Ionized Gases, L. Spitzer (1962)
Francis, F. Chen. Introduction to plasma physics and controlled fusion 3rd edition. Ch 5 (Springer 2015).
3 Comparison of Coulomb Collision Rates in the Plasma Physics and Magnetically Confined Fusion Literature, W. Fundamenski and O.E.
Garcia, EFDA–JET–R(07)01 (http://www.euro-fusionscipub.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/EFDR07001.pdf)
4 Dense plasma temperature equilibration in the binary collision approximation. D. O. Gericke et. al. PRE, 65, 036418 (2002). DOI:
10.1103/PhysRevE.65.036418
2
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zero. 3rd method listed in Table 1 of reference [3] classical Landau-Spitzer fails for argument of Coulomb
logarithm Lambda < 0, therefore a clamp is placed at Lambda_min = 2
GMS-4
4th method listed in Table 1 of reference [3] Spitzer-like extension to Coulomb logarithm by noting that
Coulomb collisions take hyperbolic trajectories. Removes divergence for small bmin issue in classical
Landau-Spitzer approach, so bmin can be zero. Also doesn’t break down as Lambda < 0 is now impossible,
even when coupling parameter is large.
GMS-5
5th method listed in Table 1 of reference [3] Similar to GMS-4, but setting bmin as distance of closest
approach and bmax interpolated between Debye length and ion sphere radius. Lambda < 0 impossible.
GMS-6
6th method listed in Table 1 of reference [3] Similar to GMS-4 and GMS-5, but using interpolation methods
for both bmin and bmax.
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> n = 1e19*u.m**-3
>>> T = 1e6*u.K
>>> particles = ('e', 'p')
>>> Coulomb_logarithm(T, n, particles)
14.545527226436974
>>> Coulomb_logarithm(T, n, particles, V=1e6 * u.m / u.s)
11.363478214139432

References
impact_parameter_perp
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions.impact_parameter_perp(T,
particles,
V=<Quantity nan m
/ s>)
Distance of closest approach for a 90 degree Coulomb collision.
Parameters
• T (Quantity) – Temperature in units of temperature or energy per particle, which is assumed to be equal for both the test particle and the target particle
• particles (tuple) – A tuple containing string representations of the test particle (listed
first) and the target particle (listed second)
• V (Quantity, optional) – The relative velocity between particles. If not provided,
thermal velocity is assumed: 𝜇𝑉 2 ∼ 2𝑘𝐵 𝑇 where mu is the reduced mass.
Returns impact_parameter_perp – The distance of closest approach for a 90 degree Coulomb
collision.
Return type float or numpy.ndarray
Raises
• ValueError – If the mass or charge of either particle cannot be found, or any of the inputs
contain incorrect values.
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• UnitConversionError – If the units on any of the inputs are incorrect
• TypeError – If T, or V are not Quantities.
• RelativityError – If the input velocity is same or greater than the speed of light.
Warns
• ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
• ~plasmapy.utils.RelativityWarning – If the input velocity is greater than 5% of the speed
of light.
Notes
The distance of closest approach, impact_parameter_perp, is given by1
𝑏⊥ =

𝑍1 𝑍2
4𝜋𝜖0 𝑚𝑣 2

Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> T = 1e6*u.K
>>> particles = ('e', 'p')
>>> impact_parameter_perp(T, particles)
<Quantity 8.35505011e-12 m>

References
impact_parameter
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions.impact_parameter(T,
n_e,
particles,
z_mean=<Quantity nan>,
V=<Quantity nan m / s>,
method=’classical’)
Impact parameters for classical and quantum Coulomb collision
Parameters
• T (Quantity) – Temperature in units of temperature or energy per particle, which is assumed to be equal for both the test particle and the target particle
• n_e (Quantity) – The electron density in units convertible to per cubic meter.
• particles (tuple) – A tuple containing string representations of the test particle (listed
first) and the target particle (listed second)
• z_mean (Quantity, optional) – The average ionization (arithmetic mean) for a
plasma where the a macroscopic description is valid. This is used to recover the average
ion density (given the average ionization and electron density) for calculating the ion sphere
radius for non-classical impact parameters.
• V (Quantity, optional) – The relative velocity between particles. If not provided,
thermal velocity is assumed: 𝜇𝑉 2 ∼ 2𝑘𝐵 𝑇 where mu is the reduced mass.
1
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• method (str, optional) – Selects which theory to use when calculating the Coulomb
logarithm. Defaults to classical method.
Returns bmin, bmax – The minimum and maximum impact parameters (distances) for a Coulomb
collision.
Return type tuple of floats
Raises
• ValueError – If the mass or charge of either particle cannot be found, or any of the inputs
contain incorrect values.
• UnitConversionError – If the units on any of the inputs are incorrect
• TypeError – If the n_e, T, or V are not Quantities.
• RelativityError – If the input velocity is same or greater than the speed of light.
Warns
• ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
• ~plasmapy.utils.RelativityWarning – If the input velocity is greater than 5% of the speed
of light.
Notes
The minimum and maximum impact parameters may be calculated in a variety of ways. The maximum impact
parameter is typically the Debye length.
For quantum plasmas the maximum impact parameter can be the quadratic sum of the debye length and ion
radius (Wigner_Seitz)1
(︀
)︀1/2
𝑏𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜆2𝐷𝑒 + 𝑎2𝑖
The minimum impact parameter is typically some combination of the thermal deBroglie wavelength and the
distance of closest approach for a 90 degree Coulomb collision. A quadratic sum is used for all GMS methods,
except for GMS-5, where b_min is simply set to the distance of closest approach1 .
(︀
)︀1/2
𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑛 = Λ2𝑑𝑒𝐵𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑖𝑒 + 𝜌2⊥
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> n = 1e19*u.m**-3
>>> T = 1e6*u.K
>>> particles = ('e', 'p')
>>> impact_parameter(T, n, particles)
(<Quantity 1.05163088e-11 m>, <Quantity 2.18225522e-05 m>)
>>> impact_parameter(T, n, particles, V=1e6 * u.m / u.s)
(<Quantity 2.53401778e-10 m>, <Quantity 2.18225522e-05 m>)
1 Dense plasma temperature equilibration in the binary collision approximation. D. O. Gericke et. al. PRE, 65, 036418 (2002). DOI:
10.1103/PhysRevE.65.036418
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References
collision_frequency
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions.collision_frequency(T,
n,
particles,
z_mean=<Quantity
nan>,
V=<Quantity
nan
m
/
s>,
method=’classical’)
Collision frequency of particles in a plasma.
Parameters T (Quantity) – Temperature in units of temperature. This should be the electron
temperature for electron-electron and electron-ion collisions, and the ion temperature for ionion collisions.
n [~astropy.units.Quantity] The density in units convertible to per cubic meter. This should be the electron
density for electron-electron collisions, and the ion density for electron-ion and ion-ion collisions.
particles [tuple] A tuple containing string representations of the test particle (listed first) and the target particle
(listed second)
z_mean [~astropy.units.Quantity, optional] The average ionization (arithmetic mean) for a plasma where the
a macroscopic description is valid. This is used to recover the average ion density (given the average
ionization and electron density) for calculating the ion sphere radius for non-classical impact parameters.
V [~astropy.units.Quantity, optional] The relative velocity between particles. If not provided, thermal velocity
is assumed: 𝜇𝑉 2 ∼ 2𝑘𝐵 𝑇 where mu is the reduced mass.
method: str, optional Selects which theory to use when calculating the Coulomb logarithm. Defaults to classical method.
Returns freq – The collision frequency of particles in a plasma.
Return type float or numpy.ndarray
Raises
• ValueError – If the mass or charge of either particle cannot be found, or any of the inputs
contain incorrect values.
• UnitConversionError – If the units on any of the inputs are incorrect
• TypeError – If the n_e, T, or V are not Quantities.
• RelativityError – If the input velocity is same or greater than the speed of light.
Warns
• ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
• ~plasmapy.utils.RelativityWarning – If the input velocity is greater than 5% of the speed
of light.
Notes
The collision frequency is given by1
𝜈 = 𝑛𝜎𝑣 ln Λ
1
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where n is the particle density, 𝜎 is the collisional cross-section, 𝑣 is the inter-particle velocity (typically taken
as the thermal velocity), and ln Λ is the Coulomb logarithm accounting for small angle collisions.
See eq (2.14) in2 .
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> n = 1e19*u.m**-3
>>> T = 1e6*u.K
>>> particles = ('e', 'p')
>>> collision_frequency(T, n, particles)
<Quantity 702505.15998601 Hz>

References
Coulomb_cross_section
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions.Coulomb_cross_section(impact_param:
Unit("m"))
Cross section for a large angle Coulomb collision.
Parameters impact_param (Quantity) – Impact parameter for the collision.
Examples
>>> Coulomb_cross_section(7e-10*u.m)
<Quantity 6.1575216e-18 m2>
>>> Coulomb_cross_section(0.5*u.m)
<Quantity 3.14159265 m2>

Notes
The collisional cross-section (see1 for a graphical demonstration) for a 90 degree Coulomb collision is obtained
by
𝜎 = 𝜋(2 * 𝜌⊥ )2
where 𝜌⊥ is the distance of closest approach for a 90 degree Coulomb collision. This function is a generalization
of that calculation. Please note that it is not guaranteed to return the correct results for small angle collisions.
Returns The Coulomb collision cross section area.
Return type Quantity
2
1

http://homepages.cae.wisc.edu/~callen/chap2.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross_section_(physics)#Collision_among_gas_particles
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References
fundamental_electron_collision_freq

plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions.fundamental_electron_collision_freq(T_e,
n_e,
ion_particle,
coulomb_log=None,
V=None,
coulomb_log_method=’c
Average momentum relaxation rate for a slowly flowing Maxwellian distribution of electrons.
3

provides a derivation of this as an average collision frequency between electrons and ions for a Maxwellian
distribution. It is thus a special case of the collision frequency with an averaging factor, and is on many occasions
in transport theory the most relevant collision frequency that has to be considered. It is heavily related to
diffusion and resistivity in plasmas.
Parameters
• T_e (Quantity) – The electron temperature of the Maxwellian test electrons
• n_e (Quantity) – The number density of the Maxwellian test electrons
• ion_particle (str) – String signifying a particle type of the field ions, including
charge state information.
• V (Quantity, optional) – The relative velocity between particles. If not provided,
thermal velocity is assumed: 𝜇𝑉 2 ∼ 2𝑘𝐵 𝑇 where mu is the reduced mass.
• coulomb_log (float or dimensionless ~astropy.units.Quantity,
optional) – Option to specify a Coulomb logarithm of the electrons on the ions. If not
specified, the Coulomb log will is calculated using the Coulomb_logarithm function.
• coulomb_log_method (string, optional) – Method used for Coulomb logarithm calculation (see that function for more documentation). Choose from “classical” or
“GMS-1” to “GMS-6”.
Notes
Equations (2.17) and (2.120) in3 provide the original source used to implement this formula, however, the
simplest form that connects our average collision frequency to the general collision frequency is is this (from
2.17):
4
𝜈𝑒 = √ 𝜈(𝑣𝑇 𝑒 )
3 𝜋
Where 𝜈 is the general collision frequency and 𝑣𝑇 𝑒 is the electron thermal velocity (the average, for a
Maxwellian distribution).
This implementation of the average collision frequency is is equivalent to: * 1/tau_e from ref1 eqn (2.5e) pp.
215, * nu_e from ref2 pp. 33,
3

J.D. Callen, Fundamentals of Plasma Physics draft material, Chapter 2, http://homepages.cae.wisc.edu/~callen/chap2.pdf
Braginskii, S. I. “Transport processes in a plasma.” Reviews of plasma physics 1 (1965): 205.
2 Huba, J. D. “NRL (Naval Research Laboratory) Plasma Formulary, revised.” Naval Research Lab. Report NRL/PU/6790-16-614 (2016).
https://www.nrl.navy.mil/ppd/content/nrl-plasma-formulary
1
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References
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> fundamental_electron_collision_freq(0.1
<Quantity 0.00180172 1 / s>
>>> fundamental_electron_collision_freq(1e6
<Quantity 1.07222852e-07 1 / s>
>>> fundamental_electron_collision_freq(100
<Quantity 3936037.8595928 1 / s>
>>> fundamental_electron_collision_freq(100
˓→log_method = 'GMS-1')
<Quantity 3872922.52743562 1 / s>
>>> fundamental_electron_collision_freq(0.1
˓→100)
<Quantity 4.41166015e-07 1 / s>
>>> fundamental_electron_collision_freq(100
˓→log = 20)
<Quantity 5812633.74935003 1 / s>

* u.eV, 1e6 / u.m ** 3, 'p')
* u.K, 1e6 / u.m ** 3, 'p')
* u.eV, 1e20 / u.m ** 3, 'p')
* u.eV, 1e20 / u.m ** 3, 'p', coulomb_

* u.eV, 1e6 / u.m ** 3, 'p', V = c /

* u.eV, 1e20 / u.m ** 3, 'p', coulomb_

See also:
collision_frequency(), fundamental_ion_collision_freq()
fundamental_ion_collision_freq

plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions.fundamental_ion_collision_freq(T_i,
n_i,
ion_particle,
coulomb_log=None,
V=None,
coulomb_log_method=’classica
Average momentum relaxation rate for a slowly flowing Maxwellian distribution of ions.
3

provides a derivation of this as an average collision frequency between ions and ions for a Maxwellian distribution. It is thus a special case of the collision frequency with an averaging factor.
Parameters
• T_i (Quantity) – The electron temperature of the Maxwellian test ions
• n_i (Quantity) – The number density of the Maxwellian test ions
• ion_particle (str) – String signifying a particle type of the test and field ions, including charge state information. This function assumes the test and field ions are the same
species.
• V (Quantity, optional) – The relative velocity between particles. If not provided,
thermal velocity is assumed: 𝜇𝑉 2 ∼ 2𝑘𝐵 𝑇 where mu is the reduced mass.
• coulomb_log (float or dimensionless ~astropy.units.Quantity,
optional) – Option to specify a Coulomb logarithm of the electrons on
the ions.
If not specified, the Coulomb log will is calculated using the
~plasmapy.physics.transport.Coulomb_logarithm function.
3

J.D. Callen, Fundamentals of Plasma Physics draft material, Chapter 2, http://homepages.cae.wisc.edu/~callen/chap2.pdf
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• coulomb_log_method (str, optional) – Method used for Coulomb logarithm
calculation (see that function for more documentation). Choose from “classical” or “GMS1” to “GMS-6”.
Notes
Equations (2.36) and (2.122) in3 provide the original source used to implement this formula, however, in our
implementation we use the very same process that leads to the fundamental electron collison rate (2.17), gaining
simply a different coefficient:
𝜈𝑖 =

8
√ 𝜈(𝑣𝑇 𝑖 )
3*4* 𝜋

Where 𝜈 is the general collision frequency and 𝑣𝑇 𝑖 is the ion thermal velocity (the average, for a Maxwellian
distribution).
Note that in the derivation, it is assumed that electrons are present in such numbers as to establish quasineutrality,
but the effects of the test ions colliding with them are not considered here. This is a very typical approximation
in transport theory.
This result is an ion momentum relaxation rate, and is used in many classical transport expressions. It is equivalent to: * 1/tau_i from ref1 , equation (2.5i) pp. 215, * nu_i from ref2 pp. 33,
References
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> fundamental_ion_collision_freq(0.1
<Quantity 2.97315582e-05 1 / s>
>>> fundamental_ion_collision_freq(1e6
<Quantity 1.78316012e-09 1 / s>
>>> fundamental_ion_collision_freq(100
<Quantity 66411.80316364 1 / s>
>>> fundamental_ion_collision_freq(100
˓→method='GMS-1')
<Quantity 66407.00859126 1 / s>
>>> fundamental_ion_collision_freq(100
<Quantity 6.53577473 1 / s>
>>> fundamental_ion_collision_freq(100
˓→log=20)
<Quantity 95918.76240877 1 / s>

* u.eV, 1e6 / u.m ** 3, 'p')
* u.K, 1e6 / u.m ** 3, 'p')
* u.eV, 1e20 / u.m ** 3, 'p')
* u.eV, 1e20 / u.m ** 3, 'p', coulomb_log_

* u.eV, 1e20 / u.m ** 3, 'p', V = c / 100)
* u.eV, 1e20 / u.m ** 3, 'p', coulomb_

See also:
collision_frequency(), fundamental_electron_collision_freq()
1

Braginskii, S. I. “Transport processes in a plasma.” Reviews of plasma physics 1 (1965): 205.
Huba, J. D. “NRL (Naval Research Laboratory) Plasma Formulary, revised.” Naval Research Lab. Report NRL/PU/6790-16-614 (2016).
https://www.nrl.navy.mil/ppd/content/nrl-plasma-formulary
2
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mean_free_path
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions.mean_free_path(T,
n_e,
particles,
z_mean=<Quantity
nan>,
V=<Quantity nan m / s>,
method=’classical’)
Collisional mean free path (m)
Parameters
• T (Quantity) – Temperature in units of temperature or energy per particle, which is assumed to be equal for both the test particle and the target particle
• n_e (Quantity) – The electron density in units convertible to per cubic meter.
• particles (tuple) – A tuple containing string representations of the test particle (listed
first) and the target particle (listed second)
• z_mean (Quantity, optional) – The average ionization (arithmetic mean) for a
plasma where the a macroscopic description is valid. This is used to recover the average
ion density (given the average ionization and electron density) for calculating the ion sphere
radius for non-classical impact parameters.
• V (Quantity, optional) – The relative velocity between particles. If not provided,
thermal velocity is assumed: 𝜇𝑉 2 ∼ 2𝑘𝐵 𝑇 where mu is the reduced mass.
• method (str, optional) – Selects which theory to use when calculating the Coulomb
logarithm. Defaults to classical method.
Returns mfp – The collisional mean free path for particles in a plasma.
Return type float or numpy.ndarray
Raises
• ValueError – If the mass or charge of either particle cannot be found, or any of the inputs
contain incorrect values.
• UnitConversionError – If the units on any of the inputs are incorrect
• TypeError – If the n_e, T, or V are not Quantities.
• RelativityError – If the input velocity is same or greater than the speed of light.
Warns
• ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
• ~plasmapy.utils.RelativityWarning – If the input velocity is greater than 5% of the speed
of light.
Notes
The collisional mean free path is given by1
𝜆𝑚𝑓 𝑝 =

𝑣
𝜈

where 𝑣 is the inter-particle velocity (typically taken to be the thermal velocity) and 𝜈 is the collision frequency.
1

Francis, F. Chen. Introduction to plasma physics and controlled fusion 3rd edition. Ch 5 (Springer 2015).
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Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> n = 1e19*u.m**-3
>>> T = 1e6*u.K
>>> particles = ('e', 'p')
>>> mean_free_path(T, n, particles)
<Quantity 7.8393631 m>
>>> mean_free_path(T, n, particles, V=1e6 * u.m / u.s)
<Quantity 0.00852932 m>

References
Spitzer_resistivity
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions.Spitzer_resistivity(T,
n,
particles,
z_mean=<Quantity
nan>,
V=<Quantity
nan
m
/
s>,
method=’classical’)
Spitzer resistivity of a plasma
Parameters
• T (Quantity) – Temperature in units of temperature. This should be the electron temperature for electron-electron and electron-ion collisions, and the ion temperature for ion-ion
collisions.
• n (Quantity) – The density in units convertible to per cubic meter. This should be the
electron density for electron-electron collisions, and the ion density for electron-ion and
ion-ion collisions.
• z_mean (Quantity, optional) – The average ionization (arithmetic mean) for a
plasma where the a macroscopic description is valid. This is used to recover the average
ion density (given the average ionization and electron density) for calculating the ion sphere
radius for non-classical impact parameters.
• particles (tuple) – A tuple containing string representations of the test particle (listed
first) and the target particle (listed second)
• V (Quantity, optional) – The relative velocity between particles. If not provided,
thermal velocity is assumed: 𝜇𝑉 2 ∼ 2𝑘𝐵 𝑇 where mu is the reduced mass.
• method (str, optional) – Selects which theory to use when calculating the Coulomb
logarithm. Defaults to classical method.
Returns spitzer – The resistivity of the plasma in Ohm meters.
Return type float or numpy.ndarray
Raises
• ValueError – If the mass or charge of either particle cannot be found, or any of the inputs
contain incorrect values.
• UnitConversionError – If the units on any of the inputs are incorrect
• TypeError – If the n_e, T, or V are not Quantities.
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• RelativityError – If the input velocity is same or greater than the speed of light.
Warns
• ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
• ~plasmapy.utils.RelativityWarning – If the input velocity is greater than 5% of the speed
of light.
Notes
The Spitzer resistivity is given by12
𝜂=

𝑚
𝜈1,2
𝑛𝑍1 𝑍2 𝑞𝑒2

where 𝑚 is the ion mass or the reduced mass, 𝑛 is the ion density, 𝑍 is the particle charge state, 𝑞𝑒 is the charge
of an electron, 𝜈1,2 is the collisional frequency between particle species 1 and 2.
Typically, particle species 1 and 2 are selected to be an electron and an ion, since electron-ion collisions are
inelastic and therefore produce resistivity in the plasma.
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> n = 1e19*u.m**-3
>>> T = 1e6*u.K
>>> particles = ('e', 'p')
>>> Spitzer_resistivity(T, n, particles)
<Quantity 2.4916169e-06 m Ohm>
>>> Spitzer_resistivity(T, n, particles, V=1e6 * u.m / u.s)
<Quantity 0.00041583 m Ohm>

References
mobility
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions.mobility(T, n_e, particles, z_mean=<Quantity
nan>, V=<Quantity nan m / s>,
method=’classical’)
Electrical mobility (m^2/(V s))
Parameters
• T (Quantity) – Temperature in units of temperature or energy per particle, which is assumed to be equal for both the test particle and the target particle
• n_e (Quantity) – The electron density in units convertible to per cubic meter.
• particles (tuple) – A tuple containing string representations of the test particle (listed
first) and the target particle (listed second)
1
2

Francis, F. Chen. Introduction to plasma physics and controlled fusion 3rd edition. Ch 5 (Springer 2015).
http://homepages.cae.wisc.edu/~callen/chap2.pdf
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• z_mean (Quantity, optional) – The average ionization (arithmetic mean) for a
plasma where the a macroscopic description is valid. This is used to recover the average
ion density (given the average ionization and electron density) for calculating the ion sphere
radius for non-classical impact parameters. It is also used the obtain the average mobility of
a plasma with multiple charge state species. When z_mean is not given, the average charge
between the two particles is used instead.
• V (Quantity, optional) – The relative velocity between particles. If not provided,
thermal velocity is assumed: 𝜇𝑉 2 ∼ 2𝑘𝐵 𝑇 where mu is the reduced mass.
• method (str, optional) – Selects which theory to use when calculating the Coulomb
logarithm. Defaults to classical method.
Returns mobility_value – The electrical mobility of particles in a collisional plasma.
Return type float or numpy.ndarray
Raises
• ValueError – If the mass or charge of either particle cannot be found, or any of the inputs
contain incorrect values.
• UnitConversionError – If the units on any of the inputs are incorrect
• TypeError – If the n_e, T, or V are not Quantities.
• RelativityError – If the input velocity is same or greater than the speed of light.
Warns
• ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
• ~plasmapy.utils.RelativityWarning – If the input velocity is greater than 5% of the speed
of light.
Notes
The mobility is given by1
𝑞
𝑚𝜈
where 𝑞 is the particle charge, 𝑚 is the particle mass and 𝜈 is the collisional frequency of the particle in the
plasma.
𝜇=

The mobility describes the forced diffusion of a particle in a collisional plasma which is under the influence
of an electric field. The mobility is essentially the ratio of drift velocity due to collisions and the electric field
driving the forced diffusion.
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> n = 1e19*u.m**-3
>>> T = 1e6*u.K
>>> particles = ('e', 'p')
>>> mobility(T, n, particles)
<Quantity 250500.35318738 m2 / (s V)>
>>> mobility(T, n, particles, V=1e6 * u.m / u.s)
<Quantity 1500.97042427 m2 / (s V)>
1
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References
Knudsen_number
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions.Knudsen_number(characteristic_length, T, n_e,
particles, z_mean=<Quantity
nan>, V=<Quantity nan m / s>,
method=’classical’)
Knudsen number (dimless)
Parameters
• characteristic_length (Quantity) – Rough order-of-magnitude estimate of the
relevant size of the system.
• T (Quantity) – Temperature in units of temperature or energy per particle, which is assumed to be equal for both the test particle and the target particle
• n_e (Quantity) – The electron density in units convertible to per cubic meter.
• particles (tuple) – A tuple containing string representations of the test particle (listed
first) and the target particle (listed second)
• z_mean (Quantity, optional) – The average ionization (arithmetic mean) for a
plasma where the a macroscopic description is valid. This is used to recover the average
ion density (given the average ionization and electron density) for calculating the ion sphere
radius for non-classical impact parameters.
• V (Quantity, optional) – The relative velocity between particles. If not provided,
thermal velocity is assumed: 𝜇𝑉 2 ∼ 2𝑘𝐵 𝑇 where mu is the reduced mass.
• method (str, optional) – Selects which theory to use when calculating the Coulomb
logarithm. Defaults to classical method.
Returns knudsen_param – The dimensionless Knudsen number.
Return type float or numpy.ndarray
Raises
• ValueError – If the mass or charge of either particle cannot be found, or any of the inputs
contain incorrect values.
• UnitConversionError – If the units on any of the inputs are incorrect
• TypeError – If the n_e, T, or V are not Quantities.
• RelativityError – If the input velocity is same or greater than the speed of light.
Warns
• ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
• ~plasmapy.utils.RelativityWarning – If the input velocity is greater than 5% of the speed
of light.
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Notes
The Knudsen number is given by1
𝐾𝑛 =

𝜆𝑚𝑓 𝑝
𝐿

where 𝜆𝑚𝑓 𝑝 is the collisional mean free path for particles in a plasma and :math‘L‘ is the characteristic scale
length of interest.
Typically the characteristic scale length is the plasma size or the size of a diagnostic (such a the length or radius
of a Langmuir probe tip). The Knudsen number tells us whether collisional effects are important on this scale
length.
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> L = 1e-3 * u.m
>>> n = 1e19*u.m**-3
>>> T = 1e6*u.K
>>> particles = ('e', 'p')
>>> Knudsen_number(L, T, n, particles)
<Quantity 7839.36310417>
>>> Knudsen_number(L, T, n, particles, V=1e6 * u.m / u.s)
<Quantity 8.52931736>

References
coupling_parameter
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions.coupling_parameter(T,
n_e,
particles,
z_mean=<Quantity
nan>,
V=<Quantity
nan
m
/
s>,
method=’classical’)
Coupling parameter. Coupling parameter compares Coulomb energy to kinetic energy (typically) thermal. Classical plasmas are weakly coupled Gamma << 1, whereas dense plasmas tend to have significant to strong coupling Gamma >= 1.
Parameters
• T (Quantity) – Temperature in units of temperature or energy per particle, which is assumed to be equal for both the test particle and the target particle
• n_e (Quantity) – The electron density in units convertible to per cubic meter.
• particles (tuple) – A tuple containing string representations of the test particle (listed
first) and the target particle (listed second)
• z_mean (Quantity, optional) – The average ionization (arithmetic mean) for a
plasma where the a macroscopic description is valid. This is used to recover the average
ion density (given the average ionization and electron density) for calculating the ion sphere
radius for non-classical impact parameters.
1
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• V (Quantity, optional) – The relative velocity between particles. If not provided,
thermal velocity is assumed: 𝜇𝑉 2 ∼ 2𝑘𝐵 𝑇 where mu is the reduced mass.
• method (str, optional) – Selects which theory to use when calculating the Coulomb
logarithm. Defaults to classical method.
Returns coupling – The coupling parameter for a plasma.
Return type float or numpy.ndarray
Raises
• ValueError – If the mass or charge of either particle cannot be found, or any of the inputs
contain incorrect values.
• UnitConversionError – If the units on any of the inputs are incorrect
• TypeError – If the n_e, T, or V are not Quantities.
• RelativityError – If the input velocity is same or greater than the speed of light.
Warns
• ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If units are not provided, SI units are assumed
• ~plasmapy.utils.RelativityWarning – If the input velocity is greater than 5% of the speed
of light.
Notes
The coupling parameter is given by
Γ=

𝐸𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑏
𝐸𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐

The Coulomb energy is given by
𝐸𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑏 =

𝑍1 𝑍2 𝑞𝑒2
4𝜋𝜖0 𝑟

where 𝑟 is the Wigner-Seitz radius, and 1 and 2 refer to particle species 1 and 2 between which we want to
determine the coupling.
In the classical case the kinetic energy is simply the thermal energy
𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 = 𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑒
The quantum case is more complex. The kinetic energy is dominated by the Fermi energy, modulated by
a correction factor based on the ideal chemical potential. This is obtained more precisely by taking the the
thermal kinetic energy and dividing by the degeneracy parameter, modulated by the Fermi integral1
𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 = 2𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑒 /𝜒𝑓3/2 (𝜇𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 /𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑒 )
where 𝜒 is the degeneracy parameter, 𝑓3/2 is the Fermi integral, and 𝜇𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 is the ideal chemical potential.
The degeneracy parameter is given by
𝜒 = 𝑛𝑒 Λ3𝑑𝑒𝐵𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑖𝑒
where 𝑛𝑒 is the electron density and Λ𝑑𝑒𝐵𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑖𝑒 is the thermal deBroglie wavelength.
See equations 1.2, 1.3 and footnote 5 in2 for details on the ideal chemical potential.
1 Dense plasma temperature equilibration in the binary collision approximation. D. O. Gericke et. al. PRE, 65, 036418 (2002). DOI:
10.1103/PhysRevE.65.036418
2 Bonitz, Michael. Quantum kinetic theory. Stuttgart: Teubner, 1998.
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Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> n = 1e19*u.m**-3
>>> T = 1e6*u.K
>>> particles = ('e', 'p')
>>> coupling_parameter(T, n, particles)
<Quantity 5.80330315e-05>
>>> coupling_parameter(T, n, particles, V=1e6 * u.m / u.s)
<Quantity 5.80330315e-05>

References

2.1.3 Mathematics (plasmapy.mathematics)
This module gathers highly theoretical mathematical formulas relevant to plasma physics. Usually, those are used
somewhere else in the code but were deemed general enough for the mathematical apparatus to be abstracted from the
main function interface.
Functions
Fermi_integral(x, int, complex, . . . )
plasma_dispersion_func(zeta, int, float, . . . )
plasma_dispersion_func_deriv(zeta,
int,
...)

Calculate the complete Fermi-Dirac integral.
Calculate the plasma dispersion function.
Calculate the derivative of the plasma dispersion function.

Fermi_integral
plasmapy.mathematics.Fermi_integral(x: Union[float, int, complex, numpy.ndarray], j:
Union[float, int, complex, numpy.ndarray]) →
Union[float, complex, numpy.ndarray]
Calculate the complete Fermi-Dirac integral.
Parameters
• x (float, int, complex, or ndarray) – Argument of the Fermi-Dirac integral
function.
• j (float, int, complex, or ndarray) – Order/index of the Fermi-Dirac integral function.
Returns integral – Complete Fermi-Dirac integral for given argument and order.
Return type float, complex, or ndarray
Raises
• TypeError – If the argument is invalid.
• UnitsError – If the argument is a Quantity but is not dimensionless.
• ValueError – If the argument is not entirely finite.
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Notes
The complete Fermi-Dirac integral is defined as:
1
𝐹𝑗 (𝑥) =
Γ(𝑗 + 1)

∞

∫︁
0

𝑡𝑗
𝑑𝑡
exp (𝑡 − 𝑥) + 1

for j > 0.
This is equivalent to the following polylogarithm function:
𝐹𝑗 (𝑥) = −𝐿𝑖𝑗+1 (−𝑒𝑥 )
Warning: at present this function is limited to relatively small arguments due to limitations in the mpmath
package’s implementation of polylog.
Examples
>>> Fermi_integral(0, 0)
(0.6931471805599453-0j)
>>> Fermi_integral(1, 0)
(1.3132616875182228-0j)
>>> Fermi_integral(1, 1)
(1.8062860704447743-0j)

plasma_dispersion_func
plasmapy.mathematics.plasma_dispersion_func(zeta:
Union[complex,
int,
float,
numpy.ndarray])
→
Union[complex,
float, numpy.ndarray]
Calculate the plasma dispersion function.
Parameters zeta (complex, int, float, ndarray, or Quantity) – Argument of
plasma dispersion function.
Returns Z – Value of plasma dispersion function.
Return type complex, float, or ndarray
Raises
• TypeError – If the argument is of an invalid type.
• UnitsError – If the argument is a Quantity but is not dimensionless.
• ValueError – If the argument is not entirely finite.
See also:
plasma_dispersion_func_deriv()
Notes
The plasma dispersion function is defined as:
𝑍(𝜁) = 𝜋 −0.5

∫︁

+∞

−∞
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𝑒−𝑥
𝑑𝑥
𝑥−𝜁
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where the argument is a complex number [fried.conte-1961].
In plasma wave theory, the plasma dispersion function appears frequently when the background medium has
a Maxwellian distribution function. The argument of this function then refers to the ratio of a wave’s phase
velocity to a thermal velocity.
References
Examples
>>> plasma_dispersion_func(0)
1.7724538509055159j
>>> plasma_dispersion_func(1j)
0.757872156141312j
>>> plasma_dispersion_func(-1.52+0.47j)
(0.6088888957234254+0.33494583882874024j)

plasma_dispersion_func_deriv
plasmapy.mathematics.plasma_dispersion_func_deriv(zeta:
Union[complex,
int,
float,
numpy.ndarray])
→
Union[complex,
float,
numpy.ndarray]
Calculate the derivative of the plasma dispersion function.
Parameters zeta (complex, int, float, ndarray, or Quantity) – Argument of
plasma dispersion function.
Returns Zprime – First derivative of plasma dispersion function.
Return type complex, float, or ndarray
Raises
• TypeError – If the argument is invalid.
• UnitsError – If the argument is a Quantity but is not dimensionless.
• ValueError – If the argument is not entirely finite.
See also:
plasma_dispersion_func()
Notes
The derivative of the plasma dispersion function is defined as:
𝑍 ′ (𝜁) = 𝜋 −1/2

∫︁

+∞

−∞

2

𝑒−𝑥
𝑑𝑥
(𝑥 − 𝜁)2

where the argument is a complex number [fried.conte-1961].
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Examples
>>> plasma_dispersion_func_deriv(0)
(-2+0j)
>>> plasma_dispersion_func_deriv(1j)
(-0.48425568771737604+0j)
>>> plasma_dispersion_func_deriv(-1.52+0.47j)
(0.16587133149822897+0.44587978805935047j)

Examples:
• The plasma dispersion function

2.2 Experimental Tools
The diagnostics package is in the early stages of development.

2.2.1 Plasma diagnostics (plasmapy.diagnostics)
Defines the Langmuir analysis module as part of the diagnostics package.
Functions
Attempt to perform a basic swept probe analysis based
on the provided characteristic and probe data.
Implement the simplest but crudest method for obtaining an estimate of the plasma potential from the probe
characteristic.
get_floating_potential(probe_characteristic) Implement the simplest but crudest method for obtaining an estimate of the floating potential from the probe
characteristic.
get_electron_saturation_current(. . . )
Obtain an estimate of the electron saturation current corresponding to the obtained plasma potential.
get_ion_saturation_current(probe_characteristic)
Implement the simplest but crudest method for obtaining an estimate of the ion saturation current from the
probe characteristic.
get_ion_density_LM (ion_saturation_current,
Implement the Langmuir-Mottley (LM) method of ob...)
taining the ion density.
get_electron_density_LM (. . . )
Implement the Langmuir-Mottley (LM) method of obtaining the electron density.
extract_exponential_section(probe_characteristic)
Extract the section of exponential electron current
growth from the probe characteristic.
extract_ion_section(probe_characteristic)
Extract the section dominated by ion collection from the
probe characteristic.
get_electron_temperature(exponential_section) Obtain the Maxwellian or bi-Maxwellian electron temperature using the exponential fit method.
Continued on next page
swept_probe_analysis(probe_characteristic,
...)
get_plasma_potential(probe_characteristic[,
. . . ])
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Table 12 – continued from previous page
extrapolate_electron_current(. . . [, . . . ])
Extrapolate the electron current from the Maxwellian
electron temperature obtained in the exponential growth
region.
reduce_bimaxwellian_temperature(T_e,
Reduce a bi-Maxwellian (dual) temperature to a single
...)
mean temperature for a given fraction.
get_ion_density_OML(probe_characteristic, . . . )
Implement the Orbital Motion Limit (OML) method of
obtaining an estimate of the ion density.
extrapolate_ion_current_OML(. . . [, visual- Extrapolate the ion current from the ion density obize])
tained with the OML method.
get_EEDF(probe_characteristic[, visualize])
Implement the Druyvesteyn method of obtaining the
normalized Electron Energy Distribution Function
(EEDF).
swept_probe_analysis
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.swept_probe_analysis(probe_characteristic, probe_area,
gas,
bimaxwellian=False,
visualize=False,
plot_electron_fit=False,
plot_EEDF=False)
Attempt to perform a basic swept probe analysis based on the provided characteristic and probe data. Suitable
for single cylindrical probes in low-pressure DC plasmas, since OML is applied.
Parameters
• probe_characteristic (Characteristic) – The swept probe characteristic that
is to be analyzed.
• probe_area (Quantity) – The area of the probe exposed to plasma in units convertible
to m^2.
• gas (Quantity) – The (mean) mass of the background gas in atomic mass units.
• visualize (bool, optional) – Can be used to plot the characteristic and the obtained parameters. Default is False.
• plot_electron_fit (bool, optional) – If True, the fit of the electron current in
the exponential section is shown. Default is False.
• plot_EEDF (bool, optional) – If True, the EEDF is computed and shown. Default
is False.
Returns
• Results are returned as Dictionary
• ”T_e” (astropy.units.Quantity) – Best estimate of the electron temperature in
units of eV. Contains two values if bimaxwellian is True.
• ”n_e” (astropy.units.Quantity) – Estimate of the electron density in units of m^3. See the Notes on plasma densities.
• ”n_i” (astropy.units.Quantity) – Estimate of the ion density in units of m^-3. See
the Notes on plasma densities.
• ”n_i_OML” (astropy.units.Quantity) – OML-theory estimate of the ion density
in units of m^-3. See the Notes on plasma densities.
• ”V_F” (astropy.units.Quantity) – Estimate of the floating potential in units of V.
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• ”V_P” (astropy.units.Quantity) – Estimate of the plasma potential in units of V.
• ”I_es” (astropy.units.Quantity) – Estimate of the electron saturation current in
units of Am^-2.
• ”I_is” (astropy.units.Quantity) – Estimate of the ion saturation current in units
of Am^-2.
• ”hot_fraction” (float) – Estimate of the total hot (energetic) electron fraction.
Notes
This function combines the separate probe analysis functions into a single analysis. Results are returned as a
Dictionary. On plasma densities: in an ideal quasi-neutral plasma all densities should be equal. However, in
practice this will not be the case. The electron density is the poorest estimate due to the hard to obtain knee in
the electron current. The density provided by OML theory is likely the best estimate as it is not dependent on
the obtained electron temperature, given that the conditions for OML theory hold.
get_plasma_potential
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.get_plasma_potential(probe_characteristic,
return_arg=False)
Implement the simplest but crudest method for obtaining an estimate of the plasma potential from the probe
characteristic.
Parameters
• probe_characteristic (Characteristic) – The probe characteristic that is being analyzed.
• return_arg (bool, optional) – Controls whether or not the argument of the plasma
potential within the characteristic array should be returned instead of the value of the voltage. Default is False.
Returns V_P – Estimate of the plasma potential in units convertible to V.
Return type Quantity
Notes
The method used in the function takes the maximum gradient of the probe current as the ‘knee’ of the transition
from exponential increase into the electron the saturation region.
get_floating_potential
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.get_floating_potential(probe_characteristic,
return_arg=False)
Implement the simplest but crudest method for obtaining an estimate of the floating potential from the probe
characteristic.
Parameters
• probe_characteristic (Characteristic) – The probe characteristic that is being analyzed.
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• return_arg (bool, optional) – Controls whether or not the argument of the floating potential within the characteristic array should be returned instead of the value of the
voltage. Default is False.
Returns V_F – Estimate of the floating potential in units convertible to V.
Return type Quantity
Notes
The method used in this function takes the probe current closest to zero Amperes as the floating potential.
get_electron_saturation_current
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.get_electron_saturation_current(probe_characteristic)
Obtain an estimate of the electron saturation current corresponding to the obtained plasma potential.
Parameters probe_characteristic (Characteristic) – The probe characteristic that is
being analyzed.
Returns I_es – Estimate of the electron saturation current in units convertible to A.
Return type Quantity
Notes
The function get_plasma_potential is used to obtain an estimate of the plasma potential. The corresponding electron saturation current is returned.
get_ion_saturation_current
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.get_ion_saturation_current(probe_characteristic)
Implement the simplest but crudest method for obtaining an estimate of the ion saturation current from the probe
characteristic.
Parameters probe_characteristic (Characteristic) – The probe characteristic that is
being analyzed.
Returns I_is – Estimate of the ion saturation current in units convertible to A.
Return type Quantity
Notes
The method implemented in this function assumes the ion saturation current to be the smallest probe current in
the characteristic. This assumes the bias range in the ion region is sufficiently negative for the ion current to
saturate.
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get_ion_density_LM
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.get_ion_density_LM(ion_saturation_current,
probe_area, gas)
Implement the Langmuir-Mottley (LM) method of obtaining the ion density.

T_e,

Parameters
• ion_saturation_current (Quantity) – The ion saturation current in units convertible to A.
• T_e (Quantity) – The electron temperature in units convertible to eV.
• probe_area (Quantity) – The area of the probe exposed to plasma in units convertible
to m^2.
• gas (Quantity) – The (mean) mass of the background gas in atomic mass units.
Returns n_i – Estimate of the ion density in units convertible to m^-3.
Return type Quantity
Notes
The method implemented in this function obtains the ion density from the ion saturation current density assuming that the ion current loss to the probe is equal to the Bohm loss. The acoustic Bohm velocity is obtained from
the electron temperature and the ion mass.
The ion saturation current is given by
√︂
𝐼𝑖𝑠 = 0.6𝑒𝐴𝑝 𝑛𝑖

𝑇𝑒
.
𝑚𝑖

get_electron_density_LM
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.get_electron_density_LM(electron_saturation_current,
T_e, probe_area)
Implement the Langmuir-Mottley (LM) method of obtaining the electron density.
Parameters
• electron_saturation_current (Quantity) – The electron saturation current in
units convertible to A.
• T_e (Quantity) – The electron temperature in units convertible to eV.
• probe_area (Quantity) – The area of the probe exposed to plasma in units convertible
to m^2.
Returns n_e – Estimate of the electron density in units convertible to m^-3.
Return type Quantity
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Notes
The method implemented in this function obtains the electron density from the electron saturation current density, assuming a low plasma density. The electron saturation current is given by
√︂
8𝑇𝑒
1
𝐼𝑒𝑠 = 𝑒𝑛𝑒 𝐴𝑝
.
4
𝜋𝑚𝑒
Please note that the electron saturation current density is a hard parameter to acquire and it is usually better to
measure the ion density, which should be identical to the electron density in quasineutral plasmas.
extract_exponential_section
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.extract_exponential_section(probe_characteristic,
T_e=None,
ion_current=None)
Extract the section of exponential electron current growth from the probe characteristic.
Parameters
• probe_characteristic (Characteristic) – The probe characteristic that is being analyzed.
• T_e (Quantity, optional) – If given, the electron temperature can improve the accuracy of the bounds of the exponential region.
• ion_current (Characteristic, optional) – If given, the ion current will be
subtracted from the probe characteristic to yield a better estimate of the electron current in
the exponential region.
Returns exponential_section – The exponential electron current growth section.
Return type Characteristic
Notes
This function extracts the region of exponential electron growth from the probe characteristic under the assumption that this bias region is bounded by the floating and plasma potentials. Additionally, an improvement in
accuracy can be made when the electron temperature is supplied.
extract_ion_section
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.extract_ion_section(probe_characteristic)
Extract the section dominated by ion collection from the probe characteristic.
Parameters probe_characteristic (Characteristic) – The probe characteristic that is
being analyzed.
Returns ion_section – The exponential electron current growth section.
Return type Characteristic
Notes
This function extracts the region dominated by ion collection from the probe characteristic under the assumption
that this bias region is only bounded by the floating potential on the right hand side.
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get_electron_temperature
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.get_electron_temperature(exponential_section,
bimaxwellian=False, visualize=False, return_fit=False,
return_hot_fraction=False)
Obtain the Maxwellian or bi-Maxwellian electron temperature using the exponential fit method.
Parameters
• probe_characteristic (Characteristic) – The probe characteristic that is being analyzed.
• bimaxwellian (bool, optional) – If True the exponential section will be fit assuming bi-Maxwellian electron populations, as opposed to Maxwellian. Default is False.
• visualize (bool, optional) – If True a plot of the exponential fit is shown. Default
is False.
• return_fit (bool, optional) – If True the parameters of the fit will be returned in
addition to the electron temperature. Default is False.
• return_hot_fraction (float, optional) – If True the total fraction of hot electrons will be returned if the population is bi-Maxwellian. Default is False.
Returns T_e – The estimated electron temperature in eV. In case of a bi-Maxwellian plasma an
array containing two Quantities is returned.
Return type Quantity, (ndarray)
Notes
In the electron growth region of the probe characteristic the electron current grows exponentially with bias
voltage:
)︂
(︂
𝑒 (𝑉𝑃 − 𝑉 )
.
𝐼𝑒 = 𝐼𝑒𝑠 exp −
𝑇𝑒
In log space the current in this region should be a straight line if the plasma electrons are fully Maxwellian, or
exhibit a knee in a bi-Maxwellian case. The slope is inversely proportional to the temperature of the respective
electron population:
log (𝐼𝑒 ) ∝

1
.
𝑇𝑒

extrapolate_electron_current
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.extrapolate_electron_current(probe_characteristic,
fit,
bimaxwellian=False,
visualize=False)
Extrapolate the electron current from the Maxwellian electron temperature obtained in the exponential growth
region.
Parameters
• probe_characteristic (Characteristic) – The probe characteristic that is being analyzed.
2.2. Experimental Tools
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• fit (ndarray) – Polynomial fit coefficients returned by the electron temperature fit.
• bimaxwellian (bool, optional) – If True the electron current is extrapolated assuming bi-Maxwellian electron populations, as opposed to Maxwellian. Default is False.
• visualize (bool, optional) – If True a plot of the extracted electron current is
shown. Default is False.
Returns electron_current – The extrapolated electron current characteristic.
Return type Characteristic
Notes
Assuming the electron population is fully Maxwellian the pure electron current is extrapolated from the fit of
the exponential region for the entire bias range.
reduce_bimaxwellian_temperature
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.reduce_bimaxwellian_temperature(T_e,
hot_fraction)
Reduce a bi-Maxwellian (dual) temperature to a single mean temperature for a given fraction.
Parameters
• T_e (Quantity, ndarray) – The bi-Maxwellian temperatures in eV. If a single temperature is provided, this is returned.
• hot_fraction (float) – Fraction of hot to total population. If this parameter is None
the temperature is assumed to be singular Maxwellian.
Returns T_e – The reduced (mean) temperature in units of eV.
Return type Quantity
Notes
This function aids methods that take a single electron temperature in situations where the electron population is
bi-Maxwellian. The reduced temperature is obtained as the weighted mean:
𝑇𝑒,𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝑇𝑐 (1 − 𝑓ℎ ) + 𝑇ℎ 𝑓ℎ
get_ion_density_OML
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.get_ion_density_OML(probe_characteristic, probe_area,
gas,
visualize=False,
return_fit=False)
Implement the Orbital Motion Limit (OML) method of obtaining an estimate of the ion density.
Parameters
• probe_characteristic (Characteristic) – The swept probe characteristic that
is to be analyzed.
• probe_area (Quantity) – The area of the probe exposed to plasma in units convertible
to m^2.
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• gas (Quantity) – The (mean) mass of the background gas in atomic mass units.
• visualize (bool, optional) – If True a plot of the OML fit is shown. Default is
False.
• return_fit (bool, optional) – If True the parameters of the fit will be returned in
addition to the ion density. Default is False.
Returns n_i_OML – Estimated ion density in m^-3.
Return type Quantity
Notes
The method implemented in this function holds for cylindrical probes in a cold ion plasma, ie. :math:T_i=0‘
eV. With OML theory an expression is found for the ion current as function of probe bias independent of the
electron temperature [mott-smith.langmuir-1926]:
√ √︃
2 𝑒 (𝑉𝐹 − 𝑉 )
𝐼𝑖 −−−→ 𝐴𝑝 𝑛𝑖 𝑒
𝑇𝑖 =0
𝜋
𝑚𝑖
References
extrapolate_ion_current_OML
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.extrapolate_ion_current_OML(probe_characteristic,
fit, visualize=False)
Extrapolate the ion current from the ion density obtained with the OML method.
Parameters
• probe_characteristic (Characteristic) – The probe characteristic that is being analyzed.
• fit (ndarray) – Fit coefficients returned by the OML method.
• visualize (bool, optional) – If True a plot of the extracted electron current is
shown. Default is False.
Returns ion_section – The exponential electron current growth section.
Return type Characteristic
Notes
The exponential section of the probe characteristic should be a straight line if the plasma electrons are fully
Maxwellian. The slope is then inversely proportional to the electron temperature.
get_EEDF
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.get_EEDF(probe_characteristic, visualize=False)
Implement the Druyvesteyn method of obtaining the normalized Electron Energy Distribution Function (EEDF).
Parameters
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• probe_characteristic (Characteristic) – The swept probe characteristic that
is to be analyzed.
• visualize (bool, optional) – If True a plot of the extracted electron current is
shown. Default is False.
Returns
• energy (astropy.units.Quantity, ndarray) – Array of potentials in V.
• probability (float, ndarray) – Array of floats corresponding to the potentials representing
the EEDF in normalized probabilities.
Notes
The Druyvesteyn method requires the second derivative of the probe I-V characteristic, which inherently amplifies noise and measurement errors. Therefore it is advisable to smooth the I-V prior to the use of this function.
The Druyvesteyn analysis results in the following equation [druyvesteyn-1930]:
√︂
2𝑚𝜖 d2 𝐼
2
𝑁𝑒 (𝜖) =
𝐴𝑝 𝑒 2
𝑒 d𝑉 2
References
Classes
Characteristic(bias, current)

Class representing a single I-V probe characteristic for
convenient experimental data access and computation.

Characteristic
class plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.Characteristic(bias, current)
Bases: object
Class representing a single I-V probe characteristic for convenient experimental data access and computation.
Supports units.
bias
astropy.units.Quantity, ndarray – Array of applied probe biases in units convertible to V.
current
astropy.units.Quantity, ndarray – Array of applied probe currents in units convertible to A.
Methods Summary

check_validity()
get_padded_limit(padding[, log])
get_unique_bias([inplace])
plot()
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Check the unit and value validity of the characteristic.
Return the limits of the current range for plotting,
taking into account padding.
Remove any duplicate bias values through averaging.
Plot the characteristic in matplotlib.
Continued on next page
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Table 14 – continued from previous page
Sort the characteristic by ascending bias.

sort()
Methods Documentation

check_validity()
Check the unit and value validity of the characteristic.
get_padded_limit(padding, log=False)
Return the limits of the current range for plotting, taking into account padding. Matplotlib lacks this
functionality.
Parameters
• padding (float) – The padding ratio as a float between 0.0 and 1.0.
• log (boolean, optional) – If True the calculation will be performed on a logarithmic scale. Default is False.
get_unique_bias(inplace=False)
Remove any duplicate bias values through averaging.
plot()
Plot the characteristic in matplotlib.
sort()
Sort the characteristic by ascending bias.
Class Inheritance Diagram

Characteristic

Examples:
• Langmuir probe data analysis

2.3 Data Structures and Simulation
2.3.1 Plasma class (plasmapy.classes.plasma)
Introduction
The Plasma3D class is a basic structure to contain spatial information about a plasma. To initialize a Plasma3D
system, first create an instance of the Plasma3D class and then set the Plasma3D.density, Plasma3D.
momentum, Plasma3D.pressure and the Plasma3D.magnetic_field.
2.3. Data Structures and Simulation
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This feature is currently under development.
The PlasmaBlob class is a basic structure to contain just plasma parameter information about a plasma with no
associated spatial or temporal scales. To initialize a PlasmaBlob system, call it with arguments: electron temperature PlasmaBlob.T_e, and electron density PlasmaBlob.n_e. You may also optionally define the ionization,
PlasmaBlob.Z, and relevant plasma particle, PlasmaBlob.particle.
This feature is currently under heavy development.
Reference/API
Defines the core Plasma class used by PlasmaPy to represent plasma properties.
Classes

Plasma3D(domain_x, domain_y, domain_z)
PlasmaBlob(T_e, n_e[, Z, particle])

Core class for describing and calculating plasma parameters with spatial dimensions.
Class for describing and calculating plasma parameters
without spatial/temporal description.

Plasma3D
class plasmapy.classes.plasma.Plasma3D(domain_x, domain_y, domain_z)
Bases: object
Core class for describing and calculating plasma parameters with spatial dimensions.
x
astropy.units.Quantity – x-coordinates within the plasma domain. Equal to the domain_x
input parameter.
y
astropy.units.Quantity – y-coordinates within the plasma domain. Equal to the domain_y
input parameter.
z
astropy.units.Quantity – z-coordinates within the plasma domain. Equal to the domain_z
input parameter.
grid
astropy.units.Quantity – (3, x, y, z) array containing the values of each coordinate at every point
in the domain.
domain_shape
tuple – Shape of the plasma domain.
density
astropy.units.Quantity – (x, y, z) array of mass density at every point in the domain.
momentum
astropy.units.Quantity – (3, x, y, z) array of the momentum vector at every point in the domain.
pressure
astropy.units.Quantity – (x, y, z) array of pressure at every point in the domain.
magnetic_field
astropy.units.Quantity – (3, x, y, z) array of the magnetic field vector at every point in the
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domain.
Parameters
• domain_x (astropy.units.Quantity) – 1D array of x-coordinates for the plasma
domain. Must have units convertable to length.
• domain_y (astropy.units.Quantity) – 1D array of y-coordinates for the plasma
domain. Must have units convertable to length.
• domain_z (astropy.units.Quantity) – 1D array of z-coordinates for the plasma
domain. Must have units convertable to length.
Attributes Summary

alfven_speed
electric_field_strength
magnetic_field_strength
velocity
Attributes Documentation
alfven_speed
electric_field_strength
magnetic_field_strength
velocity
PlasmaBlob
class plasmapy.classes.plasma.PlasmaBlob(T_e, n_e, Z=None, particle=’p’)
Bases: object
Class for describing and calculating plasma parameters without spatial/temporal description.
Attributes Summary

composition
electron_density
electron_temperature
ionization
Methods Summary

coupling()
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Ion-ion coupling parameter to determine if quantum/coupling effects are important.
Continued on next page
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quantum_theta()

regimes()

Table 18 – continued from previous page
Quantum theta parameter, which compares Fermi kinetic energy to thermal kinetic energy to check if
quantum effects are important.
Generate a comprehensive description of the plasma
regimes based on plasma properties and consequent
plasma parameters.

Attributes Documentation
composition
electron_density
electron_temperature
ionization
Methods Documentation
coupling()
Ion-ion coupling parameter to determine if quantum/coupling effects are important. This compares
Coulomb potential energy to thermal kinetic energy.
quantum_theta()
Quantum theta parameter, which compares Fermi kinetic energy to thermal kinetic energy to check if
quantum effects are important.
regimes()
Generate a comprehensive description of the plasma regimes based on plasma properties and consequent
plasma parameters.
Class Inheritance Diagram

PlasmaBlob

Plasma3D

2.3.2 Particle Simulation (plasmapy.classes.species)
Introduction
This module contains the species class, which is a simple particle stepper implementing the Boris algorithm.
This module is highly unstable and is expected to change a lot in the future.
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Examples:
• Particle stepper

Reference/API
Classes

Species(plasma[, particle_type, . . . ])

Object representing a species of particles: ions, electrons, or simply a group of particles with a particular
initial velocity distribution.

Species
class plasmapy.classes.species.Species(plasma, particle_type=’p’, n_particles=1, scaling=1, dt=<Quantity inf s>, nt=inf )
Bases: object
Object representing a species of particles: ions, electrons, or simply a group of particles with a particular initial
velocity distribution.
Parameters
• plasma (Plasma) – plasma from which fields can be pulled
• type (str) – particle type. See plasmapy.atomic.atomic for suitable arguments.
The default is a proton.
• n_particles (int) – number of macroparticles. The default is a single particle.
• scaling (float) – number of particles represented by each macroparticle. The default
is 1, which means a 1:1 correspondence between particles and macroparticles.
• dt (astropy.units.Quantity) – length of timestep
• nt (int) – number of timesteps
x
astropy.units.Quantity
v
astropy.units.Quantity – Current position and velocity, respectively. Shape (n, 3).
position_history
astropy.units.Quantity
velocity_history
astropy.units.Quantity – History of position and velocity. Shape (nt, n, 3).
q
astropy.units.Quantity
m
astropy.units.Quantity – Charge and mass of particle.
eff_q
astropy.units.Quantity
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eff_m
astropy.units.Quantity – Total charge and mass of macroparticle.
kinetic_energy
calculated from v, as in, current velocity.
kinetic_energy_history
calculated from velocity_history.
Examples
See plasmapy/examples/particle-stepper.ipynb.
Attributes Summary

kinetic_energy_history

Calculates the kinetic energy history for each particle.

Methods Summary

boris_push([init])
plot_time_trajectories([plot])
plot_trajectories()
run()
test_kinetic_energy()

Implements the Boris algorithm for moving particles
and updating their velocities.
Draws position history versus time.
Draws trajectory history.
Runs a simulation instance.
Test conservation of kinetic energy.

Attributes Documentation
kinetic_energy_history
Calculates the kinetic energy history for each particle.
Returns Array of kinetic energies, shape (nt, n).
Return type Quantity
Methods Documentation
boris_push(init=False)
Implements the Boris algorithm for moving particles and updating their velocities.
Parameters init (bool (optional)) – If True, does not change the particle positions
and sets dt to -dt/2.
Notes
The Boris algorithm is the standard energy conserving algorithm for particle movement in plasma physics.
See1 for more details.
1
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Conceptually, the algorithm has three phases:
1. Add half the impulse from electric field.
2. Rotate the particle velocity about the direction of the magnetic field.
3. Add the second half of the impulse from the electric field.
This ends up causing the magnetic field action to be properly “centered” in time, and the algorithm conserves energy.
References
plot_time_trajectories(plot=’xyz’)
Draws position history versus time.
Parameters plot (str (optional)) – Enable plotting of position component x, y, z for
each of these letters included in plot.
plot_trajectories()
Draws trajectory history.
run()
Runs a simulation instance.
test_kinetic_energy()
Test conservation of kinetic energy.
Class Inheritance Diagram

Species

2.4 Physical Data
2.4.1 Constants (plasmapy.constants)
The constants module contains many physical and mathematical constants that are commonly used in the plasma
sciences.
Mathematical constants (such as pi) are provided as float objects.
Physical constants are imported directly from Astropy’s constants subpackage as instances of the Constant class
(which is a subclass of Quantity). We recommend reviewing the documentation for Astropy’s constants subpackage
for more details (including Astropy’s strategy for versioning constants). Physical constants by default are provided in
SI units.

2.4. Physical Data
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Getting Started
Constants in SI units may be imported directly from PlasmaPy’s constants subpackage. These objects may be
treated very much like Quantity instances.
Suppose we want to calculate the fine structure constant,
𝛼=

1 𝑒2
,
4𝜋𝜖0 ~𝑐

using constants.
>>> from plasmapy.constants import eps0, e, hbar, c, pi as 𝜋
>>> 𝛼 = (e ** 2 / (4 * 𝜋 * eps0 * hbar * c)).si
>>> 𝛼 ** -1
<Quantity 137.03599911>

Warning: The values of constants that are not defined exactly will change slightly as improved measurements
become available.

Reference/API
plasmapy.constants Package
Contains physical and mathematical constants commonly used in plasma physics.
The following constants are available:
Name
pi
G
L_sun
M_earth
M_sun
N_A
R
R_earth
R_sun
Ryd
a0
atm
au
c
e
eps0
g0
h
hbar
k_B
kpc
m_e
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Value
3.141592653589793
6.67408e-11
3.828e+26
5.97236473042e+24
1.98847541534e+30
6.022140857e+23
8.3144598
6378100
695700000
10973731.5685
5.2917721067e-11
101325
149597870700
299792458
1.6021766208e-19
8.854187817e-12
9.80665
6.62607004e-34
1.0545718e-34
1.38064852e-23
3.08567758147e+19
9.10938356e-31

Units
m3 / (kg s2)
W
kg
kg
1 / (mol)
J / (K mol)
m
m
1 / (m)
m
Pa
m
m / (s)
C
F/m
m / s2
Js
Js
J / (K)
m
kg

Description
Ratio of circumference to diameter of circle
Gravitational constant
Nominal solar luminosity
Earth mass
Solar mass
Avogadro’s number
Gas constant
Nominal Earth equatorial radius
Nominal solar radius
Rydberg constant
Bohr radius
Standard atmosphere
Astronomical Unit
Speed of light in vacuum
Electron charge
Electric constant
Standard acceleration of gravity
Planck constant
Reduced Planck constant
Boltzmann constant
Kiloparsec
Electron mass
Continued on next page
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Name
m_n
m_p
mu0
muB
pc
sigma_T
sigma_sb
u

Table 22 – continued from previous page
Value
Units
Description
1.674927471e-27
kg
Neutron mass
1.672621898e-27
kg
Proton mass
1.25663706144e-06 N/A2
Magnetic constant
9.274009994e-24
J/T
Bohr magneton
3.08567758147e+16 m
Parsec
6.6524587158e-29
m2
Thomson scattering cross-section
5.670367e-08
W / (K4 m2) Stefan-Boltzmann constant
1.66053904e-27
kg
Atomic mass

2.4.2 The Atomic Package (plasmapy.atomic)
Introduction
plasmapy.atomic provides access to information about atoms, ions, isotopes, and other particles.
Submodules
Particle Class
The Particle class provides an object-oriented interface for particle information.
Creating a Particle Instance
The simplest way to create an instance of the Particle class is to pass it a str representing a particle.
>>> from plasmapy.atomic import Particle
>>> electron = Particle('e-')

The Particle class accepts a variety of different str formats to represent particles. Atomic symbols are casesensitive, but element names and many aliases are not.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

alpha = Particle('alpha')
deuteron = Particle('D+')
triton = Particle('tritium 1+')
iron56 = Particle('Fe-56')
helium = Particle('helium')
muon = Particle('mu-')
antimuon = Particle('antimuon')
hydride = Particle('H-')

An int may be used as the first positional argument to Particle to represent an atomic number. For isotopes and
ions, the mass number may be represented with the mass_numb keyword and the integer charge may be represented
with the Z keyword.
>>> proton = Particle(1, mass_numb=1, Z=1)

The most frequently used Particle instances may be imported directly from the atomic subpackage.
>>> from plasmapy.atomic import proton, electron
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The Particle instances that may be imported directly are: proton, electron, neutron, positron,
deuteron, triton, and alpha.
Accessing Particle Properties
The properties of each particle may be accessed using the attributes of the Particle instance.
>>> proton.atomic_number
1
>>> electron.integer_charge
-1
>>> triton.mass_number
3

Some of these properties are returned as a Quantity in SI units.
>>> alpha.charge
<Quantity 3.20435324e-19 C>
>>> deuteron.mass
<Quantity 3.34358372e-27 kg>
>>> triton.half_life
<Quantity 3.888e+08 s>
>>> iron56.binding_energy.to('GeV')
<Quantity 0.49225958 GeV>

Strings representing particles may be accessed using the particle, element, isotope, and ionic_symbol
attributes.
>>> antimuon.particle
'mu+'
>>> triton.element
'H'
>>> alpha.isotope
'He-4'
>>> deuteron.ionic_symbol
'D 1+'

Categories
The categories attribute returns a set with the classification categories corresponding to the particle.
>>> sorted(electron.categories)
['charged', 'electron', 'fermion', 'lepton', 'matter', 'stable']

Membership of a particle within a category may be checked using the is_category method.
>>> alpha.is_category('lepton')
False
>>> electron.is_category('fermion', 'lepton', 'charged')
True
>>> iron56.is_category(['element', 'isotope'])
True

The particle must be in all of the categories in the require keyword, at least one of the categories in the any_of
keyword, and none of the categories in the exclude in order for it to return True.
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>>> deuteron.is_category(require={'element', 'isotope', 'ion'})
True
>>> iron56.is_category(any_of=['charged', 'uncharged'])
False
>>> alpha.is_category(exclude='lepton')
True

Calling the is_category method with no arguments returns a set containing all of the valid categories for any particle.
Valid categories include: 'actinide', 'alkali metal', 'alkaline
earth metal', 'antibaryon', 'antilepton', 'antimatter', 'antineutrino', 'baryon',
'boson', 'charged', 'electron', 'element', 'fermion', 'halogen', 'ion', 'isotope',
'lanthanide', 'lepton', 'matter', 'metal', 'metalloid', 'neutrino', 'neutron',
'noble gas', 'nonmetal', 'positron', 'post-transition metal', 'proton', 'stable',
'transition metal', 'uncharged', and 'unstable'.
Conditionals and Equality Properties
Equality between particles may be tested either between two Particle instances, or between a Particle instance
and a str.
>>> Particle('H-1') == Particle('protium 1+')
False
>>> alpha == 'He-4 2+'
True

The is_electron and is_ion attributes provide a quick way to check whether or not a particle is an electron or
ion, respectively.
>>> electron.is_electron
True
>>> hydride.is_electron
False
>>> deuteron.is_ion
True

The element and isotope attributes return None when the particle does not correspond to an element or isotope. Because non-empty strings evaluate to True and None evaluates to False when converted to a bool, these
attributes may be used in conditional statements to test whether or not a particle is in one of these categories.
particles = [Particle('e-'), Particle('Fe-56'), Particle('alpha')]
for particle in particles:
if particle.element:
print(f"{particle} corresponds to element {particle.element}")
if particle.isotope:
print(f"{particle} corresponds to isotope {particle.isotope}")

Returning Antiparticles
The antiparticle of an elementary particle or antiparticle may be found by either using Python’s unary invert operator
(~) or the antiparticle attribute of a Particle instance.
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>>> ~electron
Particle("e+")
>>> antimuon.antiparticle
Particle("mu-")

Functions
In addition to the Particle class, the atomic subpackage has a functional interface.
Symbols and Names
Several functions in atomic return string representations of particles,
isotope_symbol, ionic_symbol, and element_name.

including atomic_symbol,

>>> from plasmapy.atomic import *
>>> atomic_symbol('alpha')
'He'
>>> isotope_symbol('alpha')
'He-4'
>>> ionic_symbol('alpha')
'He-4 2+'
>>> particle_symbol('alpha')
'He-4 2+'
>>> element_name('alpha')
'helium'

The full symbol of the particle can be found using particle_symbol.
>>> particle_symbol('electron')
'e-'

Particle Properties
The atomic_number and mass_number functions are analogous to the corresponding attributes in the
Particle class.
>>> atomic_number('iron')
26
>>> mass_number('T+')
3

Charge information may be found using integer_charge and electric_charge.
>>> integer_charge('H-')
-1
>>> electric_charge('muon antineutrino')
<Quantity 0. C>

These functions will raise a ChargeError for elements and isotopes that lack explicit charge information.
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>>> electric_charge('H')
Traceback (most recent call last):
...
plasmapy.utils.exceptions.ChargeError: Charge information is required for electric_
˓→charge.

The standard atomic weight for the terrestrial environment may be accessed using standard_atomic_weight.
>>> standard_atomic_weight('Pb').to('u')
<Quantity 207.2 u>

The mass of a particle may be accessed through the particle_mass function.
>>> particle_mass('deuteron')
<Quantity 3.34358372e-27 kg>

Isotopes
The relative isotopic abundance of each isotope in the terrestrial environment may be found using
isotopic_abundance.
>>> isotopic_abundance('H-1')
0.999885
>>> isotopic_abundance('D')
0.000115

A list of all discovered isotopes in order of increasing mass number can be found with known_isotopes.
>>> known_isotopes('H')
['H-1', 'D', 'T', 'H-4', 'H-5', 'H-6', 'H-7']

The isotopes of an element with a non-zero isotopic abundance may be found with common_isotopes.
>>> common_isotopes('Fe')
['Fe-56', 'Fe-54', 'Fe-57', 'Fe-58']

All stable isotopes of an element may be found with stable_isotopes.
>>> stable_isotopes('Pb')
['Pb-204', 'Pb-206', 'Pb-207', 'Pb-208']

Stability
The is_stable function returns True for stable particles and False for unstable particles.
>>> is_stable('e-')
True
>>> is_stable('T')
False

The half_life function returns the particle’s half-life as a Quantity in units of seconds, if known.
>>> half_life('n')
<Quantity 881.5 s>
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For stable particles (or particles that have not been discovered to be unstable), half_life returns infinity seconds.
>>> half_life('p+')
<Quantity inf s>

If the particle’s half-life is not known to sufficient precision, then half_life returns a str with the estimated value
while issuing a MissingAtomicDataWarning.
Additional Properties
The reduced_mass function is useful in cases of two-body collisions.
>>> reduced_mass('e-', 'p+')
<Quantity 9.10442514e-31 kg>
>>> reduced_mass('D+', 'T+')
<Quantity 2.00486597e-27 kg>

Nuclear Reactions
Binding Energy
The binding energy of a nuclide may be accessed either as an attribute of a Particle instance, or by using the
nuclear_binding_energy function.
>>> from plasmapy.atomic import Particle, nuclear_binding_energy
>>> D = Particle('deuterium')
>>> D.binding_energy
<Quantity 3.56414847e-13 J>
>>> nuclear_binding_energy('D').to('GeV')
<Quantity 0.00222457 GeV>

Nuclear Reactions
The energy released from a nuclear reaction may be found using the nuclear_reaction_energy function. The
input may be a str representing the reaction.
>>> from plasmapy.atomic import nuclear_reaction_energy
>>> nuclear_reaction_energy('Be-8 -> 2*alpha')
<Quantity 1.47143078e-14 J>

The reaction may also be inputted using the reactants and products keywords.
>>> nuclear_reaction_energy(reactants=['D', 'T'], products=['alpha', 'n'])
<Quantity 2.81812097e-12 J>

Decorators
Passing Particle Instances to Functions and Methods
When calculating plasma parameters, we very frequently need to access the properties of the particles that make up
that plasma. The particle_input decorator allows functions and methods to easily the properties of a particle.
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The particle_input decorator takes valid representations of particles given in arguments to functions and passes
through the corresponding instance of the Particle class. The arguments must be annotated with Particle so
that the decorator knows to create the Particle instance. The function can then access particle properties by using
Particle attributes. This decorator will raise an InvalidParticleError if the input does not correspond to a
valid particle.
from plasmapy.atomic import Particle, particle_input
@particle_input
def particle_mass(particle: Particle):
return particle.mass

If only one positional or keyword argument is annotated with Particle, then the keywords mass_numb and Z may
be used when the decorated function is called.
@particle_input
def integer_charge(particle: Particle, Z: int = None, mass_numb: int = None) -> int:
return particle.integer_charge

The above example includes optional type hint annotations for Z and mass_numb and the returned value. The
particle_input decorator may be used in methods in classes as well:
class ExampleClass:
@particle_input
def particle_symbol(self, particle: Particle) -> str:
return particle.particle

On occasion it is necessary for a function to accept only certain categories of particles. The particle_input
decorator enables several ways to allow this.
If an annotated keyword is named element, isotope, or ion; then particle_input will raise an
InvalidElementError, InvalidIsotopeError, or InvalidIonError if the particle is not associated
with an element, isotope, or ion; respectively.
@particle_input
def capitalized_element_name(element: Particle):
return element.element_name
@particle_input
def number_of_neutrons(isotope: Particle):
return isotope.mass_number - isotope.atomic_number
@particle_input
def number_of_bound_electrons(ion: Particle):
return ion.atomic_number - ion.integer_charge

The keywords require, any_of, and exclude to the decorator allow further customization of the particle categories allowed as inputs. These keywords are used as in is_category.
@particle_input(require='charged')
def sign_of_charge(charged_particle: Particle):
"""Require a charged particle."""
return '+' if charged_particle.integer_charge > 0 else '-'
@particle_input(any_of=['charged', 'uncharged'])
def integer_charge(particle: Particle) -> int:
"""Accept only particles with charge information."""
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

return particle.integer_charge
@particle_input(exclude={'antineutrino', 'neutrino'})
def particle_mass(particle: Particle):
"""
Exclude neutrinos/antineutrinos because these particles have
weakly constrained masses.
"""
return particle.mass

See Also
• The mendeleev Python package provides access to properties of elements, isotopes, and ions in the periodic
table of elements.
Reference/API
Functions

atomic_number(element)
atomic_symbol(element)
common_isotopes(argument, int] = None, . . . )

electric_charge(particle)
element_name(element)
half_life(particle, mass_numb)

integer_charge(particle)
ionic_symbol(particle, mass_numb, Z)
is_stable(particle, mass_numb)
isotope_symbol(isotope, mass_numb)
isotopic_abundance(isotope, mass_numb)
known_isotopes(argument, int] = None)

mass_number(isotope)
nuclear_binding_energy(particle, mass_numb)
nuclear_reaction_energy(*args, **kwargs)
particle_input(wrapped_function, require, . . . )
particle_mass(particle, *, Z, mass_numb)
particle_symbol(particle, mass_numb, Z)
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Return the number of protons in an atom, isotope, or
ion.
Return the atomic symbol.
Return a list of isotopes of an element with an isotopic
abundances greater than zero, or if no input is provided,
a list of all such isotopes for every element.
Return the electric charge (in coulombs) of a particle.
Return the name of an element.
Return the half-life in seconds for unstable isotopes and
particles, and numpy.inf in seconds for stable isotopes
and particles.
Return the integer charge of a particle.
Return the ionic symbol of an ion or neutral atom.
Return True for stable isotopes and particles and
False for unstable isotopes.
Return the symbol representing an isotope.
Return the isotopic abundances if known, and otherwise
zero.
Return a list of all known isotopes of an element, or a
list of all known isotopes of every element if no input is
provided.
Get the mass number (the number of protons and neutrons) of an isotope.
Return the nuclear binding energy associated with an
isotope.
Return the released energy from a nuclear reaction.
Convert arguments to methods and functions to
Particle objects.
Return the mass of a particle.
Return the symbol of a particle.
Continued on next page
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Table 23 – continued from previous page
reduced_mass(test_particle, target_particle)
Find the reduced mass between two particles.
stable_isotopes(argument, int] = None, unstable) Return a list of all stable isotopes of an element, or if
no input is provided, a list of all such isotopes for every
element.
standard_atomic_weight(element)
Return the standard (conventional) atomic weight of an
element based on the relative abundances of isotopes in
terrestrial environments.
atomic_number
plasmapy.atomic.atomic_number(element: plasmapy.atomic.particle_class.Particle) → int
Return the number of protons in an atom, isotope, or ion.
Parameters element (str or Particle) – A string representing an element, isotope, or ion; or
an instance of the Particle class.
Returns atomic_number – The atomic number of an element.
Return type int
Raises
• InvalidElementError – If the argument is a valid particle but not a valid element.
• InvalidParticleError – If the argument does not correspond to a valid particle.
• TypeError – If the argument is not a str.
See also:
mass_number [returns the mass number (the total] number of protons and neutrons) of an isotope.
Examples
>>>
1
>>>
1
>>>
2
>>>
118

atomic_number("H")
atomic_number("tritium")
atomic_number("alpha")
atomic_number("oganesson")

atomic_symbol
plasmapy.atomic.atomic_symbol(element: plasmapy.atomic.particle_class.Particle) → str
Return the atomic symbol.
Parameters element (str, int, or Particle) – A str representing an element, isotope, or
ion; or an int or str representing an atomic number.
Returns symbol – The atomic symbol of the element, isotope, or ion.
Return type str
Raises
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• InvalidElementError – If the argument is a valid particle but not a valid element.
• InvalidParticleError – If the argument does not correspond to a valid particle.
• TypeError – If the argument is not a str or int.
See also:
element_name(), isotope_symbol(), ionic_symbol(), particle_symbol()
Notes
This function returns the symbol of the element rather than the symbol of an isotope or ion. For example,
'deuterium', 'T', or 'hydrogen-2' will yield 'H'; 'alpha' will yield 'He'; and 'iron-56' or
'Fe-56' will yield 'Fe'.
This function is case insensitive when there is no potential for ambiguity associated with case. However, this
function will return 'H' for hydrogen for lower case 'p' but capital 'P' if the argument is 'P' for phosphorus.
This function will return 'N' for nitrogen if the argument is capital 'N', but will not accept lower case 'n'
for neutrons.
Examples
>>> atomic_symbol('helium')
'He'
>>> atomic_symbol(42)
'Mo'
>>> atomic_symbol('D')
'H'
>>> atomic_symbol('C-13')
'C'
>>> atomic_symbol('alpha')
'He'
>>> atomic_symbol('79')
'Au'
>>> atomic_symbol('N') # Nitrogen
'N'
>>> atomic_symbol('P'), atomic_symbol('p')
('P', 'H')

# Phosphorus, proton

common_isotopes
plasmapy.atomic.common_isotopes(argument: Union[str, int] = None, most_common_only: bool =
False) → List[str]
Return a list of isotopes of an element with an isotopic abundances greater than zero, or if no input is provided,
a list of all such isotopes for every element.
Parameters
• argument (int or str, optional) – A string or integer representing an atomic number or
element, or a string representing an isotope.
• most_common_only (bool) – If set to True, return only the most common isotope.
Returns isotopes_list – List of all isotopes of an element with isotopic abundances greater than zero,
sorted from most abundant to least abundant. If no isotopes have isotopic abundances greater
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than zero, this function will return an empty list. If no arguments are provided, then a list of all
common isotopes of all elements will be provided that is sorted by atomic number, with entries
for each element sorted from most abundant to least abundant.
Return type list of str or empty list
Raises
• InvalidElementError – If the argument is a valid particle but not a valid element.
• InvalidParticleError – If the argument does not correspond to a valid particle.
• TypeError – If the argument is not a string or integer.
Notes
The isotopic abundances are based on the terrestrial environment and may not be appropriate for space and
astrophysical applications.
See also:
known_isotopes [returns a list of isotopes that] have been discovered.
stable_isotopes [returns isotopes that are stable] against radioactive decay.
isotopic_abundance [returns the relative isotopic] abundance.
Examples
>>> common_isotopes('H')
['H-1', 'D']
>>> common_isotopes(44)
['Ru-102', 'Ru-104', 'Ru-101', 'Ru-99', 'Ru-100', 'Ru-96', 'Ru-98']
>>> common_isotopes('beryllium 2+')
['Be-9']
>>> common_isotopes('Fe')
['Fe-56', 'Fe-54', 'Fe-57', 'Fe-58']
>>> common_isotopes('Fe', most_common_only=True)
['Fe-56']
>>> common_isotopes()[0:7]
['H-1', 'D', 'He-4', 'He-3', 'Li-7', 'Li-6', 'Be-9']

electric_charge
plasmapy.atomic.electric_charge(particle: plasmapy.atomic.particle_class.Particle) → astropy.units.quantity.Quantity
Return the electric charge (in coulombs) of a particle.
Parameters particle (str) – String representing an element or isotope followed by integer
charge information.
Returns charge – The electric charge in coulombs.
Return type Quantity
Raises
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• InvalidParticleError – If the argument does not correspond to a valid particle or
contradictory information is provided.
• ChargeError – If charge information for the particle is not available.
• AtomicWarning – If the input represents an ion with an integer charge that is below -3.
Notes
This function supports two formats for integer charge information.
The first format is a string that has information for the element or isotope at the beginning, a space in between,
and the integer charge information in the form of an integer followed by a plus or minus sign, or a plus or minus
sign followed by an integer.
The second format is a string containing element information at the beginning, following by one or more plus
or minus signs.
This function returns -1.6021766208e-19 C for electrons and 1.6021766208e-19 C for positrons.
Examples
>>> electric_charge('p+')
<<class 'astropy.constants.codata2014.EMCODATA2014'> name='Electron charge'
˓→value=1.6021766208e-19 uncertainty=9.8e-28 unit='C' reference='CODATA 2014'>
>>> electric_charge('H-')
<Quantity -1.60217662e-19 C>

element_name
plasmapy.atomic.element_name(element: plasmapy.atomic.particle_class.Particle) → str
Return the name of an element.
Parameters argument (str, int, or Particle) – A str representing an element, isotope, or
ion or an int representing an atomic number
Returns name – The name of the element.
Return type str
Raises
• InvalidElementError – If the argument is a valid particle but not a valid element.
• InvalidParticleError – If the argument does not correspond to a valid particle.
• TypeError – If the argument is not a str or int.
See also:
atomic_symbol(), isotope_symbol(), ionic_symbol(), particle_symbol()
Examples
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>>> element_name("H")
'hydrogen'
>>> element_name("T")
'hydrogen'
>>> element_name("alpha")
'helium'
>>> element_name(42)
'molybdenum'
>>> element_name("C-12")
'carbon'

half_life
plasmapy.atomic.half_life(particle: plasmapy.atomic.particle_class.Particle, mass_numb: int =
None) → astropy.units.quantity.Quantity
Return the half-life in seconds for unstable isotopes and particles, and numpy.inf in seconds for stable isotopes
and particles.
Parameters
• particle (int, str, or Particle) – A string representing an isotope or particle, an
integer representing an atomic number, or an instance of the Particle class.
• mass_numb (int, optional) – The mass number of an isotope.
Returns half_life_sec – The half-life of the isotope or particle in units of seconds.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• InvalidParticleError – If the argument does not correspond to a valid particle or
contradictory information is provided.
• MissingAtomicDataError – If no half-life data is available for the isotope.
• TypeError – The argument is not an int or str or the mass number is not an int.
Notes
Accurate half-life data is not known for all isotopes. Some isotopes may have upper or lower limits on the half-life, in which case this function will return a string with that information and issue a
MissingAtomicDataWarning. When no isotope information is available, then this function raises a
MissingAtomicDataError.
Examples
>>> half_life('T')
<Quantity 3.888e+08 s>
>>> half_life('n')
<Quantity 881.5 s>
>>> half_life('H-1')
<Quantity inf s>
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integer_charge
plasmapy.atomic.integer_charge(particle: plasmapy.atomic.particle_class.Particle) → int
Return the integer charge of a particle.
Parameters particle (str) – String representing a particle.
Returns Z – The charge as a multiple of the elementary charge.
Return type int
Raises
• InvalidParticleError – If the argument does not correspond to a valid particle or
contradictory information is provided.
• ChargeError – If charge information for the particle is not available.
• AtomicWarning – If the input represents an ion with an integer charge that is less than
or equal to -3, which is unlikely to occur in nature.
Notes
This function supports two formats for integer charge information.
The first format is a string that has information for the element or isotope at the beginning, a space in between,
and the integer charge information in the form of an integer followed by a plus or minus sign, or a plus or minus
sign followed by an integer.
The second format is a string containing element information at the beginning, following by one or more plus
or minus signs.
Examples
>>>
2
>>>
-2
>>>
1
>>>
2

integer_charge('Fe-56 2+')
integer_charge('He -2')
integer_charge('H+')
integer_charge('N-14++')

ionic_symbol
plasmapy.atomic.ionic_symbol(particle: plasmapy.atomic.particle_class.Particle, mass_numb: int
= None, Z: int = None) → str
Return the ionic symbol of an ion or neutral atom.
Parameters
• particle (int, str, or Particle) – A str representing an element, isotope, or ion;
or an int representing an atomic number.
• mass_numb (int or str, optional) – The mass number of the ion or neutral atom.
• Z (int or str, optional) – The integer charge of the ion or neutral atom.
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Returns symbol – The ionic symbol. The result will generally be returned as something like 'He-4
2+', 'D 1+', or 'p+'.
Return type str
Raises
• InvalidIonError – If the arguments correspond to a valid particle but not a valid ion
or neutral charged particle.
• InvalidParticleError – If arguments do not correspond to a valid particle or contradictory information is provided.
• TypeError – If particle is not a str, int, or Particle; or if either of
mass_numb or Z is not an int or str representing an integer.
Warns ‘~plasmapy.utils.AtomicWarning‘ – If redundant mass number or charge information is
provided.
See also:
atomic_symbol(), isotope_symbol(), particle_symbol()
Examples
>>> ionic_symbol('alpha')
'He-4 2+'
>>> ionic_symbol(79, mass_numb=197, Z=12)
'Au-197 12+'
>>> ionic_symbol('proton')
'p+'
>>> ionic_symbol('D', Z=1)
'D 1+'
>>> ionic_symbol('H-1', Z=0)
'H-1 0+'

is_stable
plasmapy.atomic.is_stable(particle: plasmapy.atomic.particle_class.Particle, mass_numb: int =
None) → bool
Return True for stable isotopes and particles and False for unstable isotopes.
Parameters
• particle (int, str, or Particle) – A string representing an isotope or particle, or an
integer representing an atomic number.
• mass_numb (int, optional) – The mass number of the isotope.
Returns is_stable – True if the isotope is stable, False if it is unstable.
Return type bool
Raises
• InvalidIsotopeError – If the arguments correspond to a valid element but not a valid
isotope.
• InvalidParticleError – If the arguments do not correspond to a valid particle.
• TypeError – If the argument is not a str or int.
2.4. Physical Data
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• MissingAtomicDataError – If stability information is not available.
Examples
>>> is_stable("H-1")
True
>>> is_stable("tritium")
False
>>> is_stable("e-")
True
>>> is_stable("tau+")
False

isotope_symbol
plasmapy.atomic.isotope_symbol(isotope: plasmapy.atomic.particle_class.Particle, mass_numb:
int = None) → str
Return the symbol representing an isotope.
Parameters
• isotope (str, int, or Particle) – A str representing an element, isotope, or ion or
an int representing an atomic number
• mass_numb (int or str, optional) – The mass number of the isotope.
Returns symbol – The isotopic symbol. The result will generally be returned as something like
'He-4' or 'Au-197'. This function will return 'D' for deuterium and 'T' for tritium.
Return type str
Raises
• InvalidIsotopeError – If the argument is a valid particle but not a valid isotope.
• InvalidParticleError – If the argument does not correspond to a valid particle or
contradictory information is provided.
• TypeError – If the argument is not a str, int, or Particle.
Warns ‘~plasmapy.utils.AtomicWarning‘ – If redundant isotope information is provided.
See also:
atomic_symbol(), ionic_symbol(), particle_symbol()
Examples
>>> isotope_symbol('He', 4)
'He-4'
>>> isotope_symbol(79, 197)
'Au-197'
>>> isotope_symbol('hydrogen-2')
'D'
>>> isotope_symbol('carbon-13')
'C-13'
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

>>> isotope_symbol('alpha')
'He-4'

isotopic_abundance
plasmapy.atomic.isotopic_abundance(isotope:
plasmapy.atomic.particle_class.Particle,
mass_numb: int = None) → float
Return the isotopic abundances if known, and otherwise zero.
Parameters
• argument (str or int) – A string representing an element or isotope, or an integer
representing the atomic number of an element.
• mass_numb (int, optional) – The mass number of an isotope, which is required if and
only if the first argument can only be used.
Returns iso_comp – The relative isotopic abundance in the terrestrial environment.
Return type float
Raises
• InvalidIsotopeError – If the argument is a valid particle but not a valid isotope.
• InvalidParticleError – If the argument does not correspond to a valid particle or
contradictory information is provided.
• TypeError – If the argument is not a str or int.
Notes
Isotopic composition data are most readily available for the terrestrial environment, so this function may not be
wholly appropriate for space and astrophysical applications.
The data retrieved from this routine are those recommended by NIST as of 2017.
Examples
>>> isotopic_abundance('Pb-208')
0.524
>>> isotopic_abundance('hydrogen', 1)
0.999885

known_isotopes
plasmapy.atomic.known_isotopes(argument: Union[str, int] = None) → List[str]
Return a list of all known isotopes of an element, or a list of all known isotopes of every element if no input is
provided.
Parameters argument (int or str, optional) – A string representing an element, isotope, or ion
or an integer representing an atomic number
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Returns isotopes_list – List of all of the isotopes of an element that have been discovered, sorted
from lowest mass number to highest mass number. If no argument is provided, then a list of all
known isotopes of every element will be returned that is sorted by atomic number, with entries
for each element sorted by mass number.
Return type list containing str items or an empty list
Raises
• InvalidElementError – If the argument is a valid particle but not a valid element.
• InvalidParticleError – If the argument does not correspond to a valid particle.
• TypeError – If the argument is not a str or int.
Notes
This list returns both natural and artificially produced isotopes.
See also:
common_isotopes [returns isotopes with non-zero] isotopic abundances.
stable_isotopes [returns isotopes that are] stable against radioactive decay.
Examples
>>> known_isotopes('H')
['H-1', 'D', 'T', 'H-4', 'H-5', 'H-6', 'H-7']
>>> known_isotopes('helium 1+')
['He-3', 'He-4', 'He-5', 'He-6', 'He-7', 'He-8', 'He-9', 'He-10']
>>> known_isotopes()[0:10]
['H-1', 'D', 'T', 'H-4', 'H-5', 'H-6', 'H-7', 'He-3', 'He-4', 'He-5']
>>> len(known_isotopes()) # the number of known isotopes
3352

mass_number
plasmapy.atomic.mass_number(isotope: plasmapy.atomic.particle_class.Particle) → int
Get the mass number (the number of protons and neutrons) of an isotope.
Parameters isotope (str or Particle) – A string representing an isotope or a neutron; or an
instance of the plasmapy.atomic.Particle class.
Returns mass_number – The total number of protons plus neutrons in a nuclide.
Return type int
Raises
• InvalidParticleError – If the argument does not correspond to a valid particle.
• InvalidIsotopeError – If the argument does not correspond to a valid isotope.
• TypeError – The argument is not a str.
See also:
atomic_number [returns the number of protons in] an isotope or element
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Examples
>>>
1
>>>
208
>>>
3
>>>
4

mass_number("H-1")
mass_number("Pb-208")
mass_number("tritium")
mass_number("alpha")

nuclear_binding_energy
plasmapy.atomic.nuclear_binding_energy(particle: plasmapy.atomic.particle_class.Particle,
mass_numb:
int
=
None)
→
astropy.units.quantity.Quantity
Return the nuclear binding energy associated with an isotope.
Parameters
• particle (str, int, or Particle) – A Particle object, a string representing an element
or isotope, or an integer representing the atomic number of an element.
• mass_numb (int (optional)) – The mass number of an isotope, which is required if and
only if the first argument can only be used to determine the element and not the isotope.
Returns binding_energy – The binding energy of the nucleus in units of Joules.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• InvalidParticleError – If the inputs do not correspond to a valid particle.
• AtomicError – If the inputs do not correspond to a valid isotope or nucleon.
• TypeError – If the inputs are not of the correct types.
See also:
nuclear_reaction_energy [Returns the change in] binding energy during nuclear fusion or fission reactions.
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> nuclear_binding_energy('Fe-56').to(u.MeV)
<Quantity 492.25957876 MeV>
>>> nuclear_binding_energy(26, 56)
<Quantity 7.88686788e-11 J>
>>> nuclear_binding_energy('p') # proton
<Quantity 0. J>
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> before = nuclear_binding_energy("D") + nuclear_binding_energy("T")
>>> after = nuclear_binding_energy("alpha")
>>> (after - before).to(u.MeV) # released energy from D + T --> alpha + n
<Quantity 17.58932778 MeV>
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nuclear_reaction_energy
plasmapy.atomic.nuclear_reaction_energy(*args, **kwargs)
Return the released energy from a nuclear reaction.
Parameters
• reaction (str (optional, positional argument only)) – A string representing the reaction,
like “D + T –> alpha + n” or “Be-8 –> 2*He-4”
• reactants (list, tuple, or str (optional, keyword argument only)) – A list or
tuple containing the reactants of a nuclear reaction (e.g., [‘D’, ‘T’]), or a string representing the sole reactant.
• products (list, tuple, or str (optional, keyword argument only)) – A list or tuple
containing the products of a nuclear reaction (e.g., [‘alpha’, ‘n’]), or a string representing
the sole product.
Returns energy – The difference between the mass energy of the reactants and the mass energy of
the products in a nuclear reaction. This quantity will be positive if the reaction is exothermic
(releases energy) and negative if the reaction is endothermic (absorbs energy).
Return type Quantity
Raises
• AtomicError: – If the reaction is not valid, there is insufficient information to determine
an isotope, the baryon number is not conserved, or the charge is not conserved.
• TypeError: – If the positional input for the reaction is not a string, or reactants and/or
products is not of an appropriate type.
See also:
nuclear_binding_energy [finds the binding energy] of an isotope
Notes
This function requires either a string containing the nuclear reaction, or reactants and products as two keywordonly lists containing strings representing the isotopes and other particles participating in the reaction.
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> nuclear_reaction_energy("D + T --> alpha + n")
<Quantity 2.81812097e-12 J>
>>> triple_alpha1 = '2*He-4 --> Be-8'
>>> triple_alpha2 = 'Be-8 + alpha --> carbon-12'
>>> energy_triplealpha1 = nuclear_reaction_energy(triple_alpha1)
>>> energy_triplealpha2 = nuclear_reaction_energy(triple_alpha2)
>>> print(energy_triplealpha1, energy_triplealpha2)
-1.4714307834388437e-14 J 1.18025735267267e-12 J
>>> energy_triplealpha2.to(u.MeV)
<Quantity 7.36658704 MeV>
>>> nuclear_reaction_energy(reactants=['n'], products=['p+', 'e-'])
<Quantity 1.25343511e-13 J>
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particle_input
plasmapy.atomic.particle_input(wrapped_function: Callable = None, require: Union[str, typing.Set, typing.List, typing.Tuple] = set(), any_of: Union[str, typing.Set, typing.List, typing.Tuple] = set(), exclude: Union[str,
typing.Set, typing.List, typing.Tuple] = set(), none_shall_pass:
bool = False) → Any
Convert arguments to methods and functions to Particle objects.
Take positional and keyword arguments that are annotated with Particle, and pass through the Particle
object corresponding to those arguments to the decorated function or method.
Optionally, raise an exception if the particle does not satisfy the specified categorical criteria.
Parameters
• wrapped_function (callable) – The function or method to be decorated.
• require (str, set, list, or tuple, optional) – Categories that a particle must be in.
If a particle is not in all of these categories, then an AtomicError will be raised.
• any_of (str, set, list, or tuple, optional) – Categories that a particle may be in. If
a particle is not in any of these categories, then an AtomicError will be raised.
• exclude (str, set, list, or tuple, optional) – Categories that a particle cannot be in.
If a particle is in any of these categories, then an AtomicError will be raised.
• none_shall_pass (bool, optional) – If set to True, then the decorated argument may
be set to None without raising an exception. In such cases, this decorator will pass None
through to the decorated function or method. If set to False and the annotated argument
is given a value of None, then this decorator will raise a TypeError.
Notes
If the annotated argument is named element, isotope, or ion, then the decorator will raise an
InvalidElementError, InvalidIsotopeError, or InvalidIonError if the particle does not correspond to an element, isotope, or ion, respectively.
If exactly one argument is annotated with Particle, then the keywords Z and mass_numb may be used to
specify the integer charge and/or mass number of an ion or isotope. However, the decorated function must allow
Z and/or mass_numb as keywords in order to enable this functionality.
Raises
• TypeError – If the annotated argument is not a str, int, or Particle; or if Z or
mass_numb is not an int.
• plasmapy/utils/InvalidParticleError – If the annotated argument does not
correspond to a valid particle.
• plasmapy/utils/InvalidElementError – If an annotated argument is named
element, and the input does not correspond to an element, isotope, or ion.
• plasmapy/utils/InvalidIsotopeError – If an annotated argument is named
isotope, and the input does not correspond to an isotope or an ion of an isotope.
• plasmapy/utils/InvalidIonError – If an annotated argument is named ion, and
the input does not correspond to an ion.
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• plasmapy/utils/ChargeError – If 'charged' is in the require argument and
the particle is not explicitly charged, or if any_of = {'charged', 'uncharged'}
and the particle does not have charge information associated with it.
• plasmapy/utils/AtomicError – If an annotated argument does not meet the criteria
set by the categories in the require, any_of, and exclude keywords; if more than
one argument is annotated and Z or mass_numb are used as arguments; or if none of the
arguments have been annotated with Particle.
Examples
The following simple decorated function returns the Particle object created from the function’s sole argument:
from plasmapy.atomic import particle_input, Particle
@particle_input
def decorated_function(particle: Particle):
return particle

This decorator may be used for methods in instances of classes, as in the following example:
from plasmapy.atomic import particle_input, Particle
class SampleClass:
@particle_input
def decorated_method(self, particle: Particle):
return particle
sample_instance = SampleClass()
sample_instance.decorated_method('Fe')

Some functions may intended to be used with only certain categories of particles. The require, any_of, and
exclude keyword arguments enable this functionality.
from plasmapy.atomic import particle_input, Particle
@particle_input(
require={'matter'},
any_of={'charged', 'uncharged},
exclude={'neutrino', 'antineutrino'},
)
def selective_function(particle: Particle):
return particle

particle_mass
plasmapy.atomic.particle_mass(particle: plasmapy.atomic.particle_class.Particle, *, Z: int =
None, mass_numb: int = None) → astropy.units.quantity.Quantity
Return the mass of a particle.
Parameters
• particle (str, int, or Particle) – A string representing an element, isotope, ion,
or special particle; an integer representing an atomic number; or an instance of the Particle
class.
• Z (int, optional, keyword-only) – The ionization state of the ion.
• mass_numb (int, optional, keyword-only) – The mass number of an isotope.
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Returns mass – The mass of the particle.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• TypeError – The argument is not a string, integer, or Quantity.
• InvalidParticleError – If the argument does not correspond to a valid particle.
• MissingAtomicDataError – If the standard atomic weight, the isotope mass, or the
particle mass is not available.
See also:
~plasmapy.atomic.standard_atomic_weight
Notes
This function will return the ion mass for ions, the isotope mass for isotopes (when available), the standard
atomic weight for elements (when available), or the mass of special particles, as appropriate.
The masses of neutrinos are not available because primarily upper limits are presently known.
particle_symbol
plasmapy.atomic.particle_symbol(particle: plasmapy.atomic.particle_class.Particle, mass_numb:
int = None, Z: int = None) → str
Return the symbol of a particle.
Parameters
• particle (int, str, or Particle) – A str representing a particle, element, isotope,
or ion or an int representing an atomic number
• mass_numb (int or str, optional) – The mass number of an isotope.
• Z (int or str, optional) – The integer charge of an ion.
Returns symbol – The particle symbol, containing charge and mass number information when available. The result will generally be returned as something like 'e-', 'Fe', 'He-4 2+', 'D',
'n', 'mu-', or 'p+'.
Return type str
Raises
• InvalidParticleError – If arguments do not correspond to a valid particle or contradictory information is provided.
• TypeError – If ion is not a str, int, or Particle; or if either of mass_numb or Z
is not an int or a str representing an integer.
Warns ‘~plasmapy.utils.AtomicWarning‘ – If redundant mass number or charge information is
provided.
See also:
atomic_symbol(), isotope_symbol(), ionic_symbol()
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Examples
>>> particle_symbol('electron')
'e-'
>>> particle_symbol('proton')
'p+'
>>> particle_symbol('alpha')
'He-4 2+'
>>> particle_symbol('H-1', Z=-1)
'H-1 1-'

reduced_mass
plasmapy.atomic.reduced_mass(test_particle, target_particle) → astropy.units.quantity.Quantity
Find the reduced mass between two particles.
Parameters
• target_particle (test_particle,) –
• or Constant (Quantity,) – The test particle as represented by a string, an integer
representing atomic number, a Particle object, or a Quantity or Constant with
units of mass.
Returns reduced_mass – The reduced mass between the test particle and target particle.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• InvalidParticleError – If either particle is invalid.
• UnitConversionError – If an argument is a Quantity or Constant but does not
have units of mass.
• MissingAtomicDataError – If the mass of either particle is not known.
• TypeError – If either argument is not a str, int, Particle, Quantity, or
Constant.
Example
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> reduced_mass('p+', 'e-')
<Quantity 9.10442514e-31 kg>
>>> reduced_mass(5.4e-27 * u.kg, 8.6e-27 * u.kg)
<Quantity 3.31714286e-27 kg>

stable_isotopes
plasmapy.atomic.stable_isotopes(argument: Union[str, int] = None, unstable: bool = False) →
List[str]
Return a list of all stable isotopes of an element, or if no input is provided, a list of all such isotopes for every
element.
Parameters
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• argument (int or str) – A string or integer representing an atomic number or element,
or a string representing an isotope.
• unstable (bool) – If set to True, this function will return a list of the unstable isotopes
instead of the stable isotopes.
Returns StableIsotopes – List of all stable isotopes of an element, sorted from lowest mass number.
If an element has no stable isotopes, this function returns an empty list.
Return type list of strings or empty list
Raises
• InvalidElementError – If the argument is a valid particle but not a valid element.
• InvalidParticleError – If the argument does not correspond to a valid particle.
• TypeError – If the argument is not a string or integer.
Notes
There are 254 isotopes for which no radioactive decay has been observed. It is possible that some isotopes
will be discovered to be unstable but with extremely long half-lives. For example, bismuth-209 was recently
discovered to have a half-life of about 1.9e19 years. However, such isotopes can be regarded as virtually stable
for most applications.
See also:
known_isotopes [returns a list of isotopes that] have been discovered
common_isotopes [returns isotopes with non-zero] isotopic abundances
Examples
>>> stable_isotopes('H')
['H-1', 'D']
>>> stable_isotopes(44)
['Ru-96', 'Ru-98', 'Ru-99', 'Ru-100', 'Ru-101', 'Ru-102', 'Ru-104']
>>> stable_isotopes('beryllium')
['Be-9']
>>> stable_isotopes('Pb-209')
['Pb-204', 'Pb-206', 'Pb-207', 'Pb-208']
>>> stable_isotopes(118)
[]

Find unstable isotopes using the unstable keyword.
>>> stable_isotopes('U', unstable=True)[:5] # only first five
['U-217', 'U-218', 'U-219', 'U-220', 'U-221']

standard_atomic_weight
plasmapy.atomic.standard_atomic_weight(element: plasmapy.atomic.particle_class.Particle)
→ astropy.units.quantity.Quantity
Return the standard (conventional) atomic weight of an element based on the relative abundances of isotopes in
terrestrial environments.
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Parameters element (str, int, or Particle) – A string representing an element or an integer
representing an atomic number, or an instance of the Particle class.
Returns atomic_weight – The standard atomic weight of an element based on values from NIST.
Return type Quantity
Raises
• InvalidElementError – If the argument is a valid particle but not a valid element.
• InvalidParticleError – If the argument does not correspond to a valid particle.
• TypeError – If the argument is not a str or int.
See also:
particle_mass()
Notes
Standard atomic weight data are most readily available for the terrestrial environment, so this function may not
be wholly appropriate for space and astrophysical environments.
The relative abundances of different isotopes of an element sometimes vary naturally in different locations
within the terrestrial environment. The CIAAW provides ranges for these element, which include H, Li, B, C,
N, O, Mg, Si, S, Cl, Br, Tl. This function provides a single value from the CIAWW 2015 standard values when
a single value is given, and the lower accuracy conventional value given by Meija et al. (2013, doi:10.1515/pac2015-0305) for the elements where a range is given.
Examples
>>> standard_atomic_weight("H")
<Quantity 1.67382335e-27 kg>
>>> standard_atomic_weight("lead")
<Quantity 3.44063689e-25 kg>

Classes

Particle(argument, int], mass_numb, Z)

A class for an individual particle or antiparticle.

Particle
class plasmapy.atomic.Particle(argument: Union[str, int], mass_numb: int = None, Z: int =
None)
Bases: object
A class for an individual particle or antiparticle.
Parameters
• argument (str or int) – A string representing a particle, element, isotope, or ion; or an
integer representing the atomic number of an element.
• mass_numb (int, optional) – The mass number of an isotope or nuclide.
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• Z (int, optional) – The integer charge of the particle.
Raises
• TypeError – For when any of the arguments or keywords is not of the required type.
• InvalidParticleError – Raised when the particle input does not correspond to a
valid particle or is contradictory.
• InvalidElementError – For when an attribute is being accessed that requires information about an element, but the particle is not an element, isotope, or ion.
• InvalidIsotopeError – For when an attribute is being accessed that requires information about an isotope or nuclide, but the particle is not an isotope (or an ion of an isotope).
• ChargeError – For when either the charge or integer_charge attributes is being
accessed but the charge information for the particle is not available.
• AtomicError – Raised for attempts at converting a Particle object to a bool.
Examples
Particles may be defined using a wide variety of aliases:
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

proton = Particle('p+')
electron = Particle('e-')
neutron = Particle('neutron')
deuteron = Particle('D', Z=1)
alpha = Particle('He', mass_numb=4, Z=2)
positron = Particle('positron')
hydrogen = Particle(1) # atomic number

The particle attribute returns the particle’s symbol in the standard form.
>>> positron.particle
'e+'

The atomic_symbol, isotope_symbol, and ionic_symbol attributes return the symbols for each of
these different types of particles.
>>> proton.element
'H'
>>> alpha.isotope
'He-4'
>>> deuteron.ionic_symbol
'D 1+'

The ionic_symbol attribute works for neutral atoms if charge information is available.
>>> deuterium = Particle("D", Z=0)
>>> deuterium.ionic_symbol
'D 0+'

If the particle doesn’t belong to one of those categories, then these attributes return None.
>>> positron.element is None
True
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The attributes of a Particle instance may be used to test whether or not a particle is an element, isotope, or
ion.
>>> True if positron.element else False
False
>>> True if deuterium.isotope else False
True
>>> True if Particle('alpha').is_ion else False
True

Many of the attributes return physical properties of a particle.
>>> electron.integer_charge
-1
>>> proton.spin
0.5
>>> alpha.atomic_number
2
>>> deuteron.mass_number
2
>>> deuteron.binding_energy.to('MeV')
<Quantity 2.22456652 MeV>
>>> alpha.charge
<Quantity 3.20435324e-19 C>
>>> neutron.half_life
<Quantity 881.5 s>
>>> Particle('C-14').half_life.to(u.year)
<Quantity 5730. yr>
>>> deuteron.electron_number
0
>>> alpha.neutron_number
2

If a Particle instance represents an elementary particle, then the unary (invert) operator may be used to
return the particle’s antiparticle.
>>> ~electron
Particle("e+")
>>> ~proton
Particle("p-")
>>> ~positron
Particle("e-")

The categories attribute and is_category method may be used to find and test particle membership in
categories.
Valid particle categories include: 'actinide', 'alkali metal', 'alkaline earth metal',
'antibaryon', 'antilepton', 'antimatter', 'antineutrino', 'baryon', 'boson',
'charged', 'electron', 'element', 'fermion', 'halogen', 'ion', 'isotope',
'lanthanide', 'lepton', 'matter', 'metal', 'metalloid', 'neutrino', 'neutron',
'noble gas',
'nonmetal',
'positron',
'post-transition metal',
'proton',
'stable', 'transition metal', 'uncharged', and 'unstable'.
Attributes Summary
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antiparticle

atomic_number
baryon_number
binding_energy
categories
charge
electron_number
element
element_name

half_life
integer_charge
ionic_symbol
is_electron
is_ion
isotope
isotopic_abundance
lepton_number
mass
mass_number
neutron_number
nuclide_mass
particle
periodic_table
spin
standard_atomic_weight

Return the corresponding antiparticle, or raise an
AtomicError if the particle is not an elementary
particle.
Return the number of protons in an element, isotope,
or ion.
Return the number of baryons in a particle.
Return the nuclear binding energy in joules.
Return the particle’s categories.
Return the particle’s electron charge in coulombs.
Return the number of electrons in an ion.
Return the atomic symbol if the particle corresponds
to an element, and None otherwise.
Return the name of the element corresponding to this
particle, or raise an InvalidElementError if
the particle does not correspond to an element.
Return the particle’s half-life in seconds, or a str
with half-life information.
Return the particle’s integer charge.
Return the ionic symbol if the particle corresponds
to an ion or neutral atom, and None otherwise.
Return True if the particle is an electron, and
False otherwise.
Return True if the particle is an ion, and False
otherwise.
Return the isotope symbol if the particle corresponds
to an isotope, and None otherwise.
Return the isotopic abundance of an isotope.
Return 1 for leptons, -1 for antileptons, and 0 otherwise.
Return the mass of the particle in kilograms.
Return the number of nucleons in an isotope.
Return the number of neutrons in an isotope or nucleon.
Return the mass of the bare nucleus of an isotope or
a neutron.
Return the particle’s symbol.
Return a namedtuple to access category, period,
group, and block information about an element.
Return the spin of the particle.
Return an element’s standard atomic weight in kg.

Methods Summary

is_category(*category_tuple, require, . . . )

Determine if the particle meets categorization criteria.

Attributes Documentation
antiparticle
Return the corresponding antiparticle, or raise an AtomicError if the particle is not an elementary
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particle.
This attribute may be accessed by using the unary operator acting on a Particle instance.
Examples
>>> electron = Particle('e-')
>>> electron.antiparticle
Particle("e+")
>>> antineutron = Particle('antineutron')
>>> ~antineutron
Particle("n")

atomic_number
Return the number of protons in an element, isotope, or ion.
If the particle is not an element, then this attribute will raise an InvalidElementError.
Examples
>>>
>>>
1
>>>
>>>
96

proton = Particle('p+')
proton.atomic_number
curium = Particle('Cm')
curium.atomic_number

baryon_number
Return the number of baryons in a particle.
This attribute will return the number of protons and neutrons minus the number of antiprotons and antineutrons. The baryon number is equivalent to the mass number for isotopes.
If the baryon number is unavailable, then this attribute will raise a MissingAtomicDataError.
Examples
>>> alpha = Particle('alpha')
>>> alpha.baryon_number
4

binding_energy
Return the nuclear binding energy in joules.
This attribute will raise an InvalidIsotopeError if the particle is not a nucleon or isotope.
Examples
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>>> alpha = Particle('alpha')
>>> alpha.binding_energy
<Quantity 4.53346938e-12 J>
>>> Particle('T').binding_energy.to('MeV')
<Quantity 8.48179621 MeV>

categories
Return the particle’s categories.
Examples
>>> gold = Particle('Au')
>>> 'transition metal' in gold.categories
True
>>> 'antilepton' in gold.categories
False

charge
Return the particle’s electron charge in coulombs.
This attribute will raise a ChargeError if the charge has not been specified.
Examples
>>> electron = Particle('e-')
>>> electron.charge
<Quantity -1.60217662e-19 C>

electron_number
Return the number of electrons in an ion.
This attribute will return the number of bound electrons in an ion, or 1 for an electron.
If this particle is not an ion or electron, then this attribute will raise an InvalidIonError.
Examples
>>> Particle('Li 0+').electron_number
3
>>> Particle('e-').electron_number
1

element
Return the atomic symbol if the particle corresponds to an element, and None otherwise.
Examples
>>> alpha = Particle('alpha')
>>> alpha.element
'He'
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element_name
Return the name of the element corresponding to this particle, or raise an InvalidElementError if
the particle does not correspond to an element.
Examples
>>> tritium = Particle('T')
>>> tritium.element_name
'hydrogen'

half_life
Return the particle’s half-life in seconds, or a str with half-life information.
Particles that do not have sufficiently well-constrained half-lives will return a str containing the information that is available about the half-life and issue a MissingAtomicDataWarning.
Examples
>>> neutron = Particle('n')
>>> neutron.half_life
<Quantity 881.5 s>

integer_charge
Return the particle’s integer charge.
This attribute will raise a ChargeError if the charge has not been specified.
Examples
>>> muon = Particle('mu-')
>>> muon.integer_charge
-1

ionic_symbol
Return the ionic symbol if the particle corresponds to an ion or neutral atom, and None otherwise.
Examples
>>> deuteron = Particle('deuteron')
>>> deuteron.ionic_symbol
'D 1+'
>>> hydrogen_atom = Particle('H', Z=0)
>>> hydrogen_atom.ionic_symbol
'H 0+'

is_electron
Return True if the particle is an electron, and False otherwise.
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Examples
>>> Particle('e-').is_electron
True
>>> Particle('e+').is_electron
False

is_ion
Return True if the particle is an ion, and False otherwise.
Examples
>>> Particle('D+').is_ion
True
>>> Particle('H-1 0+').is_ion
False
>>> Particle('e+').is_ion
False

isotope
Return the isotope symbol if the particle corresponds to an isotope, and None otherwise.
Examples
>>> alpha = Particle('alpha')
>>> alpha.isotope
'He-4'

isotopic_abundance
Return the isotopic abundance of an isotope.
If the isotopic abundance is not available, this attribute will raise a MissingAtomicDataError.
If the particle is not an isotope or is an ion of an isotope, then this attribute will raise an
InvalidIsotopeError.
Examples
>>> D = Particle('deuterium')
>>> D.isotopic_abundance
0.000115

lepton_number
Return 1 for leptons, -1 for antileptons, and 0 otherwise.
This attribute returns the number of leptons minus the number of antileptons, excluding bound electrons
in an atom or ion.
If the lepton number is unavailable, then this attribute will raise a MissingAtomicDataError.
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Examples
>>> Particle('e-').lepton_number
1
>>> Particle('mu+').lepton_number
-1
>>> Particle('He-4 0+').lepton_number
0

mass
Return the mass of the particle in kilograms.
If the particle is an element and not an isotope or ion, then this attribute will return the standard atomic
weight, if available.
If the particle is an isotope but not an ion, then this attribute will return the isotopic mass, including bound
electrons.
If the particle is an ion, then this attribute will return the mass of the element or isotope (as just described)
minus the product of the integer charge and the electron mass.
For special particles, this attribute will return the standard value for the particle’s mass.
If the mass is unavailable (e.g., for neutrinos or elements with no standard atomic weight), then this attribute will raise a MissingAtomicDataError.
Examples
>>> Particle('He').mass
<Quantity 6.64647688e-27 kg>
>>> Particle('He+').mass
<Quantity 6.64556594e-27 kg>
>>> Particle('He-4 +1').mass
<Quantity 6.64556803e-27 kg>
>>> Particle('alpha').mass
<Quantity 6.64465709e-27 kg>

mass_number
Return the number of nucleons in an isotope.
This attribute will return the number of protons plus the number of neutrons in an isotope or nuclide.
If the particle is not an isotope, then this attribute will raise an InvalidIsotopeError.
Examples
>>> alpha = Particle('helium-4 2+')
>>> alpha.mass_number
4

neutron_number
Return the number of neutrons in an isotope or nucleon.
This attribute will return the number of neutrons in an isotope, or 1 for a neutron.
If this particle is not an isotope or neutron, then this attribute will raise an InvalidIsotopeError.
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Examples
>>> alpha = Particle('He-4++')
>>> alpha.neutron_number
2
>>> Particle('n').neutron_number
1

nuclide_mass
Return the mass of the bare nucleus of an isotope or a neutron.
This attribute will raise a InvalidIsotopeError if the particle is not an isotope or neutron, or a
MissingAtomicDataError if the isotope mass is not available.
Examples
>>> deuterium = Particle('D')
>>> deuterium.nuclide_mass
<Quantity 3.34358372e-27 kg>

particle
Return the particle’s symbol.
Examples
>>> electron = Particle('electron')
>>> electron.particle
'e-'

periodic_table
Return a namedtuple to access category, period, group, and block information about an element.
If the particle is not an element,
InvalidElementError.

isotope,

or ion,

then this attribute will raise an

Examples
>>> gold = Particle('Au')
>>> gold.periodic_table.category
'transition metal'
>>> gold.periodic_table.period
6
>>> gold.periodic_table.group
11
>>> gold.periodic_table.block
'd'

spin
Return the spin of the particle.
If the spin is unavailable, then a MissingAtomicDataError will be raised.
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Examples
>>> positron = Particle('e+')
>>> positron.spin
0.5

standard_atomic_weight
Return an element’s standard atomic weight in kg.
If the particle is isotope or ion or not an element, this attribute will raise an InvalidElementError.
If the element does not have a defined stsandard atomic weight, this attribute will raise a
MissingAtomicDataError.
Examples
>>> oxygen = Particle('O')
>>> oxygen.standard_atomic_weight
<Quantity 2.65669641e-26 kg>

Methods Documentation
is_category(*category_tuple, require: Union[str, typing.Set, typing.Tuple, typing.List] = set(),
any_of: Union[str, typing.Set, typing.Tuple, typing.List] = set(), exclude: Union[str,
typing.Set, typing.Tuple, typing.List] = set()) → bool
Determine if the particle meets categorization criteria.
Return True if the particle is in all of the inputted categories, and False the particle is not.
Required categories may be entered as positional arguments, including as a list, set, or tuple of
required categories. These may also be included using the require keyword argument. This method
will return False if the particle is not in all of the required categories.
If categories are inputted using the any_of keyword argument, then this method will return False if the
particle is not of any of the categories in any_of.
If the exclude keyword is set, then this method will return False if the particle is in any of the excluded
categories, whether or not the particle matches the other criteria.
Examples
>>> Particle('e-').is_category('lepton')
True
>>> Particle('p+').is_category('baryon', exclude='charged')
False
>>> Particle('n').is_category({'matter', 'baryon'}, exclude={'charged'})
True
>>> Particle('mu+').is_category('antilepton', exclude='baryon')
True
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Class Inheritance Diagram

Particle

2.5 Utilities
2.5.1 Core package utilities (plasmapy.utils)
Introduction
PlasmaPy.utils is where we store functionality that helps us write (what we try to think of as) clean, readable
and informative code. This means:
• the many kinds of warnings and exceptions you may (hopefully not!) encounter while working with PlasmaPy,
such as plasmapy.utils.RelativityWarning or plasmapy.utils.PhysicsError.
• decorators we use for reusable physical quantity computation and checking, such as plasmapy.utils.
check_quantity and plasmapy.utils.check_relativistic
• Some helper utilities for importing and testing packages such as plasmapy.utils.call_string
Reference/API
plasmapy.utils.checks Module
Functions

check_quantity(validations)

check_relativistic([func, betafrac])

Raise an exception if an annotated argument in a decorated function is an Quantity with incorrect units and
valid numerical values, or assume inputs are SI Quantities.
Warns or raises an exception when the output of the
decorated function is greater than betafrac times the
speed of light.

check_quantity
plasmapy.utils.checks.check_quantity(validations)
Raise an exception if an annotated argument in a decorated function is an Quantity with incorrect units and
valid numerical values, or assume inputs are SI Quantities.
Parameters validations (dict) – Validation dictionary.
Raises
2.5. Utilities
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• TypeError – If the argument is not a Quantity, units is not entirely units or argname
does not have a type annotation.
• UnitConversionError – If the argument is not in acceptable units.
• UnitsError – If after the assumption checks, the argument is still not in acceptable units.
• ValueError – If the argument contains nan or other invalid values as determined by the
keywords.
Warns ~astropy.units.UnitsWarning – If a Quantity is not provided and unique units are provided, a UnitsWarning will be raised and the inputted units will be assumed.
Returns Decorated function.
Return type function
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> @check_quantity({
... "x": {"units": u.m},
... "y": {"units": u.s,
...
"can_be_negative": False,
...
"can_be_complex": True,
...
"can_be_inf": False}
... })
... def func(x: u.m, y: u.s=1 * u.s):
...
return x
...
>>> func(1 * u.m)
<Quantity 1. m>
>>> func(1 * u.m, 2 * u.m)
Traceback (most recent call last):
...
astropy.units.core.UnitConversionError: The argument y to func should be a
˓→Quantity with the following units: s

check_relativistic
plasmapy.utils.checks.check_relativistic(func=None, betafrac=0.05)
Warns or raises an exception when the output of the decorated function is greater than betafrac times the
speed of light.
Parameters
• func (function, optional) – The function to decorate.
• betafrac (float, optional) – The minimum fraction of the speed of light that will
raise a RelativityWarning. Defaults to 5%.
Returns Decorated function.
Return type function
Raises
• TypeError – If V is not a Quantity.
• UnitConversionError – If V is not in units of velocity.
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• ValueError – If V contains any nan values.
• RelativityError – If V is greater than or equal to the speed of light.
Warns ~plasmapy.utils.RelativityWarning – If V is greater than or equal to betafrac times the
speed of light, but less than the speed of light.
Examples
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> @check_relativistic
... def speed():
...
return 1 * u.m / u.s

Passing in a custom betafrac:
>>> @check_relativistic(betafrac=0.01)
... def speed():
...
return 1 * u.m / u.s

plasmapy.utils.exceptions Module
Exceptions and warnings specific to PlasmaPy.
Classes

AtomicError
AtomicWarning
ChargeError
CouplingWarning
InvalidElementError
InvalidIonError
InvalidIsotopeError
InvalidParticleError
MissingAtomicDataError
MissingAtomicDataWarning
PhysicsError
PhysicsWarning
PlasmaPyError
PlasmaPyWarning
RelativityError
RelativityWarning
UnexpectedParticleError

2.5. Utilities

An exception for errors in the atomic subpackage.
The base warning for the atomic subpackage.
An exception for incorrect or missing charge information.
A warning for functions that rely on a particular coupling regime to be valid.
An exception for when an argument is a valid particle is
not a valid element.
An exception for when an argument is a valid particle
but not a valid ion.
An exception for when an argument is a valid particle
but not a valid isotope.
An exception for when a particle is invalid.
An exception for missing atomic or particle data.
Warning for use when atomic or particle data is missing.
The base exception for physics-related errors.
The base warning for physics related warnings.
Base class of PlasmaPy custom errors.
Base class of PlasmaPy custom warnings.
An exception for speeds greater than the speed of light.
A warning for when relativistic velocities are being used
in or are returned by non-relativistic functionality.
An exception for when a particle is not of the expected
category.
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AtomicError
exception plasmapy.utils.exceptions.AtomicError
An exception for errors in the atomic subpackage.
AtomicWarning
exception plasmapy.utils.exceptions.AtomicWarning
The base warning for the atomic subpackage.
ChargeError
exception plasmapy.utils.exceptions.ChargeError
An exception for incorrect or missing charge information.
CouplingWarning
exception plasmapy.utils.exceptions.CouplingWarning
A warning for functions that rely on a particular coupling regime to be valid.
InvalidElementError
exception plasmapy.utils.exceptions.InvalidElementError
An exception for when an argument is a valid particle is not a valid element.
InvalidIonError
exception plasmapy.utils.exceptions.InvalidIonError
An exception for when an argument is a valid particle but not a valid ion.
InvalidIsotopeError
exception plasmapy.utils.exceptions.InvalidIsotopeError
An exception for when an argument is a valid particle but not a valid isotope.
InvalidParticleError
exception plasmapy.utils.exceptions.InvalidParticleError
An exception for when a particle is invalid.
MissingAtomicDataError
exception plasmapy.utils.exceptions.MissingAtomicDataError
An exception for missing atomic or particle data.
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MissingAtomicDataWarning
exception plasmapy.utils.exceptions.MissingAtomicDataWarning
Warning for use when atomic or particle data is missing.
PhysicsError
exception plasmapy.utils.exceptions.PhysicsError
The base exception for physics-related errors.
PhysicsWarning
exception plasmapy.utils.exceptions.PhysicsWarning
The base warning for physics related warnings.
PlasmaPyError
exception plasmapy.utils.exceptions.PlasmaPyError
Base class of PlasmaPy custom errors.
All custom exceptions raised by PlasmaPy should inherit from this class and be defined in this module.
PlasmaPyWarning
exception plasmapy.utils.exceptions.PlasmaPyWarning
Base class of PlasmaPy custom warnings.
All PlasmaPy custom warnings should inherit from this class and be defined in this module.
Warnings should be issued using warn, which will not break execution if unhandled.
RelativityError
exception plasmapy.utils.exceptions.RelativityError
An exception for speeds greater than the speed of light.
RelativityWarning
exception plasmapy.utils.exceptions.RelativityWarning
A warning for when relativistic velocities are being used in or are returned by non-relativistic functionality.
UnexpectedParticleError
exception plasmapy.utils.exceptions.UnexpectedParticleError
An exception for when a particle is not of the expected category.

2.5. Utilities
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Class Inheritance Diagram

AtomicWarning

MissingAtomicDataWarning

PhysicsWarning

CouplingWarning

PlasmaPyWarning

RelativityWarning

AtomicError

ChargeError

InvalidElementError

UnexpectedParticleError

InvalidIonError

InvalidParticleError

InvalidIsotopeError

PlasmaPyError
MissingAtomicDataError
PhysicsError
RelativityError

plasmapy.utils.pytest_helpers Module
Test helper utilities.
Functions

call_string(f, args, kwargs[, color, . . . ])
run_test(func, args, kwargs, . . . )

run_test_equivalent_calls(*test_inputs, . . . )

Return a string with the equivalent call of a function.
Test that a function or class returns the expected result, raises the expected exception, or issues an expected
warning for the supplied positional and keyword arguments.
Test that different functions/inputs return equivalent results.

call_string
plasmapy.utils.pytest_helpers.call_string(f: Callable, args: Any = (), kwargs: Dict = {},
color=”, return_color=”) → str
Return a string with the equivalent call of a function.
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run_test
plasmapy.utils.pytest_helpers.run_test(func, args: Any = (), kwargs: Dict = {}, expected_outcome: Any = None, rtol: float = 0.0, atol:
float = 0.0)
Test that a function or class returns the expected result, raises the expected exception, or issues an expected
warning for the supplied positional and keyword arguments.
Parameters
• func (callable, list, or tuple) – The callable to be tested. The first (and
sole) argument to run_test may alternatively be a list or tuple containing these arguments
(optionally omitting kwargs if the len returns 3).
• args (tuple or object) – The positional arguments to func.
• kwargs (dict) – The keyword arguments to func.
• expected_outcome (object) – The expected result, exception, or warning from
func(*args, **kwargs). This may also be a tuple of length two that contains
the expected result as the first item and the expected warning as the second item.
• rtol (float) – The relative tolerance to be used by allclose in an element-wise comparison, defaulting to 0.
• atol (float) – The absolute tolerance to be used by allclose in an element-wise
comparison, defaulting to 0.
Returns
Return type None
Raises
• UnexpectedResultError – If the test returns a result that is different from the expected result.
• InconsistentTypeError – If the actual result is of a different type than the expected
result.
• UnexpectedExceptionError – If an exception occurs when no exception or a different exception is expected.
• MissingExceptionError – If no exception is raised when an exception is expected.
• MissingWarningError – An expected warning is not issued.
• UnitsError – If the result has different units than expected.
• TypeError – If the equality of the actual result and expected result cannot be determined
(e.g., for a class lacking an __eq__ method.
Examples
The simplest way to use run_test is with inputs for the function to be tests, the positional arguments in a
tuple or list, the keyword arguments in a dict, and then finally the expected result or outcome.
>>> args = tuple()
>>> kwargs = dict()
>>> run_test(lambda: 0, args, kwargs, 0)
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If expected is a an exception or warning, then run_test will raise an exception if the expected exception
is not raised or the expected warning is not issued.
>>> from warnings import warn
>>> issue_warning = lambda: warn("Electrons are weird!", UserWarning)
>>> run_test(issue_warning, args, kwargs, UserWarning)
>>> def raise_exception(): raise RuntimeError
>>> run_test(raise_exception, args, kwargs, RuntimeError)

For warnings, run_test can accept a tuple of two items where the first item is the expected result and the
second item is the expected warning.
def return_arg_and_warn(x):
warn("", UserWarning)
return x
run_test(return_arg_and_warn, 1, {}, (1, UserWarning))

This function is also flexible enough that it can accept a tuple or list as its sole argument, with the arguments
in the same order as in the function signature.
>>> return_arg = lambda x: x
>>> inputs = (return_arg, 42, {}, 42)
>>> run_test(inputs)

If the tuple or list has a length of 3, then run_test assumes that kwargs is missing.
>>> inputs_without_kwargs = [return_arg, 42, 42]
>>> run_test(inputs_without_kwargs)
import pytest
def func(x, raise_exception=False, issue_warning=False):
if raise_exception:
raise ValueError("I'm sorry, Dave. I'm afraid I can't do that.")
elif issue_warning:
warn("Open the pod bay doors, HAL.", UserWarning)
return x
inputs_table = [
(func, 1, 1),
(func, (2,), {}, 2),
(func, 3, {'raise_exception': True}, ValueError),
(func, 4, {'issue_warning': True}, UserWarning),
(func, 5, {'issue_warning': True}, (5, UserWarning)),
]
@pytest.mark.parametrize('inputs', inputs_table)
def test_func(inputs):
run_test(inputs)
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run_test_equivalent_calls
plasmapy.utils.pytest_helpers.run_test_equivalent_calls(*test_inputs,
quire_same_type:
= True)
Test that different functions/inputs return equivalent results.

rebool

Parameters
• test_inputs – The functions and inputs to the tests in an allowed format, as described
below.
• require_same_type (bool) – If True (the default), then all of the results are required
to be of the same type. If False, results do not need to be of the same type (e.g., cases like
1.0 == 1 will not raise an exception).
Raises
• UnexpectedResultError – If not all of the results are equivalent, or not all of the
results are of the same type and require_same_type evaluates to True.
• UnexpectedExceptionError – If an exception is raised whilst attempting to run one
of the test cases.
• InvalidTestError – If there is an error associated with the inputs or the test is set up
incorrectly.
Examples
There are several possible formats that can be accepted by this run_test_equivalent_calls to test that
different combinations of functions (or other callable objects), positional arguments, and keyword arguments return equivalent results.
To test a single function that takes a single positional argument, then test_inputs may be the function
followed by an arbitrary number of positional arguments to be included into the function.
>>> def f(x): return x ** 2
>>> run_test_equivalent_calls(f, -1, 1)

To test a single function with an arbitrary number of positional and keyword arguments, the first argument
should be the function, followed by an arbitrary number of tuple or list objects that contain a tuple or
list containing the positional arguments, and a dict containing the keyword arguments.
>>> def g(x, y, z): return x + y + z
>>> run_test_equivalent_calls(g, ((1, 2, 3), {}), ((3, 2), {'z': 1}))

If there is only one positional argument, then it is not necessary to include it in a tuple or list.
>>> run_test_equivalent_calls(f, ([1], {}), ([1], {}))
>>> run_test_equivalent_calls(f, (1, {}), (1, {}))

To test multiple functions with an arbitrary number of positional and keyword arguments, use a series of tuple
or list objects that contain the function for each test, a tuple or list with the positional arguments, and a
dict with the keyword arguments.
>>> def p(x, y=None): return x + y if y else x
>>> def q(x, y=None): return x + 1 if y else x
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>>> run_test_equivalent_calls([p, (1,), {'y': 1}], [q, (2,), {'y': False}])

The inputs may also be passed in as a whole as a tuple or list.
>>> run_test_equivalent_calls(f, -1, 1)
>>> run_test_equivalent_calls([f, -1, 1])

If require_same_type is False, then an exception will not be raised if the results are of different types.
>>> run_test_equivalent_calls(f, -1, 1.0, require_same_type=False)

Classes

InconsistentTypeError
IncorrectResultError
InvalidTestError
MissingExceptionError
MissingWarningError
RunTestError
UnexpectedExceptionError
UnexpectedResultError

Exception for when the type of the actual result differs
from the type of the expected result.
Exception for when the actual result differs from the expected result by more than the allowed tolerance.
Exception for when the inputs to a test are not valid.
Exception for when an expected exception is not raised.
Exception for when a warning is expected to be issued,
but isn’t.
Base exception for test failures.
Exception for when an exception is expected, but a different exception is raised instead.
Exception for when the actual result differs from the expected result.

InconsistentTypeError
exception plasmapy.utils.pytest_helpers.InconsistentTypeError
Exception for when the type of the actual result differs from the type of the expected result. Derived from
RunTestError.
IncorrectResultError
exception plasmapy.utils.pytest_helpers.IncorrectResultError
Exception for when the actual result differs from the expected result by more than the allowed tolerance. Derived
from RunTestError.
InvalidTestError
exception plasmapy.utils.pytest_helpers.InvalidTestError
Exception for when the inputs to a test are not valid.
MissingExceptionError
exception plasmapy.utils.pytest_helpers.MissingExceptionError
Exception for when an expected exception is not raised. Derived from RunTestError.
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MissingWarningError
exception plasmapy.utils.pytest_helpers.MissingWarningError
Exception for when a warning is expected to be issued, but isn’t. Derived from RunTestError.
RunTestError
exception plasmapy.utils.pytest_helpers.RunTestError
Base exception for test failures. Derived from Exception.
UnexpectedExceptionError
exception plasmapy.utils.pytest_helpers.UnexpectedExceptionError
Exception for when an exception is expected, but a different exception is raised instead. Derived from
RunTestError.
UnexpectedResultError
exception plasmapy.utils.pytest_helpers.UnexpectedResultError
Exception for when the actual result differs from the expected result. Derived from RunTestError.
Class Inheritance Diagram

InconsistentTypeError

IncorrectResultError

InvalidTestError

RunTestError

MissingExceptionError

MissingWarningError

UnexpectedExceptionError

UnexpectedResultError
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2.6 Examples
2.6.1 Examples
General examples
General-purpose and introductory examples from PlasmaPy
Particle stepper
An example of PlasmaPy’s particle stepper class, currently in need of a rewrite for speed. Currently disabled from
running.
import numpy as np
from astropy import units as u
from plasmapy.classes import Plasma, Species

Initialize a plasma. This will be a source of electric and magnetic fields for our particles to move in.
plasma = Plasma(domain_x=np.linspace(-1, 1, 10) * u.m,
domain_y=np.linspace(-1, 1, 10) * u.m,
domain_z=np.linspace(-1, 1, 10) * u.m)

Initialize the fields. We’ll take $vec{B}$ in the $hat{x}$ direction and $E$ in the $hat{y}$ direction, which gets us
an $E times B$ drift in $hat{z}$.
B0 = 4 * u.T
plasma.magnetic_field[0, :, :, :] = np.ones((10, 10, 10)) * B0
E0 = 2 * u.V / u.m
plasma.electric_field[1, :, :, :] = np.ones((10, 10, 10)) * E0

Initialize the particle. We’ll take one proton p with a timestep of $10^{-10}s$ and run it for 10000 iterations.
species = Species(plasma, 'p', 1, 1, 1e-10 * u.s, 10000)

Initialize the particle’s velocity. We’ll limit ourselves to one in the $hat{x}$ direction, parallel to the magnetic field
$vec{B}$ - that way, it won’t turn in the $hat{z}$ direction.
V0 = 1 * (u.m / u.s)
species.v[0][0] = V0

Run the pusher and plot the trajectory versus time.
species.run()
species.plot_time_trajectories()

Plot the shape of the trajectory in 3D.
species.plot_trajectories()

As a test, we calculate the mean velocity in the z direction from the velocity and position
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vmean = species.velocity_history[:, :, 2].mean()
print(f"The calculated drift velocity is {vmean:.4f} to compare with the"
f"theoretical E0/B0 = {E0/B0:.4f}")

and from position:
Vdrift = species.position_history[-1, 0, 2] / (species.NT * species.dt)
normdrift = Vdrift
print(f"The calculated drift velocity from position is {normdrift:.4f}")

Total running time of the script: ( 0 minutes 0.000 seconds)
1D Maxwellian distribution function
We import the usual modules, and the hero of this notebook, the Maxwellian 1D distribution:
import numpy as np
from astropy import units as u
import plasmapy
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from plasmapy.constants import (m_p, m_e, c, mu0, k_B, e, eps0, pi, e)
from plasmapy.physics.distribution import Maxwellian_1D

Given we’ll be plotting, import astropy’s quantity support:
from astropy.visualization import quantity_support
quantity_support()

As a first example, let’s get the probability density of finding an electron with a speed of 1 m/s if we have a plasma at
a temperature of 30 000 K:
p_dens = Maxwellian_1D(v=1 * u.m / u.s,
T=30000 * u.K,
particle='e',
v_drift=0 * u.m / u.s)
print(p_dens)

Out:
5.916329687405703e-07 s / m

Note the units! Integrated over speed, this will give us a probability. Let’s test that for a bunch of particles:
T = 3e4 * u.K
dv = 10 * u.m / u.s
v = np.arange(-5e6, 5e6, 10) * u.m / u.s

Check that the integral over all speeds is 1 (the particle has to be somewhere):
for particle in ['p', 'e']:
pdf = Maxwellian_1D(v, T=T, particle=particle)
integral = (pdf).sum() * dv
print(f"Integral value for {particle}: {integral}")
plt.plot(v, pdf, label=particle)
plt.legend()
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Out:
Integral value for p: 0.9999999999999999
Integral value for e: 0.9999999999998787

The standard deviation of this distribution should give us back the temperature:
std = np.sqrt((Maxwellian_1D(v, T=T, particle='e') * v ** 2 * dv).sum())
T_theo = (std ** 2 / k_B * m_e).to(u.K)
print('T from standard deviation:', T_theo)
print('Initial T:', T)

Out:
T from standard deviation: 29999.999999792246 K
Initial T: 30000.0 K

Total running time of the script: ( 0 minutes 1.452 seconds)
The plasma dispersion function
Let’s import some basics (and PlasmaPy!)
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import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import plasmapy
help(plasmapy.mathematics.plasma_dispersion_func)

Out:
Help on function plasma_dispersion_func in module plasmapy.mathematics.mathematics:
plasma_dispersion_func(zeta:Union[complex, int, float, numpy.ndarray]) ->
˓→Union[complex, float, numpy.ndarray]
Calculate the plasma dispersion function.
Parameters
---------zeta : complex, int, float, ~numpy.ndarray, or ~astropy.units.Quantity
Argument of plasma dispersion function.
Returns
------Z : complex, float, or ~numpy.ndarray
Value of plasma dispersion function.
Raises
-----TypeError
If the argument is of an invalid type.
~astropy.units.UnitsError
If the argument is a `~astropy.units.Quantity` but is not
dimensionless.
ValueError
If the argument is not entirely finite.
See Also
-------plasma_dispersion_func_deriv
Notes
----The plasma dispersion function is defined as:
.. math::
Z(\zeta) = \pi^{-0.5} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty}
\frac{e^{-x^2}}{x-\zeta} dx
where the argument is a complex number [fried.conte-1961]_.
In plasma wave theory, the plasma dispersion function appears
frequently when the background medium has a Maxwellian
distribution function. The argument of this function then refers
to the ratio of a wave's phase velocity to a thermal velocity.
References
---------(continues on next page)
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.. [fried.conte-1961] Fried, Burton D. and Samuel D. Conte. 1961.
The Plasma Dispersion Function: The Hilbert Transformation of the
Gaussian. Academic Press (New York and London).
Examples
------->>> plasma_dispersion_func(0)
1.7724538509055159j
>>> plasma_dispersion_func(1j)
0.757872156141312j
>>> plasma_dispersion_func(-1.52+0.47j)
(0.6088888957234254+0.33494583882874024j)

We’ll now make some sample data to visualize the dispersion function:
x = np.linspace(-1, 1, 1000)
X, Y = np.meshgrid(x, x)
Z = X + 1j * Y
print(Z.shape)

Out:
(1000, 1000)

Before we start plotting, let’s make a visualization function first:
def plot_complex(X, Y, Z, N=50):
fig, (real_axis, imag_axis) = plt.subplots(1, 2)
real_axis.contourf(X, Y, Z.real, N)
imag_axis.contourf(X, Y, Z.imag, N)
real_axis.set_title("Real values")
imag_axis.set_title("Imaginary values")
for ax in [real_axis, imag_axis]:
ax.set_xlabel("Real values")
ax.set_ylabel("Imaginary values")
fig.tight_layout()

plot_complex(X, Y, Z)
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We can now apply our visualization function to our simple
F = plasmapy.mathematics.plasma_dispersion_func(Z)
plot_complex(X, Y, F)
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So this is going to be a hack and I’m not 100% sure the dispersion function is quite what I think it is, but let’s find
the area where the dispersion function has a lesser than zero real part because I think it may be important (brb reading
Fried and Conte):
plot_complex(X, Y, F.real < 0)
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We can also visualize the derivative:
F = plasmapy.mathematics.plasma_dispersion_func_deriv(Z)
plot_complex(X, Y, F)
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Plotting the same function on a larger area:
x = np.linspace(-2, 2, 2000)
X, Y = np.meshgrid(x, x)
Z = X + 1j * Y
print(Z.shape)

Out:
(2000, 2000)
F = plasmapy.mathematics.plasma_dispersion_func(Z)
plot_complex(X, Y, F, 100)
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Total running time of the script: ( 0 minutes 23.837 seconds)
Analysing ITER parameters
Let’s try to look at ITER plasma conditions using the physics subpackage.
from astropy import units as u
from plasmapy import physics
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D

The radius of electric field shielding clouds, also known as the Debye length, would be
electron_temperature = 8.8 * u.keV
electron_concentration = 10.1e19 / u.m**3
print(physics.Debye_length(electron_temperature, electron_concentration))

Out:
6.939046841173439e-05 m

Note that we can also neglect the unit for the concentration, as 1/m^3 is the a standard unit for this kind of Quantity:
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print(physics.Debye_length(electron_temperature, 10.1e19))

Out:
6.939046841173439e-05 m

Assuming the magnetic field as 5.3 Teslas (which is the value at the major radius):
B = 5.3 * u.T
print(physics.gyrofrequency(B, particle='e'))
print(physics.gyroradius(B, T_i=electron_temperature, particle='e'))

Out:
932174612509.1257 rad / s
5.968562743414285e-05 m

The electron inertial length would be
print(physics.inertial_length(electron_concentration, particle='e'))

Out:
0.0005287720431268747 m

In these conditions, they should reach thermal velocities of about
print(physics.thermal_speed(T=electron_temperature, particle='e'))

Out:
55637426.625786155 m / s

And the Langmuir wave plasma frequency should be on the order of
print(physics.plasma_frequency(electron_concentration))

Out:
566959736046.5352 rad / s

Let’s try to recreate some plots and get a feel for some of these quantities.
n_e = np.logspace(4, 30, 100) / u.m**3
plt.plot(n_e, physics.plasma_frequency(n_e))
plt.scatter(
electron_concentration,
physics.plasma_frequency(electron_concentration))
plt.xlabel("Electron Concentration (m^-3)")
plt.ylabel("Langmuir Wave Plasma Frequency (rad/s)")
plt.show()
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Total running time of the script: ( 0 minutes 0.279 seconds)
Braginskii coefficients
A short example of how to calculate classical transport coefficients from Bragiński’s theory.
from astropy import units as u
from plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii import ClassicalTransport
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np

We’ll use some sample ITER data, without much regard for whether the regime is even fit for classical transport theory:
thermal_energy_per_electron = 8.8 * u.keV
electron_concentration = 10.1e19 / u.m**3
thermal_energy_per_ion = 8.0 * u.keV
ion_concentration = electron_concentration
ion_particle = 'D+' # a crude approximation

We now make the default ClassicalTransport object:
braginskii = ClassicalTransport(thermal_energy_per_electron,
electron_concentration,
(continues on next page)
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thermal_energy_per_ion,
ion_concentration,
ion_particle)

These variables are calculated during initialization and can be referred to straight away:
print(braginskii.coulomb_log_ei)
print(braginskii.coulomb_log_ii)
print(braginskii.hall_e)
print(braginskii.hall_i)

Out:
18.015542122021248
20.415575220593944
0.0
0.0

These quantities are not calculated during initialization and can be referred to via methods. To signify the need to
calculate them, we call them via ().
print(braginskii.resistivity())
print(braginskii.thermoelectric_conductivity())
print(braginskii.electron_thermal_conductivity())
print(braginskii.ion_thermal_conductivity())

Out:
1.1541382703097203e-09 m Ohm
0.7110839986207994
1065175728.2002094 W / (K m)
21360457.308099084 W / (K m)

They also change with magnetization:
mag_braginskii = ClassicalTransport(thermal_energy_per_electron,
electron_concentration,
thermal_energy_per_ion,
ion_concentration,
ion_particle,
B = 0.1 * u.T)
print(mag_braginskii.resistivity())
print(mag_braginskii.thermoelectric_conductivity())
print(mag_braginskii.electron_thermal_conductivity())
print(mag_braginskii.ion_thermal_conductivity())

Out:
1.1541382703097203e-09 m Ohm
0.7110839986207994
1065175728.2002094 W / (K m)
21360457.308099084 W / (K m)

They also change with direction with respect to the magnetic field. Here, we choose to print out, as arrays, the (parallel,
perpendicular, and cross) directions. Take a look at the docs to ClassicalTransport for more information on
these.
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all_direction_braginskii = ClassicalTransport(thermal_energy_per_electron,
electron_concentration,
thermal_energy_per_ion,
ion_concentration,
ion_particle,
B = 0.1 * u.T,
field_orientation = 'all')
print(all_direction_braginskii.resistivity())
print(all_direction_braginskii.thermoelectric_conductivity())
print(all_direction_braginskii.electron_thermal_conductivity())
print(all_direction_braginskii.ion_thermal_conductivity())

Out:
[1.15413827e-09
[7.11083999e-01
[1.06517573e+09
[2.13604573e+07

2.25078752e-09
6.76687026e-13
2.08454840e-04
4.55135460e-03

1.39691620e-15] m Ohm
5.46333111e-07]
3.06780101e+02] W / (K m)
2.78891001e+02] W / (K m)

The viscosities return arrays:
print(braginskii.electron_viscosity())
print(mag_braginskii.electron_viscosity())
print(braginskii.ion_viscosity())
print(mag_braginskii.ion_viscosity())

Out:
[16.29411384 16.28874814 16.28874814 0.
0.
] Pa s
[1.62941138e+01 2.00486758e-25 8.01947034e-25 1.47444746e-12
2.94889492e-12] Pa s
[1271.38947113 1267.52437439 1267.52437439
0.
0.
[1.27138947e+03 6.88007817e-17 2.75203127e-16 2.75555924e-07
5.51111848e-07] Pa s

] Pa s

Total running time of the script: ( 0 minutes 0.733 seconds)
Langmuir probe data analysis
Let’s analyze a few Langmuir probe characteristics using the diagnostics.langmuir subpackage. First we need
to import the module and some basics.
from plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir import Characteristic, swept_probe_analysis
import astropy.units as u
import numpy as np
import os

The first characteristic we analyze is a simple single-probe measurement in a low (ion) temperature, low density plasma
with a cylindrical probe. This allows us to utilize OML theory implemented in swept_probe_analysis. The
data has been preprocessed with some smoothing, which allows us to obtain a Electron Energy Distribution Function
(EEDF) as well.
# Load the bias and current values stored in the .p pickle file.
path = os.path.join("langmuir_samples", "Beckers2017.npy")
(continues on next page)
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bias, current = np.load(path)
# Create the Characteristic object, taking into account the correct units
characteristic = Characteristic(np.array(bias) * u.V,
np.array(current)*1e3 * u.mA)
# Calculate the cylindrical probe surface area
probe_length = 1.145 * u.mm
probe_diameter = 1.57 * u.mm
probe_area = (probe_length * np.pi * probe_diameter +
np.pi * 0.25 * probe_diameter**2)

Now we can actually perform the analysis. Since the plasma is in Helium an ion mass number of 4 is entered. The
results are visualized and the obtained EEDF is also shown.
print(swept_probe_analysis(characteristic,
probe_area, 4 * u.u,
visualize=True,
plot_EEDF=True))

•

•
Out:
{'V_P': <Quantity 2.15098227 V>, 'V_F': <Quantity -5.75541887 V>, 'I_es': <Quantity 0.
˓→01873572 A>, 'I_is': <Quantity -0.00231536 A>, 'n_e': <Quantity 1.40397608e+17 1 /
˓→m3>, 'n_i': <Quantity 9.85092861e+17 1 / m3>, 'T_e': <Quantity 0.43095279 eV>, 'n_i_
˓→OML': <Quantity 1.69346526e+17 1 / m3>}
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The cyan and yellow lines indicate the fitted electron and ion currents, respectively. The green line is the sum of these
and agrees nicely with the data. This indicates a succesfull analysis.
The next sample probe data is provided by David Pace. It is also obtained from a low relatively ion temperature and
density plasma, in Argon.
# Load the data from a file and create the Characteristic object
path = os.path.join("langmuir_samples", "Pace2015.npy")
bias, current = np.load(path)
characteristic = Characteristic(np.array(bias) * u.V,
np.array(current) * 1e3 * u.mA)

Initially the electrons are assumed to be Maxwellian. To check this the fit of the electron growth region will be plotted.
swept_probe_analysis(characteristic,
0.738 * u.cm**2,
40 * u.u,
bimaxwellian=False,
plot_electron_fit=True)

It can be seen that this plasma is slightly bi-Maxwellian, as there are two distinct slopes in the exponential section.
The analysis is now performed with bimaxwellian set to True, which yields improved results.
print(swept_probe_analysis(characteristic,
0.738 * u.cm**2,
40 * u.u,
(continues on next page)
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bimaxwellian=True,
visualize=True,
plot_electron_fit=True))

•

•
Out:
{'V_P': <Quantity -16.4 V>, 'V_F': <Quantity -35.6 V>, 'I_es': <Quantity 0.00282382 A>
˓→, 'I_is': <Quantity -0.000129 A>, 'n_e': <Quantity 7.5301378e+14 1 / m3>, 'n_i':
˓→<Quantity 6.17623686e+15 1 / m3>, 'T_e': <Quantity [3.59330611, 3.59330619] eV>, 'n_
˓→i_OML': <Quantity 3.07669232e+15 1 / m3>, 'hot_fraction': 0.5000000148213464}

The probe current resolution of the raw data is relatively poor, but the analysis still performs well in the ion current
region. The bi-Maxwellian properties are not significant but do make a difference. Check this analysis without setting
bimaxwellian to True! This is reflected in the results, which indicate that the temperatures of the cold and hot
electron population are indeed different, but relatively close.
This Helium plasma is fully bi-Maxwellian.
# Import probe data and calculate probe surface area.
path = os.path.join("langmuir_samples", "Beckers2017b.npy")
bias, current = np.load(path)
characteristic = Characteristic(np.array(bias) * u.V,
np.array(current) * 1e3 * u.mA)
probe_length = 1.145 * u.mm
probe_diameter = 1.57 * u.mm
(continues on next page)
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probe_area = (probe_length * np.pi * probe_diameter +
np.pi * 0.25 * probe_diameter**2)

plot_electron_fit is set to True to check the bi-Maxwellian properties. The fit converges nicely to the two
slopes of the electron growth region.
print(swept_probe_analysis(characteristic,
probe_area,
4 * u.u,
bimaxwellian=True,
plot_electron_fit=True,
visualize=True))

•

•
Out:
{'V_P': <Quantity 2.42370446 V>, 'V_F': <Quantity -21.29773863 V>, 'I_es': <Quantity
˓→0.02655063 A>, 'I_is': <Quantity -0.00080287 A>, 'n_e': <Quantity 7.72855714e+16 1 /
˓→ m3>, 'n_i': <Quantity 1.32690572e+17 1 / m3>, 'T_e': <Quantity [1.42489167, 7.
˓→45118961] eV>, 'n_i_OML': <Quantity 6.08457736e+16 1 / m3>, 'hot_fraction': 0.
˓→23748036937568628}

Total running time of the script: ( 0 minutes 5.467 seconds)
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Cold Magnetized Plasma Waves Tensor Elements (S, D, P in Stix’s notation)
This example shows how to calculate the values of the cold plasma tensor elements for various electromagnetic wave
frequencies.
# First, import some basics (and `PlasmaPy`!)
import numpy as np
import plasmapy as pp
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from astropy import units as u

Let’s define some parameters, such as the magnetic field magnitude, the plasma species and densities and the frequency
band of interest
B = 2 * u.T
species = ['e', 'D+']
n = [1e18 * u.m ** -3, 1e18 * u.m ** -3]
f = np.logspace(start=6, stop=11.3, num=3001)
omega_RF = f * (2 * np.pi) * (u.rad / u.s)

# 1 MHz to 200 GHz

help(pp.physics.cold_plasma_permittivity_SDP)

Out:
Help on function cold_plasma_permittivity_SDP in module plasmapy.physics.dielectric:
cold_plasma_permittivity_SDP(B, species, n, omega)
Magnetized Cold Plasma Dielectric Permittivity Tensor Elements.
Elements (S, D, P) are given in the "Stix" frame, ie. with B // z.
The :math:`\exp(-i \omega t)` time-harmonic convention is assumed.
Parameters
---------B : ~astropy.units.Quantity
Magnetic field magnitude in units convertible to tesla.
species : list of str
List of the plasma particle species
e.g.: ['e', 'D+'] or ['e', 'D+', 'He+'].
n : list of ~astropy.units.Quantity
`list` of species density in units convertible to per cubic meter
The order of the species densities should follow species.
omega : ~astropy.units.Quantity
Electromagnetic wave frequency in rad/s.
Returns
------S : ~astropy.units.Quantity
S ("Sum") dielectric tensor element.
D : ~astropy.units.Quantity
D ("Difference") dielectric tensor element.
(continues on next page)
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P : ~astropy.units.Quantity
P ("Plasma") dielectric tensor element.
Notes
----The dielectric permittivity tensor is expressed in the Stix frame with
the :math:`\exp(-i \omega t)` time-harmonic convention as
:math:`\varepsilon = \varepsilon_0 A`, with :math:`A` being
.. math::
\varepsilon = \varepsilon_0 \left(\begin{matrix} S & -i D & 0 \\
+i D & S & 0 \\
0 & 0 & P \end{matrix}\right)
where:
.. math::
S = 1 - \sum_s \frac{\omega_{p,s}^2}{\omega^2 - \Omega_{c,s}^2}
D = \sum_s \frac{\Omega_{c,s}}{\omega}
\frac{\omega_{p,s}^2}{\omega^2 - \Omega_{c,s}^2}
P = 1 - \sum_s \frac{\omega_{p,s}^2}{\omega^2}
where :math:`\omega_{p,s}` is the plasma frequency and
:math:`\Omega_{c,s}` is the signed version of the cyclotron frequency
for the species :math:`s`.
References
---------- T.H. Stix, Waves in Plasma, 1992.
Examples
------->>> from astropy import units as u
>>> from plasmapy.constants import pi
>>> B = 2*u.T
>>> species = ['e', 'D+']
>>> n = [1e18*u.m**-3, 1e18*u.m**-3]
>>> omega = 3.7e9*(2*pi)*(u.rad/u.s)
>>> S, D, P = cold_plasma_permittivity_SDP(B, species, n, omega)
>>> S
<Quantity 1.02422902>
>>> D
<Quantity 0.39089352>
>>> P
<Quantity -4.8903104>
S, D, P = pp.physics.cold_plasma_permittivity_SDP(B, species, n, omega_RF)

Filter positive and negative values, for display purposes only. Still for display purposes, replace 0 by NaN to NOT plot
0 values
S_pos = S * (S > 0)
(continues on next page)
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D_pos = D *
P_pos = P *
S_neg = S *
D_neg = D *
P_neg = P *
S_pos[S_pos
D_pos[D_pos
P_pos[P_pos
S_neg[S_neg
D_neg[D_neg
P_neg[P_neg

(D
(P
(S
(D
(P
==
==
==
==
==
==

> 0)
> 0)
< 0)
< 0)
< 0)
0] =
0] =
0] =
0] =
0] =
0] =

np.NaN
np.NaN
np.NaN
np.NaN
np.NaN
np.NaN

plt.figure(figsize=(12, 6))
plt.semilogx(f, abs(S_pos),
f, abs(D_pos),
f, abs(P_pos), lw=2)
plt.semilogx(f, abs(S_neg), '#1f77b4',
f, abs(D_neg), '#ff7f0e',
f, abs(P_neg), '#2ca02c', lw=2, ls='--')
plt.yscale('log')
plt.grid(True, which='major')
plt.grid(True, which='minor')
plt.ylim(1e-4, 1e8)
plt.xlim(1e6, 200e9)
plt.legend(('S > 0', 'D > 0', 'P > 0', 'S < 0', 'D < 0', 'P < 0'),
fontsize=16, ncol=2)
plt.xlabel('RF Frequency [Hz]', size=16)
plt.ylabel('Absolute value', size=16)
plt.tick_params(labelsize=14)

Cold Plasma tensor elements in the rotating basis
L, R, P = pp.physics.cold_plasma_permittivity_LRP(B, species, n, omega_RF)
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L_pos = L *
R_pos = R *
L_neg = L *
R_neg = R *
L_pos[L_pos
R_pos[R_pos
L_neg[L_neg
R_neg[R_neg

(L
(R
(L
(R
==
==
==
==

> 0)
> 0)
< 0)
< 0)
0] =
0] =
0] =
0] =

np.NaN
np.NaN
np.NaN
np.NaN

plt.figure(figsize=(12, 6))
plt.semilogx(f, abs(L_pos),
f, abs(R_pos),
f, abs(P_pos), lw=2)
plt.semilogx(f, abs(L_neg), '#1f77b4',
f, abs(R_neg), '#ff7f0e',
f, abs(P_neg), '#2ca02c', lw=2, ls='--')
plt.yscale('log')
plt.grid(True, which='major')
plt.grid(True, which='minor')
plt.xlim(1e6, 200e9)
plt.legend(('L > 0', 'R > 0', 'P > 0', 'L < 0', 'R < 0', 'P < 0'),
fontsize=16, ncol=2)
plt.xlabel('RF Frequency [Hz]', size=16)
plt.ylabel('Absolute value', size=16)
plt.tick_params(labelsize=14)

Checks if the values obtained are coherent. They should satisfy S = (R+L)/2 and D = (R-L)/2
try:
np.testing.assert_allclose(S, (R + L) / 2)
np.testing.assert_allclose(D, (R - L) / 2)
except AssertionError as e:
print(e)
# Checks for R=S+D and L=S-D
try:
(continues on next page)
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np.testing.assert_allclose(R, S + D)
np.testing.assert_allclose(L, S - D)
except AssertionError as e:
print(e)

Total running time of the script: ( 0 minutes 0.225 seconds)
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Development Guide

The PlasmaPy Development Guide contains information on how to contribute to PlasmaPy, along with guidelines for
code, testing, and documentation.

3.1 PlasmaPy Development Guide
3.1.1 Contributing to PlasmaPy
There are numerous ways to contribute to PlasmaPy, including by providing code and documentation, suggesting and
discussing ideas, submitting issues and bug reports, and engaging the broader plasma physics community.
Imposter syndrome disclaimer1
We want your help. No, really.
There may be a little voice inside your head that is telling you that you’re not ready to be an open source contributor;
that your skills aren’t nearly good enough to contribute. What could you possibly offer a project like this one?
We assure you - the little voice in your head is wrong. If you can write code at all, you can contribute code to
open source. Contributing to open source projects is a fantastic way to advance one’s coding skills. Writing perfect
code isn’t the measure of a good developer (that would disqualify all of us!); it’s trying to create something, making
mistakes, and learning from those mistakes. That’s how we all improve, and we are happy to help others learn.
Being an open source contributor doesn’t just mean writing code, either. You can help out by writing documentation,
tests, or even giving feedback about the project (and yes - that includes giving feedback about the contribution process).
Some of these contributions may be the most valuable to the project as a whole, because you’re coming to the project
with fresh eyes, so you can see the errors and assumptions that seasoned contributors have glossed over.
1 The imposter syndrome disclaimer was originally written by Adrienne Lowe for a PyCon talk. It was adapted in the README files for MetPy
and yt, and was then adapted by PlasmaPy.
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Sharing ideas
There are several methods of communication that are being used in the early stages of PlasmaPy development:
• Signing up for the PlasmaPy email list will allow you to participate in broader discussions and keep up with the
latest developments.
• The PlasmaPy repository on GitHub is the best place to submit issues and review pull requests.
• The PlasmaPy Matrix or Gitter joint channel is a great place to have informal conversations, coordinate efforts,
and share ideas.
• We have biweekly telecons which are announced on the email list.
Contributing code or documentation to PlasmaPy
If you see something you’d like to work on amongst our issues, start hacking away on that! However, please announce
your intent first in the relevant issue to make sure there is no work duplication.
Please note that PlasmaPy has a PlasmaPy Community Code of Conduct.
Issues marked by the community as help wanted mean just that - either they’re good contributions for outsiders or
there’s an issue in the ongoing work that requires a second opinion. Please consider these first!
Work on PlasmaPy is done via GitHub, so you’ll need a (free) account. If you are new to git, helpful resources
include documentation on git basics and an interactive git tutorial. You must also install git locally on your computer.
We highly recommend getting reasonably familiar with git by going through these tutorials or a Software Carpentry
workshop prior to making code contributions. Do note that you can usually find help in the PlasmaPy Matrix chatroom.
For actual guidelines for working on PlasmaPy, please see our PlasmaPy Development Guide.
Footnotes

3.1.2 PlasmaPy Community Code of Conduct
The PlasmaPy community strives to follow the best practices in open source software development. New contributors
are encouraged to join the team and contribute to the codebase. We anticipate/encourage a global participation from
people with diverse backgrounds, skills, interests, and opinions. We believe that such diversity is critical in ensuring a
growth of ideas in our community.
Our Pledge
In the interest of fostering an open and welcoming environment, we as contributors and maintainers pledge to making
participation in our project and our community a harassment-free experience for everyone, regardless of age, body
size, disability, ethnicity, gender identity and expression, level of experience, nationality, personal appearance, race,
religion, or sexual identity and orientation.
Our Standards
Examples of behavior that contributes to creating a positive environment include:
• Using welcoming and inclusive language
• Being respectful of differing viewpoints and experiences
• Gracefully accepting constructive criticism
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• Focusing on what is best for the community
• Showing empathy towards other community members
We as a community pledge to abide by the following guidelines:
• We pledge to treat all people with respect and provide a harassment- and bullying-free environment, regardless
of age, sex, sexual orientation and/or gender identity, disability, physical appearance, body size, race, nationality,
ethnicity, religion, and level of experience. In particular, sexual language and imagery, sexist, racist, or otherwise
exclusionary jokes are not appropriate.
• We pledge to respect the work of others by recognizing acknowledgment/citation requests of original authors.
As authors, we pledge to be explicit about how we want our own work to be cited or acknowledged.
• We pledge to welcome those interested in joining the community, and realize that including people with a
variety of opinions and backgrounds will only serve to enrich our community. In particular, discussions relating
to pros/cons of various technologies, programming languages, and so on are welcome, but these should be done
with respect, taking proactive measure to ensure that all participants are heard and feel confident that they can
freely express their opinions.
• We pledge to welcome questions and answer them respectfully, paying particular attention to those new to the
community. We pledge to provide respectful criticisms and feedback in forums, especially in discussion threads
resulting from code contributions.
• We pledge to be conscientious of the perceptions of the wider community and to respond to criticism respectfully. We will strive to model behaviors that encourage productive debate and disagreement, both within our
community and where we are criticized. We will treat those outside our community with the same respect as
people within our community.
• We pledge to work from the very beginning of this project to make PlasmaPy accessible to people with disabilities.
• We pledge to help the entire community follow these guidelines, and to not remain silent when we see violations
of them. We will take action when members of our community violate these guidelines. Members of the
PlasmaPy community may contact any member of the Coordinating Committee to report violations. Members
of the Coordinating Committee will treat these reports in the strictest confidence. The Coordinating Committee
will develop formal procedures for how to handle reported violations.
Our Responsibilities
Project maintainers are responsible for clarifying the standards of acceptable behavior and are expected to take appropriate and fair corrective action in response to any instances of unacceptable behavior.
Project maintainers have the right and responsibility to remove, edit, or reject comments, commits, code, wiki edits,
issues, and other contributions that are not aligned to this Code of Conduct, or to ban temporarily or permanently any
contributor for other behaviors that they deem inappropriate, threatening, offensive, or harmful.
Scope
This Code of Conduct applies both within project spaces and in public spaces when an individual is representing the
project or its community. Examples of representing a project or community include using an official project e-mail
address, posting via an official social media account, or acting as an appointed representative at an online or offline
event. Representation of a project may be further defined and clarified by project maintainers.
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Enforcement
Instances of abusive, harassing, or otherwise unacceptable behavior may be reported by contacting Nick Murphy at
namurphy@cfa.harvard.edu or any member of the Coordinating Committee. All complaints will be reviewed and
investigated and will result in a response that is deemed necessary and appropriate to the circumstances. The project
team is obligated to maintain confidentiality with regard to the reporter of an incident. Project team members should
recuse themselves from enforcement of the code of conduct for a given incident if they have an actual or apparent
conflict of interest. Further details of specific enforcement policies may be posted separately.
Project maintainers who do not follow or enforce the Code of Conduct in good faith may face temporary or permanent
repercussions as determined by other members of the project’s leadership.
Attribution
Parts of these guidelines have been adapted from the Contributor Covenant (version 1.4), the Astropy Community
Code of Conduct, and the Python Software Foundation code of conduct.

3.1.3 Code Development Guidelines
This document describes the coding requirements and guidelines to be followed during the development of PlasmaPy
and affiliated packages.
Code written for PlasmaPy must be compatible with Python 3.6 and later. Python 2 is not supported by PlasmaPy.
PlasmaPy requires
• Python 3.6 or later
• Astropy 2.0 or later
• NumPy 1.13 or later
• SciPy 0.19 or later
• matplotlib 2.0 or later
• Cython
• mpmath 1.0 or later
• lmfit 0.9.7 or later
Obtaining PlasmaPy source code
After creating your GitHub account, go to the [main repository](https://github.com/PlasmaPy/PlasmaPy) and fork a
copy of PlasmaPy to your account.
To access Git commands on Windows, try Git Bash.
Next you must clone your fork to your computer. Go to the directory that will host your PlasmaPy directory, and run
one of the following commands (after changing your-username to your username). If you would like to use HTTPS
(which is the default and easier to set up), then run:
git clone https://github.com/your-username/PlasmaPy.git

SSH is a more secure option, but requires you to [set up an SSH key](https://help.github.com/articles/
generating-a-new-ssh-key-and-adding-it-to-the-ssh-agent/) beforehand. The equivalent SSH command is:
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git clone git@github.com:your-username/PlasmaPy.git
cd PlasmaPy

After cloning, we must tell git where the development version of PlasmaPy is by running:
git remote add upstream git://github.com/PlasmaPy/PlasmaPy.git

To check on which remotes exist, run git remote -v. You should get something like this:
origin
origin
upstream
upstream

git@github.com:namurphy/PlasmaPy.git
git@github.com:namurphy/PlasmaPy.git
git@github.com:PlasmaPy/PlasmaPy.git
git@github.com:PlasmaPy/PlasmaPy.git

(fetch)
(push)
(fetch)
(push)

Setting up an environment for development
Setup procedures for the two most popular virtual environments, conda and virtualenv, are listed below.
Conda
To set up a development environment for PlasmaPy, the Anaconda distribution is strongly recommended.
After installing Anaconda, launch any conda environment. By default, conda installs a root environment, which you
should be able to activate via
source /home/user/anaconda3/bin/activate root

where /home/user/anaconda3/ can be swapped to wherever your anaconda installation was resides.
On Windows, the way to do this is via running Anaconda Prompt from the Start Menu. Git Bash may also
work if you have added Anaconda to PATH.
Afterwards, enter PlasmaPy’s repository root directory and execute the following:
conda env create -f requirements/environment.yml

You may now enter the environment via
source activate plasmapy

On Windows, skip the source part of the previous command.
Virtualenv
Create a directory for holding the PlasmaPy repository, move into it and create the virtual environment
virtualenv -p python3 .

You may need to make sure that this directory’s path doesn’t contain any spaces, otherwise virtualenv may throw an
error.
Your virtual environment should now be created. If you run ls you will notice that virtualenv has created a number
of subdirectories: bin/, lib/, and include/. This is why we’re not creating the virtualenv within the repository
itself - so as to not pollute it. To activate the virtualenv you will run:
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source ./bin/activate

You should now see that your shell session is prepended with (plasmapy), like so:
(plasmapy) user@name:~/programming/plasmapy$

This indicates that the virtualenv is running. Congratulations! When your’re done working on PlasmaPy, you can
deactivate the virtualenv by running
source deactivate

Now that you have plasmapy on your local computer and you have a virtual environment, you will want to “install”
this development version of PlasmaPy along with its dependencies. Start by activating your virtual environment. Next
you want install the PlasmaPy dependencies. One way to do this is to do
(plasmapy) user@name:~/programming/plasmapy$ pip install -r requirements/environment.
˓→txt

Next, setup the development version of PlasmaPy which you just cloned by moving into the root directory of the
cloned repo and running the setup.py script there:
(plasmapy) user@name:~/programming/plasmapy/PlasmaPy$ pip install -e .

You should now be all set to run development versions of PlasmaPy modules via import PlasmaPy in your test
scripts!
Running anaconda with virtualenv
If you are running the Anaconda suite and want to use virtualenv to setup your virtual environment, you will have to
let the system know where the Python interpreter can be found. On Linux this is done with (for example, assuming
having installed Anaconda into /anaconda3):
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH="$HOME/anaconda3/lib/"

Exporting the library path to the dynamic linker will only last for the duration of the current shell session.
You will have to add the python library directory to LD_LIBRARY_PATH, as described in a previous step, prior to
activating the virtualenv for every new shell session.
Installing your own dev version
To be able to import PlasmaPy from your source version:
pip install -e {plasmapy-repository-root}

Where {plasmapy-repository-root} is the directory resulting from git clone.
If you are not working within a virtual environment, this may end in a permission error - this can be avoided via also
adding the --user flag.
Coding Style
• PlasmaPy follows the PEP8 Style Guide for Python Code. This style choice helps ensure that the code will be
consistent and readable.
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– The PEP 8 Speaks integration on GitHub will comment when there are any departures from the PEP 8
style guide.
– PEP 8 compliance may be checked locally using [pycodestyle](http://pycodestyle.pycqa.org/en/latest/).
– Line lengths should be chosen to maximize the readability and elegance of the code. The maximum line
length for Python code in PlasmaPy is 99 characters.
– Docstrings and comments should generally be limited to 72 characters.
• Follow the existing coding style within a subpackage.
• Use standard abbreviations for imported packages when possible, such as import numpy as np, import
matplotlib as mpl, import matplotlib.pyplot as plt, and import astropy.units
as u.
• __init__.py files for modules should not contain any significant implementation code, but it can contain a
docstring describing the module and code related to importing the module. Any substantial functionality should
be put into a separate file.
• Use absolute imports, such as from plasmapy.mathematics import Fermi_integral, rather
than relative imports such as from ..mathematics import Fermi_integral.
• For multiline imports, instead of using \ to break lines, wrap the imported names in () parentheses and use
consistent whitespace.
• There should be at most one pun per 1284 lines of code.
Branches, commits, and pull requests
Before making any changes, it is prudent to update your local repository with the most recent changes from the
development repository:
git fetch upstream

Changes to PlasmaPy should be made using branches. It is usually best to avoid making changes on your master
branch so that it can be kept consistent with the upstream repository. Instead we can create a new branch for the
specific feature that you would like to work on:
git branch *your-new-feature*

Descriptive branch names such as grad-shafranov or adding-eigenfunction-poetry are helpful, while
vague names like edits are considered harmful. After creating your branch locally, let your fork of PlasmaPy know
about it by running:
git push --set-upstream origin *your-new-feature*

It is also useful to configure git so that only the branch you are working on gets pushed to GitHub:
git config --global push.default simple

Once you have set up your fork and created a branch, you are ready to make edits to PlasmaPy. Switch to your new
branch by running:
git checkout *your-new-feature*

Go ahead and modify files with your favorite text editor. Be sure to include tests and documentation with any new
functionality. We recommend reading about best practices for scientific computing. PlasmaPy uses the PEP 8 style
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guide for Python code and the numpydoc format for docstrings to maintain consistency and readability. New contributors should not worry too much about precisely matching these styles when first submitting a pull request, as the PEP8
Speaks GitHub integration will check pull requests for PEP 8 compatibility, and further changes to the style can be
suggested during code review.
You may periodically commit changes to your branch by running
git add filename.py
git commit -m "*brief description of changes*"

Committed changes may be pushed to the corresponding branch on your GitHub fork of PlasmaPy using
git push origin *your-new-feature*

or, more simply,
git push

Once you have completed your changes and pushed them to the branch on GitHub, you are ready to make a pull
request. Go to your fork of PlasmaPy in GitHub. Select “Compare and pull request”. Add a descriptive title and some
details about your changes. Then select “Create pull request”. Other contributors will then have a chance to review
the code and offer contructive suggestions. You can continue to edit the pull request by changing the corresponding
branch on your PlasmaPy fork on GitHub. After a pull request is merged into the code, you may delete the branch you
created for that pull request.
Commit Messages
Good commit messages communicate context and intention to other developers and to our future selves. They provide
insight into why we chose a particular implementation, and help us avoid past mistakes.
Suggestions on how to write a git commit message:
• Separate subject from body with a blank line
• Limit the subject line to 50 characters
• Capitalize the subject line
• Do not end the subject line with a period
• Use the imperative mood in the subject line
• Wrap the body at 72 characters
• Use the body to explain what and why vs. how
Documentation
• All public classes, methods, and functions should have docstrings using the numpydoc format.
• Docstrings may be checked locally using [pydocstyle](http://www.pydocstyle.org/en/latest/).
• These docstrings should include usage examples.
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Warnings and Exceptions
• Debugging can be intensely frustrating when problems arise and the associated error messages do not provide
useful information on the source of the problem. Warnings and error messages must be helpful enough for new
users to quickly understand any problems that arise.
• “Errors should never pass silently.” Users should be notified when problems arise by either issuing a warning or
raising an exception.
• The exceptions raised by a method should be described in the method’s docstring. Documenting exceptions
makes it easier for future developers to plan exception handling.
Units
• Code within PlasmaPy must use SI units to minimize the chance of ambiguity, and for consistency with the
recognized international standard. Physical formulae and expressions should be in base SI units.
– Functions should not accept floats when an Astropy Quantity is expected. In particular, functions should
not accept floats and make the assumption that the value will be in SI units.
– A common convention among plasma physicists is to use electron-volts (eV) as a unit of temperature.
Strictly speaking, this unit corresponds not to temperature but is rather a measure of the thermal energy
per particle. Code within PlasmaPy must use the kelvin (K) as the unit of temperature to avoid unnecessary
ambiguity.
• PlasmaPy uses the astropy.units package to give physical units to values.
– All units packages available in Python presently have some limitations, including incompatibility with
some NumPy and SciPy functions. These limitations are due to issues within NumPy itself. Many of these
limitations are being resolved, but require upstream fixes.
• Dimensionless units may be used when appropriate, such as for certain numerical simulations. The conventions
and normalizations should be clearly described in docstrings.
Equations and Physical Formulae
• If a quantity has several names, then the function name should be the one that provides the most physical insight into what the quantity represents. For example, gyrofrequency indicates gyration, whereas
Larmor_frequency indicates that this frequency is somehow related to someone named Larmor. Similarly,
using omega_ce as a function name will make the code less readable to people who are unfamiliar with this
particular notation.
• Physical formulae should be inputted without first evaluating all of the physical constants. For example, the
following line of code obscures information about the physics being represented:
>>> omega_ce = 1.76e7*(B/u.G)*u.rad/u.s

In contrast, the following line of code shows the exact formula which makes the code much more readable.
>>> omega_ce = (e * B) / (m_e * c)

The origins of numerical coefficients in formulae should be documented.
• Docstrings should describe the physics associated with these quantities in ways that are understandable to students who are taking their first course in plasma physics while still being useful to experienced plasma physicists.
• SI units that were named after a person should not be capitalized except at the beginning of a sentence.
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• Some plasma parameters depend on more than one quantity with the same units. In the following line, it is
difficult to discern which is the electron temperature and which is the ion temperature.
>>> ion_sound_speed(1e6*u.K, 2e6*u.K)

Remembering that “explicit is better than implicit”, it is more readable and less prone to errors to write:
>>> ion_sound_speed(T_i=1e6*u.K, T_e=2e6*u.K)

• SI units that were named after a person should be lower case except at the beginning of a sentence, even if their
symbol is capitalized. For example, kelvin is a unit while Kelvin was a scientist.
Angular Frequencies
Unit conversions involving angles must be treated with care. Angles are dimensionless but do have units. Angular velocity is often given in units of radians per second, though dimensionally this is equivalent to inverse seconds. Astropy will treat radians dimensionlessly when using the dimensionless_angles equivalency, but
dimensionless_angles does not account for the multiplicative factor of 2*pi that is used when converting
between frequency (1 / s) and angular frequency (rad / s). An explicit way to do this conversion is to set up an
equivalency between cycles/s and Hz:
>>> from astropy import units as u
>>> f_ce = omega_ce.to(u.Hz, equivalencies=[(u.cy/u.s, u.Hz)])

However, dimensionless_angles does work when dividing a velocity by an angular frequency to get a length
scale:
>>> d_i = (c/omega_pi).to(u.m, equivalencies=u.dimensionless_angles())

3.1.4 Testing Guidelines
Testing
PlasmaPy uses pytest for its testing needs.
The simplest way to run tests on your development branch, assuming you submitted it as a pull request, is to just push
your code to GitHub. Pull requests are tested using Travis CI, CircleCI, and AppVeyor to make sure that the code
passes tests and the documentation is able to be built.
To run the test suite locally, use pytest from the repository’s root directory. This should detect our setup.cfg
file and thus also verify examples in docstrings.
A few guidelines to on writing neat, readable and useful tests:
• Unit tests should be provided for all methods when possible.
• Solved bugs should be turned into test cases.
• The Travis CI, CircleCI, and AppVeyor integrations on GitHub run tests whenever pull requests to PlasmaPy
are updated. The pytest module may used on a local computer.
• Tests are run frequently during code development, and slow tests may interrupt the flow of a contributor. Tests
should be minimal, sufficient enough to be complete, and as efficient as possible.
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Assert statements
• Pytest runs tests by checking assert statements, so this is sufficient:
def test_universe_is_sane():
assert 2 + 2 == 4

However, making assertions descriptive is better in most cases:
def test_universe_is_sane():
assert 2 + 2 == 4, "Addition is broken. Reinstall the universe and reboot."

pytest should display the value of the 2 + 2 expression, but the value can be added to the thrown string:
def test_universe_is_sane():
assert 2 + 2 == 4, f"Addition is broken, 2 + 2 giving {2 + 2}. Reinstall the
˓→universe and reboot."

A note on test independence and parametrization
In this section, we’ll discuss the issue of parametrization based on an example of a proof of Gauss’s class number
conjecture.
The proof goes along these lines: * If the generalized Riemann hypothesis is true, the conjecture is true. * If the former
is false, the latter is also true. * Therefore, the latter is true.
One way to use pytest for testing is to write continuous assertions:
def test_proof_by_riemann_hypothesis():
# if this step fails, the test stops
assert proof_by_riemann(False)
# and you have to run this again
assert proof_by_riemann(True)

To do this the right way, what you technically should do to make the tests independent:
def test_proof_if_riemann_false():
assert proof_by_riemann(False)
def test_proof_if_riemann_true():
assert proof_by_riemann(True)

but that’s a lot of typing so what you actually do is use pytest parametrization:
@pytest.mark.parametrize("truth", [True, False])
def test_proof_if_riemann(truth):
assert proof_by_riemann(truth)

And both of these are going to run regardless of failures, which is awesome!
Of course, with qualitatively different tests you would use either separate functions or you’d pass in pairs of inputs
and expected values:
@pytest.mark.parametrize("truth,expected", [(True, True), (False, True)])
def test_proof_if_riemann(truth, expected):
assert proof_by_riemann(truth) == expected
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Code coverage
PlasmaPy uses the coverage.py addon via Coveralls.io. At the end of every Travis CI testing session, information on
which lines were executed in the test is sent to Coveralls.io. At the very least, try to avoid test coverage decreasing if
possible.
To run coverage.py locally, run coverage run -m pytest, then generate a HTML description with coverage
html.
At the time of writing this, coverage.py has a known issue with being unable to check lines executed in Numba JIT
compiled functions.
Occasionally there will be some lines that do not require testing. For example, testing exception handling for an
ImportError when importing an external package would usually be impractical. In these instances, we may end a
line with # coveralls: ignore to indicate that these lines should be excluded from coverage reports (or add a
line to coveragerc). This strategy should be used sparingly, since it is often better to explicitly test exceptions and
warnings and to show the lines of code that are not tested.

3.1.5 Documentation Guidelines
This document describes the documentation requirements and guidelines to be followed during the development of
PlasmaPy and affiliated packages.
Building documentation
Documentation is built from the master branch on every commit pushed to it.
Using sphinx within the project
To build docs locally, run sphinx-build docs docs/_build from within the main PlasmaPy repository directory, then open docs/_build/index.html with your browser of choice.
Do try to solve warnings in documentation when writing your code.
Docstrings
• All public classes, methods, and functions should have docstrings.
• PlasmaPy uses the numpydoc standard for docstrings.
• Docstrings must be raw string literals if they contain backslashes. A raw string literal is denoted by having an r
immediately precede quotes or triple quotes:
r""" I did not like unstable eigenfunctions at first, but then they
grew on me.
"""

• Simple functions may need only a one-line docstring.
Narrative Documentation
• Each subpackage must have narrative documentation describing its use.
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3.1.6 Release Guide
This document describes the procedure for making a release of PlasmaPy. This document is under development and
should be updated during all releases.
Release Tasks
The following is a partial list of tasks to be performed for each release. This list is currently under development.
Developers should expand the instructions while performing each release, and may use Astropy's release
procedures for guidance.
• Update CHANGE_LOG.rst
• Update RELEASE_NOTES.rst
• Update docs/credits.rst to include new contributors
• Edit plasmapy/_metadata.py to remove .dev from version
• Update astropy_helpers to the most recent release
• Create a new branch for the release that is separate from the master branch
• Merge (via fast-forward merge with git merge --ff-only) changes from master into stable
• Make sure all tests pass
• Make the release on PyPI
• Make the release on conda-forge
• Mint a release on Zenodo and get a digital object identifier (DOI)
• Alert plasma physics communities about the release
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4.1 About PlasmaPy
4.1.1 Authors and Credits
PlasmaPy Coordinating Committee
• Drew Leonard
• Nick Murphy
• Tulasi Parashar
• Dominik Stańczak
PlasmaPy Contributors
• Jasper Beckers
• Ludovico Bessi
• Sean Carroll
• Apoorv Choubey
• cclauss
• Leah Einhorn
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• Silvina Guidoni
• Colby Haggerty
• Julien Hillairet
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• Poh Zi How
• Yi-Min Huang
• Nabil Humphrey
• Maria Isupova
• Pawel Kozlowski
• Siddharth Kulshrestha
• Piotr Kuszaj
• Samuel Langendorf
• Drew Leonard
• Ritiek Malhotra
• Stuart Mumford
• Joshua Munn
• Nick Murphy
• Nismirno
• nrb1324
• Tulasi Parashar
• Neil Patel
• Roberto Díaz Pérez
• Raajit Raj
• Dawa Nurbu Sherpa
• David Stansby
• Dominik Stańczak
• Antoine Tavant
• Sixue Xu
Other Credits
• The PlasmaPy Community thanks the SunPy and Astropy communities for inspiring this project in the first
place, providing much helpful advice, and showing examples of how to build a community-wide open source
scientific software package.
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• Smithsonian Institution

4.1.2 Stability of Subpackages
This document summarizes the stability of PlasmaPy’s subpackages so that users understand where they might expect
changes in the future, and which subpackages they can safely use for production code. Please note that backward
compatibility is not guaranteed for the 0.*.* series of development releases. Starting with version 1.0.0, the
major version number will be incremented when a release contains backward incompatible changes.
The classification is as follows:
PlasmaPy’s planned and existing subpackages are:

4.1.3 Release Notes
This document contains the release notes for each version of PlasmaPy. A list of the changes for each version are
included in the Change Log.
PlasmaPy uses semantic versioning. Version numbers are of the form MAJOR.MINOR.PATCH. Development releases
have MAJOR equal to 0. The application programming interface (API) during the development phase is unstable and
anything may change at any time. Starting with version 1.0.0, MAJOR must be incremented whenever the API
changes in a way that is not backwards compatible, MINOR must be incremented whenever the API expands while
maintaining backwards compatibility, and PATCH must be incremented for each bug fix release.
Version 0.1.1
Version 0.1.1 is a minor release fixing a small number of bugs and adding two convenience features, plasmapy.
online_help and plasmapy.__citation__. For more information, take a look at the Version 0.1.1.
The people who have contributed to this release include ((!) denoting first-time contributors):
• (!) Manas Bedmutha
• Julien Hillairet
• Pawel Kozlowski
• Stuart Mumford
• Nick Murphy
• Samuel Langendorf
• Drew Leonard
• David Stansby
• Dominik Stańczak
Version 0.1.0
We are excited to announce the first development release of PlasmaPy: a community-developed fully open source core
Python package for plasma physics.
Version 0.1.0 is a preview and a prototype. It is not yet feature complete or recommended for production work.
Significant changes to the API are expected to occur between versions 0.1.0 and 0.2.0. Rather, version 0.1.0 serves as
an invitation to plasma students and scientists to collaboratively develop a community-wide shared software package
for our field.
4.1. About PlasmaPy
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If you have a scientific Python 3.6+ environment already configured, you may install PlasmaPy with pip by running:
pip install plasmapy

We recommend installing PlasmaPy in an Anaconda environment. PlasmaPy’s GitHub repository contains more detailed installation instructions.
PlasmaPy uses Astropy’s units subpackage to represent physical quantities with units, and for compatibility with
Astropy and SunPy. This subpackage handles unit conversions, and raises exceptions for operations that have incompatible units. New users may wish to become familiar with this functionality by reading Astropy’s units subpackage
documentation. An example use case is:
>>> import astropy.units as u
>>> 88 * u.imperial.mi / u.hr
<Quantity 88. mi / h>
>>> (1.21e9 * u.J / u.s).to(u.GW)
<Quantity 1.21 GW>

PlasmaPy’s physics subpackage contains functions to calculate a wide variety of plasma parameters, dielectric
tensor components, and relativity/quantum physics parameters used in plasma physics. The transport module of
physics contains functionality to calculate collision rates and transport parameters (including an object-oriented
interface to classical transport coefficients). The atomic subpackage includes both functional and object-oriented
interfaces to access atomic parameters and represent particles. The mathematics subpackage contains analytical
functions that are commonly used in plasma physics (including the plasma dispersion function). The classes
subpackage includes prototype classes to represent plasma configurations, including a particle pusher.
PlasmaPy requires Python 3.6+. The core developers chose to support Python 3.6+ because Python 2.7 will cease to
be supported by most scientific Python packages within about a year, Python 3.6 will likely to be the oldest version
of Python still in common use by the time we release PlasmaPy 1.0.0, and Python 3.6 contains new features such as
formatted string literals that greatly improve readability.
If there is functionality that you would like future versions of PlasmaPy to include or if you discover a bug, we
encourage you to raise an issue with your ideas or even contribute code directly.
The following resources provide more information on PlasmaPy, including how to contribute.
• PlasmaPy’s online documentation
• PlasmaPy’s GitHub repository
• A guide on Contributing to PlasmaPy
• Stability of Subpackages
• PlasmaPy’s Vision Statement
• PlasmaPy’s website
• PlasmaPy Community Code of Conduct
This release includes over 1800 commits and 178 merged pull requests, with contributions from 35 different people to
the code base or the vision statement.
PlasmaPy’s Coordinating Committee includes:
• Drew Leonard
• Nick Murphy
• Tulasi Parashar
• Dominik Stańczak
The people who have contributed to this release include:
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• Jasper Beckers
• Ludovico Bessi
• Sean Carroll
• Apoorv Choubey
• cclauss
• Leah Einhorn
• Thomas Fan
• Graham Goudeau
• Silvina Guidoni
• Colby Haggerty
• Julien Hillairet
• Poh Zi How
• Yi-Min Huang
• Nabil Humphrey
• Maria Isupova
• Pawel Kozlowski
• Siddharth Kulshrestha
• Piotr Kuszaj
• Samuel Langendorf
• Drew Leonard
• Ritiek Malhotra
• Stuart Mumford
• Joshua Munn
• Nick Murphy
• Nismirno
• nrb1324
• Tulasi Parashar
• Neil Patel
• Roberto Díaz Pérez
• Raajit Raj
• Dawa Nurbu Sherpa
• David Stansby
• Dominik Stańczak
• Antoine Tavant
• Sixue Xu
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4.1.4 Change Log
This document lists the changes made during each release of PlasmaPy, including bug fixes and changes to the application programming interface (API). The Release Notes summarize the changes for each version.
Version 0.1.1
Version 0.1.1 is a minor bugfix release correcting a number of issues that arose during the release process and adding
two minor convenience features.
New Features
• Add plasmapy.online_help()
• Add plasmapy.__citation__ containing a BibTeX reference.
Bug Fixes
• Bring back mistakenly removed Cython versions of plasma parameters.
• Optimize check_relativistic.
• Correct a failing import statement.
• Fix a number of issues with the Maxwellian distribution in physics.distribution.
Version 0.1.0
Version 0.1.0 is the initial development release of PlasmaPy. This version is a prototype and a preview, and is not
feature complete. Significant changes to the API are expected to occur between versions 0.1.0 and 0.2.0, including
backward incompatible changes.
New Features
• Composed PlasmaPy’s Vision Statement.
• Adopted the PlasmaPy Community Code of Conduct.
• Created a guide on Contributing to PlasmaPy.
• Adopted a permissive BSD 3-clause license with protections against software patents.
• Set up continuous integration testing with Travis CI, CircleCI, and AppVeyor, along with test coverage checks
with Coveralls.
• Decided upon code and docstring style conventions and set up automated code style checks with pep8speaks.
• Developed online documentation for PlasmaPy that is hosted by Read the Docs.
– Automated documentation builds with Sphinx.
– Wrote narrative documentation for each subpackage.
• Adopted use of units as a units package.
• Created the atomic subpackage to provide easy access to commonly used atomic data.
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– Created a functional interface to access particle properties and find the energy released from nuclear reactions.
– Created the Particle class as an object-oriented interface to the atomic subpackage.
– Created the particle_input decorator.
• Created the classes subpackage that includes the prototype Plasma3D, PlasmaBlob, and Species
classes.
• Created the constants subpackage.
• Created the mathematics subpackage that contains analytical functions commonly used in plasma physics.
• Created the physics subpackage with its transport module to calculate plasma parameters, transport
coefficients, dielectric tensor elements, collision rates, and relativity/quantum physics parameters used in plasma
physics.
• Created the utils subpackage.
– Created check_quantity and check_relativistic decorators.
– Created custom exceptions.
– Added import helper and test helper functionality.
• Began development of the diagnostics subpackage.
– Created a module to interpret Langmuir probe data.
• Created a repository for PlasmaPy Enhancement Proposals.
• Began using type hint annotations.
• Set up architecture to incorporate Cython into performance-critical sections of code.
• Incorporated import and setup tools from the astropy_helpers package.
• Set up a page describing the Stability of Subpackages.
Changes to API
• PlasmaPy now has an API.
Bug Fixes
• Fixed bug in universe that cause solar neutrinos to oscillate between different flavors.

4.1.5 PlasmaPy’s Vision Statement
About PlasmaPy
PlasmaPy is a community-developed and community-driven free and open source Python package that provides common functionality required for plasma physics in a single, reliable codebase.
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Motivation
In recent years, researchers in many different scientific disciplines have worked together to develop core Python
packages such as Astropy, SunPy, and SpacePy. These packages provide core functionality, common frameworks
for data visualization and analysis, and educational tools for their respective scientific disciplines. We believe that a
similar cooperatively developed package for plasma physics will greatly benefit our field. In this document, we lay out
our vision for PlasmaPy: a community-developed and community-driven open source core Python software package
for plasma physics.
There is considerable need in plasma physics for open, general purpose software framework using modern best practices for scientific computing. As most scientific programmers are largely self-taught, software often does not take
advantage of these practices and is instead written in a rush to produce results for the next research paper. The resulting code is often difficult to read and maintain, the documentation is usually inadequate, and tests are typically
implemented late in the development process if at all. Legacy code is often written in low level languages such as Fortran, which typically makes compiling and installing packages difficult and frustrating, especially if it calls external
libraries. It is also unusual to share code, and access to major software is often restricted in some way, resulting in
many different programs and packages which do essentially the same thing but with little or no interoperability. These
factors lead to research that is difficult to reproduce, and present a significant barrier to entry for new users.
The plasma physics community is slowly moving in the open source direction. Several different types of packages and
software have been released under open source licences, including the UCLA PIC codes, PICCANTE, EPOCH, VPIC,
PIConGPU, WARP, the FLASH framework, Athena, and PENCIL. These projects are built as individual packages, are
written in different programming languages, and often have many dependencies on specific packages. Python packages
such as Astropy, SunPy, and SpacePy have had notable success providing open source alternatives to legacy code in
related fields. We are grateful to these communities for their hard work, and hope to build upon their accomplishments
for the field of plasma physics.
An end user might not always be interested in a complicated powerpack to perform one specific task on supercomputers. She might also be interested in performing some basic plasma physics calculations, running small desktop scale
simulations to test preliminary ideas (e.g., 1D MHD/PIC or test particles), or even comparing data from two different
sources (simulations vs. spacecraft). Such tasks require a central platform. This is where PlasmaPy comes in.
PlasmaPy Community Code of Conduct
Please see the attached PlasmaPy Community Code of Conduct.
Organizational Structure
The Coordinating Committee (CC) will oversee the PlasmaPy project and code development. The CC will ensure that
roles are being filled, facilitate community-wide communication, coordinate and delegate tasks, manage the project
repository, oversee the code review process, regulate intercompatibility between different subpackages, seek funding
mechanisms, facilitate compromises and cooperation, enforce the code of conduct, and foster a culture of appreciation.
The Community Engagement Committee (CEC) will be responsible for organizing conferences, trainings, and workshops; maintaining and moderating social media groups and accounts; overseeing PlasmaPy’s website; and communicating with the PlasmaPy and plasma physics communities. The CEC will facilitate partnerships with groups such as
Software Carpentry.
Each subpackage will have lead and deputy coordinators who will guide and oversee the development of that subpackage.
The Accessibility Coordinator will work to ensure that the PlasmaPy codebase, documentation, and practices are accessible to disabled students and scientists. Additional roles include the Webpage Maintainer, the Release Coordinator,
and the Testing Coordinator.
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The work undertaken by each of these groups and coordinators should be done openly and transparently, except where
confidentiality is needed. We will strive to have multiple subfields from plasma physics in each committee. Major
decisions should ideally be made by general consensus among the PlasmaPy community, but when consensus is not
possible then the committees may decide via majority vote. Much of this section is following the organizational
structure of Astropy.
Development Procedure
The initial developers of PlasmaPy will create a flexible development roadmap that outlines and prioritizes subpackages to be developed. The developers will survey existing open source Python packages in plasma physics. Priority
will be given to determining how data will be stored and structured. Developers will break up into small groups to
work on different subpackages. These small groups will communicate regularly and work towards interoperability and
common coding practices.
Because Python is new to many plasma physicists, community engagement is vital. The CEC will arrange occasional
informal trainings early in the project that are director towards the initial developers.
New code and edits should be submitted as a pull request to the development branch of the PlasmaPy repository on
GitHub. The pull request will undergo a code review by the subpackage maintainers and/or the CC, who will provide
suggestions on how the contributor may update the pull request. Subpackage maintainers will generally be responsible
for deciding on pull requests with minor changes, while pull requests with major changes should be decided jointly by
the subpackage maintainers and the CC. The CC and CEC will develop a friendly guide on how users may contribute
new code to PlasmaPy.
New code should conform to the PEP 8 style guide for Python code and the established coding style within PlasmaPy.
New code should be submitted with documentation and tests. Documentation should be written primarily in docstrings
and follow the numpydoc documentation style guide. Every new module, class and function should have an appropriate
docstring. The documentation should describe the interface and the purpose for the method, but generally not the
implementation. The code itself should be readable enough to be able to explain how it works. Documentation should
be updated when the code is edited. The tests should cover new functionality (especially methods with complex
logic), but the tests should also be readable and easy to maintain. Existing tests should be updated when necessary
[e.g., during the initial development of a new feature when the application program interface (API) is not yet stable],
but with caution since this may imply loss of backwards compatibility.
Members of the PlasmaPy community may submit PlasmaPy Enhancement Proposals (PLEPs) to suggest changes
such as major reorganization of a subpackage, creation of a new subpackage, non-backwards compatible changes to a
stable package, or significant changes to policies and procedures related to the organization of this project. The issues
list on GitHub will generally be more appropriate for changes that do not require community discussion. The CC
shall maintain a GitHub repository of PLEPs. PLEPs will be made openly available for community discussion and
transparency for a period of at least four weeks, during which time the proposal may be updated and revised by the
proposers. The CC shall approve or decline these proposals after seeking community input. The rationale behind the
decision and a summary of the community discussion shall be recorded along with the PLEP.
Programming Guidelines
Choice of Languages
PlasmaPy shall be written using Python 3. PlasmaPy shall initially guarantee compatibility with Python 3.6 and above.
Python 3 is continually growing, so we will proceed on the general principle that future updates to PlasmaPy remain
compatible with releases of Python that are up to two years old. Python 2.7 and below will not be supported as these
versions will no longer be updated past 2020. The core package will initially be written solely in Python.
Code readability is more important than optimization, except when performance is critical. Code should be optimized
only after getting it to work, and primarily for where there is a performance bottleneck. Performance-critical parts of
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the core package will preferably be written using Cython or Numba to achieve compiled speeds while maintaining the
significant advantages of using a high level language.
Versioning
PlasmaPy will use Semantic Versioning. Releases will be given version numbers of the form MAJOR.MINOR.PATCH,
where MAJOR, MINOR, and PATCH are nonnegative integers. Starting with version 1.0, MAJOR will be incremented
when backwards incompatible changes are made, MINOR will be incremented when new backwards-compatible functionality is added, and PATCH will be incremented when backwards-compatible bug fixes are made.
Development releases will have MAJOR equal to zero and start at version 0.1. The API should not be considered
stable during the development phase. PlasmaPy will release version 1.0 once it has a stable public API that users are
depending on for production code.
All releases will be provided with release notes and change log entries, and a table will be provided that describes the
stability of the public API for each PlasmaPy subpackage.
Dependencies
Dependencies have the advantage of providing capabilities that will enhance PlasmaPy and speed up its development,
but the disadvantage that they can make manual installation more difficult and potentially frustrating. Package managers such as Anaconda and Homebrew greatly simplify installation of Python packages, but there will be situations
where manual installation is necessary (e.g., on some supercomputers without package managers). The core package
should be able to be imported using a minimal number of packages (e.g., NumPy, SciPy, and matplotlib) without
getting an import error. Additional packages may be included as dependencies of the core package if there is a strong
need for it, and if these packages are easily installed with currently available package managers. Subpackages may
use additional dependencies when appropriate.
Affiliated Packages
We will follow the practice of Astropy by having a core package and affiliated packages. The core package will
contain common tools and base functionality that most plasma physicists will need. The affiliated packages contained
in separate repositories will include more specialized functionality that is needed for subfields of plasma physics.
This approach will reduce the likelihood of scope creep for the core package while maintaining avenues for broader
development.
Units
Multiple sets of units are used by plasma physicists. There exist some peculiarities with how units are used within
plasma physics, such as how an electron volt is typically used as a measurement of temperature. Code will be most
readable and maintainable if written assuming a particular set of units, but there should be enough flexibility for people
in different subfields to choose their preferred set of units. As the generally most common accepted international
standard, SI base units will be utilized. We will use an existing Python module (e.g., astropy.units or pint) to assign
units to variables and allow straightforward conversion between different systems of units.

4.1.6 Acknowledging and Citing PlasmaPy
If you use PlasmaPy for a project resulting in a publication, we ask that you cite the following reference (BibTeX):
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• PlasmaPy Community, Nicholas A. Murphy, Andrew J. Leonard, Dominik Stańczak, Pawel M. Kozlowski,
Samuel J. Langendorf, Colby C. Haggerty, Jasper P. Beckers, Stuart J. Mumford, Tulasi N. Parashar, and Yi-Min
Huang. (2018, April). PlasmaPy: an open source community-developed Python package for plasma physics.
Zenodo. http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1238132
We provide the following standard acknowledgment with this citation that you may use instead of a citation in the
body of a paper.
• This research made use of PlasmaPy, a community-developed open source core Python package for plasma
physics (PlasmaPy Community 2018).
We highly encourage researchers to acknowledge the packages that PlasmaPy depends on, including but not limited to
Astropy, NumPy, and SciPy.
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Python Module Index

Index

A

ClassicalTransport

(class

in

plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii), 49
alfven_speed
(plasmapy.classes.plasma.Plasma3D
cold_plasma_permittivity_LRP()
(in
module
attribute), 87
plasmapy.physics.dielectric), 24
Alfven_speed()
(in
module
cold_plasma_permittivity_SDP()
(in
module
plasmapy.physics.parameters), 6
plasmapy.physics.dielectric), 23
all_variables() (plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii.ClassicalTransport
collision_frequency()
(in
module
method), 51
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions), 60
antiparticle (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 121
atomic_number (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 122 common_isotopes() (in module plasmapy.atomic), 102
composition (plasmapy.classes.plasma.PlasmaBlob atatomic_number() (in module plasmapy.atomic), 101
tribute), 88
atomic_symbol() (in module plasmapy.atomic), 101
Coulomb_cross_section()
(in
module
AtomicError, 132
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions), 61
AtomicWarning, 132
Coulomb_logarithm()
(in
module
B
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions), 55
(plasmapy.classes.plasma.PlasmaBlob
baryon_number (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 122 coupling()
method), 88
beta() (in module plasmapy.physics.dimensionless), 22
(in
module
bias
(plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.Characteristic coupling_parameter()
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions), 70
attribute), 84
binding_energy (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 122 CouplingWarning, 132
boris_push() (plasmapy.classes.species.Species method), current (plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.Characteristic attribute), 84
90

C

D

(in
module
call_string() (in module plasmapy.utils.pytest_helpers), deBroglie_wavelength()
plasmapy.physics.quantum), 37
134
Debye_length()
(in
module
categories (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 123
plasmapy.physics.parameters), 16
Characteristic (class in plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir),
Debye_number()
(in
module
84
plasmapy.physics.parameters), 17
charge (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 123
density (plasmapy.classes.plasma.Plasma3D attribute), 86
ChargeError, 132
check_quantity() (in module plasmapy.utils.checks), 129 domain_shape (plasmapy.classes.plasma.Plasma3D attribute), 86
check_relativistic() (in module plasmapy.utils.checks),
130
E
check_validity() (plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.Characteristic
method), 85
eff_m (plasmapy.classes.species.Species attribute), 89
chemical_potential()
(in
module eff_q (plasmapy.classes.species.Species attribute), 89
plasmapy.physics.quantum), 40
electric_charge() (in module plasmapy.atomic), 103
Classical()
(in
module electric_field_strength (plasmapy.classes.plasma.Plasma3D
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions), 56
attribute), 87
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electron_density (plasmapy.classes.plasma.PlasmaBlob get_padded_limit() (plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.Characteristic
attribute), 88
method), 85
electron_number (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), get_plasma_potential()
(in
module
123
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir), 77
electron_temperature (plasmapy.classes.plasma.PlasmaBlobget_unique_bias() (plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.Characteristic
attribute), 88
method), 85
electron_thermal_conductivity()
(in
module grid (plasmapy.classes.plasma.Plasma3D attribute), 86
plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii), 47
gyrofrequency()
(in
module
electron_thermal_conductivity()
plasmapy.physics.parameters), 13
(plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii.ClassicalTransport
gyroradius() (in module plasmapy.physics.parameters),
method), 51
14
electron_viscosity()
(in
module
H
plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii), 48
electron_viscosity() (plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii.ClassicalTransport
half_life (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 124
method), 52
half_life() (in module plasmapy.atomic), 105
element (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 123
Hall_parameter()
(in
module
element_name (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 123
plasmapy.physics.parameters), 12
element_name() (in module plasmapy.atomic), 104
extract_exponential_section()
(in
module I
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir), 80
impact_parameter()
(in
module
extract_ion_section()
(in
module
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions), 58
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir), 80
impact_parameter_perp()
(in
module
extrapolate_electron_current()
(in
module
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions), 57
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir), 81
InconsistentTypeError, 138
extrapolate_ion_current_OML()
(in
module IncorrectResultError, 138
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir), 83
inertial_length()
(in
module

F
Fermi_energy() (in module plasmapy.physics.quantum),
38
Fermi_integral() (in module plasmapy.mathematics), 72
fundamental_electron_collision_freq()
(in
module
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions), 62
fundamental_ion_collision_freq()
(in
module
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions), 63

G
get_EEDF() (in module plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir),
83
get_electron_density_LM()
(in
module
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir), 79
get_electron_saturation_current()
(in
module
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir), 78
get_electron_temperature()
(in
module
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir), 81
get_floating_potential()
(in
module
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir), 77
get_ion_density_LM()
(in
module
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir), 79
get_ion_density_OML()
(in
module
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir), 82
get_ion_saturation_current()
(in
module
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir), 78
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plasmapy.physics.parameters), 18
integer_charge (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 124
integer_charge() (in module plasmapy.atomic), 106
InvalidElementError, 132
InvalidIonError, 132
InvalidIsotopeError, 132
InvalidParticleError, 132
InvalidTestError, 138
ion_sound_speed()
(in
module
plasmapy.physics.parameters), 8
ion_thermal_conductivity()
(in
module
plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii), 46
ion_thermal_conductivity()
(plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii.ClassicalTransport
method), 52
ion_viscosity()
(in
module
plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii), 48
ion_viscosity() (plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii.ClassicalTransport
method), 53
ionic_symbol (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 124
ionic_symbol() (in module plasmapy.atomic), 106
ionization (plasmapy.classes.plasma.PlasmaBlob attribute), 88
is_category() (plasmapy.atomic.Particle method), 128
is_electron (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 124
is_ion (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 125
is_stable() (in module plasmapy.atomic), 107
isotope (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 125
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isotope_symbol() (in module plasmapy.atomic), 108
mean_free_path()
(in
module
isotopic_abundance (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute),
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions), 65
125
MissingAtomicDataError, 132
isotopic_abundance() (in module plasmapy.atomic), 109 MissingAtomicDataWarning, 133
MissingExceptionError, 138
K
MissingWarningError, 139
(in
module
kappa_thermal_speed()
(in
module mobility()
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions), 67
plasmapy.physics.parameters), 11
kappa_velocity_1D()
(in
module momentum (plasmapy.classes.plasma.Plasma3D attribute), 86
plasmapy.physics.distribution), 33
kappa_velocity_3D()
(in
module
N
plasmapy.physics.distribution), 35
kinetic_energy (plasmapy.classes.species.Species at- neutron_number (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 126
tribute), 90
nuclear_binding_energy() (in module plasmapy.atomic),
kinetic_energy_history (plasmapy.classes.species.Species
111
attribute), 90
nuclear_reaction_energy() (in module plasmapy.atomic),
known_isotopes() (in module plasmapy.atomic), 109
112
Knudsen_number()
(in
module nuclide_mass (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 127
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions), 69

L

P

Particle (class in plasmapy.atomic), 118
particle (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 127
particle_input() (in module plasmapy.atomic), 113
particle_mass() (in module plasmapy.atomic), 114
particle_symbol() (in module plasmapy.atomic), 115
periodic_table (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 127
PhysicsError, 133
M
PhysicsWarning, 133
Plasma3D (class in plasmapy.classes.plasma), 86
m (plasmapy.classes.species.Species attribute), 89
(in
module
magnetic_energy_density()
(in
module plasma_dispersion_func()
plasmapy.mathematics), 73
plasmapy.physics.parameters), 19
(in
module
magnetic_field (plasmapy.classes.plasma.Plasma3D at- plasma_dispersion_func_deriv()
plasmapy.mathematics), 74
tribute), 86
(in
module
magnetic_field_strength (plasmapy.classes.plasma.Plasma3Dplasma_frequency()
plasmapy.physics.parameters), 15
attribute), 87
magnetic_pressure()
(in
module PlasmaBlob (class in plasmapy.classes.plasma), 87
plasmapy.atomic (module), 93
plasmapy.physics.parameters), 19
plasmapy.classes.plasma (module), 86
mass (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 126
mass_density() (in module plasmapy.physics.parameters), plasmapy.constants (module), 92
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir (module), 75
6
plasmapy.mathematics (module), 72
mass_number (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 126
plasmapy.physics (module), 5
mass_number() (in module plasmapy.atomic), 110
Maxwellian_1D()
(in
module plasmapy.physics.dielectric (module), 23
plasmapy.physics.dimensionless (module), 22
plasmapy.physics.distribution), 26
Maxwellian_speed_1D()
(in
module plasmapy.physics.distribution (module), 26
plasmapy.physics.parameters (module), 5
plasmapy.physics.distribution), 30
Maxwellian_speed_2D()
(in
module plasmapy.physics.quantum (module), 36
plasmapy.physics.relativity (module), 41
plasmapy.physics.distribution), 31
Maxwellian_speed_3D()
(in
module plasmapy.physics.transport (module), 43
plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii (module), 43
plasmapy.physics.distribution), 32
Maxwellian_velocity_2D()
(in
module plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions (module), 54
plasmapy.utils (module), 129
plasmapy.physics.distribution), 27
Maxwellian_velocity_3D()
(in
module plasmapy.utils.checks (module), 129
plasmapy.utils.exceptions (module), 131
plasmapy.physics.distribution), 29
lepton_number (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 125
Lorentz_factor() (in module plasmapy.physics.relativity),
42
lower_hybrid_frequency()
(in
module
plasmapy.physics.parameters), 21
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plasmapy.utils.pytest_helpers (module), 134
PlasmaPyError, 133
PlasmaPyWarning, 133
plot()
(plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.Characteristic
method), 85
plot_time_trajectories() (plasmapy.classes.species.Species
method), 91
plot_trajectories()
(plasmapy.classes.species.Species
method), 91
position_history
(plasmapy.classes.species.Species
attribute), 89
pressure (plasmapy.classes.plasma.Plasma3D attribute),
86

Q

T
test_kinetic_energy() (plasmapy.classes.species.Species
method), 91
thermal_deBroglie_wavelength()
(in
module
plasmapy.physics.quantum), 37
thermal_pressure()
(in
module
plasmapy.physics.parameters), 10
thermal_speed()
(in
module
plasmapy.physics.parameters), 9
thermoelectric_conductivity()
(in
module
plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii), 46
thermoelectric_conductivity()
(plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii.ClassicalTransport
method), 53
Thomas_Fermi_length()
(in
module
plasmapy.physics.quantum), 39

q (plasmapy.classes.species.Species attribute), 89
quantum_theta()
(in
module
plasmapy.physics.dimensionless), 22
U
quantum_theta() (plasmapy.classes.plasma.PlasmaBlob UnexpectedExceptionError, 139
method), 88
UnexpectedParticleError, 133
UnexpectedResultError, 139
R
upper_hybrid_frequency()
(in
module
reduce_bimaxwellian_temperature()
(in
module
plasmapy.physics.parameters), 20
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir), 82
reduced_mass() (in module plasmapy.atomic), 116
V
regimes()
(plasmapy.classes.plasma.PlasmaBlob v (plasmapy.classes.species.Species attribute), 89
method), 88
velocity (plasmapy.classes.plasma.Plasma3D attribute),
RelativityError, 133
87
RelativityWarning, 133
velocity_history
(plasmapy.classes.species.Species
resistivity()
(in
module
attribute), 89
plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii), 45
resistivity() (plasmapy.physics.transport.braginskii.ClassicalTransport
W
method), 53
Wigner_Seitz_radius()
(in
module
run() (plasmapy.classes.species.Species method), 91
plasmapy.physics.quantum), 40
run_test() (in module plasmapy.utils.pytest_helpers), 135
run_test_equivalent_calls()
(in
module
X
plasmapy.utils.pytest_helpers), 137
x (plasmapy.classes.plasma.Plasma3D attribute), 86
RunTestError, 139
x (plasmapy.classes.species.Species attribute), 89

S
sort()

Y

(plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir.Characteristic
y (plasmapy.classes.plasma.Plasma3D attribute), 86
method), 85
Species (class in plasmapy.classes.species), 89
Z
spin (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 127
Spitzer_resistivity()
(in
module z (plasmapy.classes.plasma.Plasma3D attribute), 86
plasmapy.physics.transport.collisions), 66
stable_isotopes() (in module plasmapy.atomic), 116
standard_atomic_weight (plasmapy.atomic.Particle attribute), 128
standard_atomic_weight() (in module plasmapy.atomic),
117
swept_probe_analysis()
(in
module
plasmapy.diagnostics.langmuir), 76
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